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CATASTROPHIC HEALTH CARE COSTS

MONDAY, JANUARY 26, 1987

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Washington, DC
The committee convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., inroom SD-562, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Honorable John Mel-

cher, chairman of the committee, presiding.
Present: Senators Melcher, Heinz, Burdick, Pressler, and Wilson.
Staff present: Max I. Richtman, staff director; James Michie,

chief investigator; David Schulke, investigator; Michael Werner,
counsel for investigations; Stephen R. McConnell, minority staff di-
rector.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN MELCHER
Chairman MELCHER. The committee will come to order,
We are meeting today to examine the problems of catastrophic

health care costs. So we have three witnesses who will describe to
us their experiences with these devastating health care costs, andthe many sacrifices they have made in order to obtain adequate
health care for their loved ones.

More than 15 percent of the elderly in the United States, those
over 65, have incomes that are equivalent to the poverty line or
less. If they are not on Medicaid, they have to pay their monthly
Medicare premiums; they have to pay for all drugs prescribed out-
side of the hospital. Altogether, the elderly spend $30 billion out of
their own pockets each year for health care coverage and protec-
tion. That is about the same as what they were paying, maybe
slightly higher, than before Medicare was enacted.

There is a fear among the elderly in particular of the cost of
health care dragging them down and down financially, to where
they are forced to rely on Medicaid. This certainly runs counter tothe American concept that the elderly ought to be able to live indecent comfort and dignity and enjoy their so-called "golden
years."

This committee intends to vigorously prod the Congress into solv-
ing this very serious problem of catastrophic health care costs.

First of all, the elderly need to know exactly what Medicare will
pay for and what it will not pay for. I believe that is our responsi-
bility here in the Aging Committee to make sure that the Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services clearly states, in language
that is easily understood to those on Medicare, exactly what will be
covered and what will not be covered.
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Second, I think the private insurance companies sometimes are
less than definite and less than clear on just what their "Medigap"
policies cover. I think it is essential for the holders of these policies
to be able to clearly understand what they are paying for, what
they can receive in benefits, and how it blends in with Medicare.

Finally, we must provide peace of mind to the thousands of
Americans who are frightened by the catastrophic costs that result
from debilitating health conditions.

So this morning, we are holding our first hearing on catastrophic
coverage, and on Wednesday we will meet jointly with the House
Aging Committee over in the Cannon Building, at 2 o'clock. At that
time, we will hear from Dr. Bowen, Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services, who will discuss with us his proposal
for catastrophic coverage.

The witnesses we are going to hear from today will tell us in
their own words how they are afflicted, but before we turn to them,
Senator Burdick, do you have an opening statement?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR QUENTIN N. BURDICK
Senator BURDICK. Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you and con-

gratulate you for calling this hearing on catastrophic health care.
It is a deep concern of mine and of my constituents in North
Dakota. In fact, several years ago, I held a field hearing in Bis-
marck, North Dakota, on the future of long-term care. Many of the
questions raised then remain unanswered.

Today, 28 million Americans are 65 or over, and the elderly are
the fastest growing segment of our society. The elderly population
doubled between 1950 and 1980, and it's expected to double again
in the next 40 years. The number of "old-old," those aged 85 or
over, will increase by 75 percent before the end of the century,
from 2.8 million to 4.9 million. The need for long-term care among
this age group can only be expected to increase accordingly.

Nursing home expenditures totaled a staggering $35.2 billion in
1985. The figure for 1986 is closer to $39 billion. When we break
the totals down, we find that the average cost of a year's stay in a
nursing home is $25,000. Right now, patients are paying over half
of the cost out of their own pockets.

A recent survey of the elderly found that nearly two out of three
live alone, and over a third of all households age 66 and older
would be impoverished after only 13 weeks of nursing home care.
By the end of a year, the figure grows to 83 percent.

Just who are we talking about here? Nearly 16 million Ameri-
cans, or about one family in five, incur "catastrophic" out-of-pocket
medical costs every year. And, unfortunately, insurance hasn't
come up with the answer yet-premiums can run as high as $1,451
a year per person. This is simply not affordable for most of our Na-
tion's elderly, who rely on fixed incomes.

Even for those who can afford "Medigap" insurance, it turns out
that most policies go no further than Medicare. They effectively
provide no coverage for nursing home stays.

The burden has been falling onto Medicaid so far, but this
system is far from perfect. Before Medicaid will pay, patients must
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be poor, or must "spend down" their assets to meet the eligibility
standards.

Clearly, we have a problem of enormous proportions. I am as
committed as you to finding a workable solution, so that those in
our society who have worked all their lives can maintain their dig-
nity and enjoy the independence that is rightfully theirs.

Thank you.
Chairman MELCHER. Thank you, Senator.
Currently, there is a debate concerning the definition of cata-

strophic cost. For instance, we have been led to believe by some in-
surance companies that catastrophic costs occur mainly after a pa-
tient receives hospital care for many years. In addition, Dr.
Bowen's proposal for catastrophic coverage completely leaves out
long-term health care whether it is provided in a nursing home or
in the patient's home.

I think it is important to avoid this misconception and realize
that catastrophic costs can arise from a variety of circumstances. I
think these witnesses can help us, therefore, because they will ex-
plain their circumstances, and that will help us better understand
the causes of catastrophic medical costs.

Senator Pressler, can you give us some advice?

STATEMENT BY SENATOR LARRY PRESSLER
Senator PRESSLER. First of all, thank you very much, Mr. Chair-

man, for holding these hearings. I apologize for being late, but I
had to fight through this snow blizzard greater than many I find in
South Dakota.

Before I begin my remarks, I want to express my best wishes to
you, Senator Melcher, as the new Chairman of this committee for
the 100th Congress. I look forward to working closely with you and
the ranking member, Senator Heinz, my good friend, Senator Bur-
dick, and others on many issues concerning the aging of our popu-
lation.

Coming from a rural Midwestern State, I hope we can work spe-
cifically on some of the very unique problems of our elderly popula-
tion in those rural areas.

However, today we are here to examine a problem that affects
our senior citizens across the Nation-catastrophic health care
costs.

I commend you, Chairman Melcher, for tackling such an impor-
tant issue in our first official hearing of the new Congress. I am
sure we all agree that access to catastrophic care coverage is one of
the most pressing problems facing our Nation today. South Dakota
ranks sixth in the Nation for the highest percentage of senior citi-
zens in its population. Over 14 percent of South Dakota's citizens
are elderly. Many of the letters I receive in my office and the
people I talk to in my State tell me they simply cannot afford
health care anymore.

Most people do not understand why Medicare does not cover all
of their medical bills. Many individuals purchase Medigap insur-
ance under the belief that they will be covered in areas where
Medicare falls short. I am sure this is a familiar scenario, not just
in South Dakota but across the country.
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So the question before us is how do we provide adequate access to
health care for all individuals in need. And the biggest aspects of
this problem are catastrophic and long-term care.

The elderly account for one-third of all personal health care ex-
penditures even though they constitute only 11 percent of our total
population. We need to find a fiscally responsible way of providing
adequate health care coverage now, because senior citizens consti-
tute the only segment of our population that is going to significant-
ly increase in the coming years.

I have spoken to many people about this problem, and many can
take care of most of their health care problems. But, when a family
experiences a catastrophic health care problem, particularly a
senior citizen, that is when they find out their private insurance,
or Medicare does not cover enough. That is when they lose their
personal property and what they have saved for all their lives-
that is truly a catastrophic experience.

So I thank the Chair for this hearing, and I look forward to hear-
ing our witnesses.

Chairman MELCHER. Thank you very much.
Senator Heinz, we are delighted you are here and would like to

hear from you now.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHN HEINZ
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, first let me commend and con-

gratulate you and the committee for holding this hearing. I think
this is probably one of the few organized events taking place in
Washington, DC today, and it could not be on a more vital or ap-
propriate subject, namely, catastrophic care.

This is the first hearing of this committee in the 100th Congress,
and the issue that you choose to address darkens the door of far too
many Americans, and that of course is the specter of catastrophic
acute or. long-term illness.

For over two decades, since the birth of Medicare and Medicaid,
Congress has pursued a policy of medical insurance protection for
our oldest and our most economically vulnerable citizens. But these
two programs, as the front line of defense against financially crip-
pling medical costs, while they have had many successes also have
their fair share of shortcomings.

Almost 100 percent of elderly Americans benefit from hospital
insurance under Medicare while only 4 in 10 previously had such
coverage. Mortality rates for both elderly women and men dropped
sharply in the decade immediately following the implementation of
Medicare-a reflection, in part, of better access to care.

But progress is only a measure of what still needs to be done.
More than one Aging Committee hearing has shown the effect of
creeping out-of-pocket costs on access and quality. We have heard
testimony before from families devastated by long-term illnesses
and, frankly, dumbfounded by the maze of regulations, restrictions
and limitations in private insurance coverage.

Yet, once again, Mr. Chairman, we will hear testimony this
morning on the shortfalls of our health care programs, on the loop-
holes and potholes, the financial, psychological and physical "black
holes" that put too many Americans at risk.



I think we stand at a crossroads. Our choice is to strengthen and
expand our commitment to provide essential health care services
for all Americans or, in the alternative-which I hope we do not
do-to cave in to compulsive budgeteers and program polemics who
say we have done enough already.

I think the choice is clear, and I think Secretary Bowen, whom
we will hear from later this week, deserves credit for steering the
public debate down the right road with his proposal for catastroph-
ic coverage.

But I offer one caveat as Congress and all of us take up the issue
of catastrophic coverage, and that is this-that we should avoid
stopping short of a solution that is truly comprehensive. We have
to provide for a full range of services, from community-based to in-
stitutional, from catastrophic acute to long-term care. We need a
solution, in other words, that protects against the impoverishment
of individuals and their families, that assures access to care with-
out regard to ability to pay, and for Americans of all ages. Most of
all, we need a solution which includes incentives for cost contain-
ment which do not threaten quality.

The people, Mr. Chairman, that you have invited to this hearing
today are themselves or represent people who, for in excess of six
decades, have been proud, self-sufficient people, taking care of
themselves and their own.

It is a national tragedy that, beset by an illness, a sickness, that
a huge excess of hospital or nursing home bills should plunge such
an individual, such a family, from a plateau of self-respect into an
abyss of dependency and desperation. And it is my hope that out of
these hearings that you have called, Mr. Chairman, we will be able
to assure that people are protected from falling into the chasm,
and that instead of having a crash landing, there will be a much
happier ending.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MELCHER. Thank you very much, Senator Heinz.
Senator David Pryor and Senator Chuck Grassley cannot be with

us today due to prior commitments. They have, however, submitted
statements for the record, and without objection, they will be in-
serted at this point.

[The prepared statements of Senators Pryor and Grassley follow:]
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DAVID PRYOR

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to congratulate you on the scheduling of this hearing. Cat-
astrophic coverage seems to be the issue of the hour-the newspapers are filled with
articles of it, and this week alone several Congressional committees have scheduled
hearings on the topic. This is a significant change since last August when I held an
Aging Committee hearing on this topic in Arkansas, and found limited hearing ref-
erence to the issue during recent Congresses. I hope that this increased attention
will translate into some positive legislative action this year.

It is no secret that HHS Secretary Otis Bowen is to be credited for a great deal of
the attention being focused in the area of catastrophic health care costs. Although
through the years there have been a number of legislative proposals submitted to
deal with one or more aspect of the catastrophic problem, the Secretary's endorse-
ment of a catastrophic plan and subsequent Advisory Committee meetings started
many of the interested parties talking. Equal in importance, however, is the defini-
tion for "catastrophic" that the Secretary's Advisory Committee came up with-a
disease or condition was defined as catastrophic based on its financial impact upon
an individual or a family. This is much broader approach than had been previously
taken, one which includes three distinct problem areas- acute catastrophic care for
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the elderly, long-term health care coverage for the elderly; and long-term and cata-
strophic health care coverage for individuals of all ages. I believe the Congress must
retain this broad approach in order to make any significant inroads in dealing with
this problem.

ACUTE CATASTROPHIC CARE FOR THE ELDERLY

The first of these areas-acute catastrophic coverage for the elderly-is the area
which can be most readily addressed. The major options include:

Improvements to current national Medigap policy and more stringent enforce-
ment of laws regarding these policies; and/or

Expansion of the Medicare program to fill the most glaring acute care gaps.
The latter is part of Secretary Bowen's plan. The relative ease with which this

problem can be addressed does not imply a lack of importance-the gaps in acute
care coverage have been serious problems since Medicare's inception which can fi-
nancially devastate an elderly individual or couple. In fact, that has been exactly
what has happened to around 5 percent of the Medicare population, and the other
95 percent live in fear of that occurring. Nor are these options free of controversy,
as I believe we will hear from the insurance industry today.

ACUTE/MINIMUM COVERAGE FOR ALL AGE GROUPS

The elderly have no monopoly on health care needs or expenses. A major problem
this nation must face is that of uncovered care-individuals and families who have
no health insurance coverage whatsoever. Around 18 percent (35 million) of the
under 65 population have no health care coverage. We must work to create greater
incentives for participation in group health insurance programs and to make federal
programs more-responsive to these needs.

LONG TERM CARE FOR THE ELDERLY

Finally, the area of long term care coverage for the elderly must be examined.
There are a number of changes which are needed to clarify benefits in this area-
particularly in the home health and Medicare nursing home benefits areas. We
must also fully examine the concept of long term care and nursing home insurance.
There are some serious concerns about the wisdom of marketing long term care
policies on a large scale-particularly about the funding of such an expensive prod-
uct.

Frequently I hear of elderly couples who both have serious health problems-
where one must sacrifice attention to his or her own health care needs in order to
finance care for the other. This type of situation is unconscionable, and we have an
obligation to address it. The area of spousal impoverishment has not received suffi-
cient attention. This occurs when one member of an elderly couple is placed in a
nursing home or needs other expensive health care and the community property is
liquidated in order to pay for the necessary care, leaving the spouse in the commu-
nity destitute. We need to find a workable way wo limit liability in situations like
these.

Mr. Chairman, by the conclusion of the President's State of the Union message
tomorrow night we will have a much better idea what the Administration has in
mind in the way of catastrophic health legislation. I know that there is much that
can be done, and as a member of this Committee, as well as the Health Subcommit-
tee of the Senate Finance Committee, I plan to be actively involved in the debate on
the issue. The implementation of a truly comprehensive national catastrophic plan
may take a number of years, but the prospects are more hopeful now than ever
before to accomplish some meaningful reform in this area. I stand ready to work
with my colleagues toward that goal.

STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY AT A HEARING OF THE SPECIAL
COMMITrEE ON AGING ON THE TOPIC OF CATASTROPHIC HEALTH CARE COSTS

Thank you Mr. Chairman.
I commend you for having this early hearing on the problem of catastrophic

health care expenses and for planning several other hearings on this topic. Clearly,
there is a great deal of interest in it here in the Congress and nationally as there
should be. Clearly also, it is a complex topic and we ought to give it the time and
careful treatment it deserves.

There has already been a great deal written about the threat of both acute and
long term care catastrophic health care costs to the elderly, about what seems to be
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a growing lack of health insurance coverage among the general population, and
about the problem of the tininsurable. I hope that, with this hearing, we start the
process of arriving at some kind of rough consensus on the dimensions of the prob-
lem and how to proceed.

I sincerely hope that we proceed carefully, especially as concerns any temptation
to create new Federal benefit programs. In the first place, we still have a minor
deficit problem, which, as far as I can tell, the Congress, the administration and the
American people are committed to eliminating.

Furthermore, and in my opinion, equally important, we need to be careful that we
do not promise things to the American people that we may not be able to deliver. As
one of our witnesses points out in his testimony, we are not now delivering on what
we have already promised to deliver through the Medicare Program. Recent financ-
ing crises in the Social Security Retirement Program, although we have repaired
that problem, and in the Medicare Program, have helped to create lack of confi-
dence on the part of the American people in the promises their elected representa-
tives make to them. More undeliverable promises can only create more disaffiliation
and political discontent.

I am pleased that the committee is seeking out the perspective of private business
people with respect to what they can offer to the solution of this problem. It seems
clear, at least to me, that, given our deficit problem and the unpopularity of a gen-
eral increase in income taxes, we will need the help of the private sector in solving
this catastrophic health care expense problem.

That is all I have to say for the present, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to the testi-
mony of our witnesses.

Chairman MELCHER. The first witness we are going to hear from
is Mrs. Joan Yelineck, of Beaver Dam, WI.

Mrs. Yelineck, will you come to the witness table, please?

STATEMENT OF JOAN YELINECK, BEAVER DAM, WI
Mrs. YELINECK. Senator Melcher, before you start asking me

some questions, may I thank you very much, and all the other Sen-
ators, Mr. Michie and all the aides over there for the wonderful
work you are doing. I am speaking for an awful lot of friends who
are in the same boat that my husband and I are in. I cannot thank
you enough.

Chairman MELCHER. Would you tell us, Mrs. Yelineck, what is
your husband's current condition?

Mrs. YELINECK. I would have to give you a little bit of back-
ground on my husband. My husband spent 21 years' service in the
Government-1( years at U.S. Weather Bureau, and then after
World War II he went back to school and became a deputy collec-
tor for Internal Revenue and worked up to be a special agent.

Then he decided he would like to open his own practice, which
he was in for about 21 years, self-employed. You have no retire-
ment, you have no medical support, et cetera.

And unfortunately, that was when March 15 was the deadline
for filing; he suffered a myocardial infarction, which is a heart
attack that destroys the main muscle of the heart. And he was not
a candidate for surgery, because he has also obstructive pulmonary
disease and an aneurism.

Chairman MELCHER. What year was that?
Mrs. YELINECK. His illness started 7 years ago.
Chairman MELCHER. Seven years ago; and the heart attack oc-

curred 7 years ago?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes; and then the obstructive pulmonary disease,

and the aneurism below his navel, which is inoperable.
Well, we had a lovely home on the lake-I have a picture of it-a

lovely, lovely home. We were frugal; we had put aside in invest-
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ments for our retirement. I might get a little bit emotional over
this because I have just been out of the hospital a short time where
I have had to have surgery.

We had to sell our home and move into a small apartment. And
our income-we had to divest of the investments for living ex-
penses monthly. My husband receives $448 per month Social Secu-
rity, and I, $190, because wife working for husband at that time-
maybe this law has been changed since then.

Our medical bills alone-I would like to correct myself, sir-our
drug bills, our pharmaceutical bills alone for the last 5 years have
totalled-I called the pharmacy for the total-it is $5,720.

My husband has figured out that 30 percent of our income goes
out for medical expenses that we are not reimbursed for by Medi-
care or our supplemental medical insurance. Our supplemental
policy stated that my husband, after spending 3 days in the hospi-
tal, would qualify for nursing home care. Well, now, in little print,
I have had four legal people look at this, and they have said, "It is
very ambiguous. We cannot answer that."

However, I have contacted one of the agents, and they are
coming next week to see if we really do. In the meantime, I got a
bill last Tuesday-oh, I am missing a very important point here,
Senators.

I have been taking care of my husband all this time, and he has
been in need of 24-hour care, because he also developed an injury
in his neck where the sixth and seventh vertebrae, the disc has
slipped, and the vertebrae have pushed the nerves out, which sends
terrific pain down the neck and down the arm. He was on 16 aspi-
rin, 8 extra-strength Tylenol plus codeine. Well, that can ruin any-
body's stomach within 4 days.

He was taken into the Beaver Dam Hospital, and they said,
"There is not anything much we can do." But some nurse spoke up
and said, "Let us try TENS, Doctor. What do you think?"

TENS is an abbreviation for transcutaneous electro-nerve stimu-
lation. You are hooked up just like in telemetry, if you have seen
anybody in cardiac care, and a little instrument hangs in front of
you on your garment, and that has a battery in it. It is very similar
to a stun gun. The patient turns the little wheels until they can
feel a shock going through their body. This shock sends a message
to the brain to pull out a hormone which is stronger than mor-
phine. It is actually a very wonderful invention. Some people can
only tolerate it for an hour to 2 hours. My husband is tolerating it
for 24 hours.

I was sent home after 3 days in the hospital with him all wired
up as such. Nobody instructed me how to handle this, and at 2
o clock in the morning the thing went haywire and almost bounced
him out of bed. And I had to get out an instruction book and go
through it and find out what I do next at 2 o'clock in the morning.
I managed that. So he is all hooked up with this.

Well, this went on for 6 weeks, needless to say, day and night.
And I collapsed, and I was taken by emergency to Saint Mary's
Hospital in Madison, where I had to have surgery. Well, what to do
with my husband?

My husband then was sent to Clearview, a nursing health care
facility. And they tell me that he does not qualify for Medicare be-
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cause he is not in need of 24-hour skilled nursing; and yet this man
cannot do anything.

And having taken out this supplemental insurance for nursing
home care, we felt that he was covered, So he has put in an appeal.
I do not know how far we are going to get with this appeal, but I
am not going to pay it until there is an appeal. I do not have the
money to pay it.

Chairman MELCHER. Mrs. Yelineck, there have been 7 years,
then, of increasing health problems with your husband. Do I under-
stand you correctly that you are now paying 30 percent of your
income for health care, whether it is prescriptions or what-have-
you?

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, sir.
Chairman MELCHER. That is over and above Medicare and your

insurance coverage?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, sir. The down payment on our home has all

gone for that.
Chairman MELCHER. If I understand you correctly, the costs have

increased for your husband during the past 12 months; is that cor-
rect?

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, yes, you are very correct, sir. And this is all
from his care at the University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinic,
and these are the bills from 1985 and 1986.

Chairman MELCHER. Are they paid?
Mrs. YELINECK. No. Thank God for an auditor on the Commission

on Aging, who comes and helps me every 3 weeks go through these
bills. There are terrible discrepancies in them. One bill will say you
owe $3,000, another one says you owe $2,100.

Chairman MELCHER. The 1985 bills are not paid yet?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, 1985 and 1986.
Chairman MELCHER. Have not been paid?
Mrs. YELINECK. Some of them are paid, and some are not.
Chairman MELCHER. Now you have had some of your own health

problems.
Mrs. YELINECK. Those bills just started coming in last week.
Chairman MELCHER. Do you mind telling us if you and your hus-

band can financially cover the costs that you are facing right now?
Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, no, there is no way, Senator, no. I would

have to turn to my brother who is an old salt, living out on his
boat in Key West, FL. I hate to do that.

Chairman MELCHER. You would get help from him?
Mrs. YELINECK. There would be the possibility. He is 77 years

old.
Chairman MELCHER. And your husband, I see, is 73; is that cor-

rect?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, he is 73.
Chairman MELCHER. And you are 68?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, sir.
Chairman MELCHF.R. Well, just tell us what this means to you, or

what you recommend that we do, because you apparently will be
able to pay these bills with the help of your brother; is that right?

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, I should not have said that; no, no.
Chairman MELCHER. What do you mean?
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Mrs. YELINECK. Well, it would be asking him to give up whatever
he might have, and I do not think that is right to do that.

Chairman MELCHER. What are the costs; can you give us a figure
per month--

Mrs. YELINECK. Right now, which is outstanding?
Chairman MELCHER. Well, outstanding first, yes.
Mrs. YELINECK. That is very hard to do. I called the University

Hospital Clinic where they issue the Medicare assistance and asked
them if they please would send me an accounting over the last 5
years on what doctor and clinic and hospital costs were. They said,
"We cannot do that." And I said, "Oh, but yes, you can."

They said, "Well, you have to send in a written request."
I said, "I will have it in the mail today," which 1 did. I specifical-

ly asked if they would please answer this at the latest by January
20. I had no response from them at all.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, do you have any idea what is left to
be paid?

Mrs. YELINECK. Well, it would be so hard to say because there
has been such an accumulation of it within the last 8 weeks. I
would be speaking in the thousands.

Chairman MEEICHER. $5,000? $2,000?
Mrs. YELINECK. I would say around $3,000 to $4,000, perhaps.
Chairman MELCHER. $3,000 to $4,000 is still unpaid?
Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, yes. I was so hoping to have those figures for

you so I could have been more accurate on that.
Chairman MELCHER. How will you pay that?
Mrs. YELINECK. Well, we made an agreement-this sounds ridicu-

lous-we have had threatening letters from them when we could
not pay and threatening telephone calls-so we made an agree-
ment to pay $25 per month in good faith. Well, now, I have not
been able to do that.

Chairman MELCHER. Are all your savings gone?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, every bit.
Chairman MELCHER. All of them?
Mrs. YELINECK. All.
Chairman MELCHER. And what are your remaining assets? Do

you own a house?
Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, no. Our home is gone.
Chairman MELCHER. Your home is gone, also?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, and our car is 12 years old.
Chairman MELCHER. The monthly costs for your husband, if not

met by Medicare, are going to be around $2,000 or more?
Mrs. YELINECK. The bill that I got last week was $2,990 from

them.
Chairman MELCHER. For how long a period?
Mrs. YELINECK. Thirty days. And that does not include his

oxygen or his medication.
Chairman MELCHER. So it is something in excess of $3,000 a

month, then?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, sir. This, I am just going to hold up, is the

medication receives at 10 a.m., nine different ones; 4 p.m., 10 p.m.,
4 a.m., 2.a.m., and then 4 p.m. and then 6 a.m., around-the-clock.
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Chairman MELCHER. So in sum, all of your preparation for retire-
ment and protection against costs has just evaporated, including
your home?

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, sir.
Chairman MELCHER. And the costs continue, at at least $3,000.
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. How about your own health? You look very

fine, I might tell you, Mrs. Yelineck.
Mrs. YELINECK. Well, thank you. I have been told that, but you

know, your face can make a liar out of you, too. I have had four
major abdominal surgeries, where I had a tumor as large as a loaf
of bread removed from my abdomen. As a result of that, peristaltic
action happens, where you do not digest your food; the worm-like
movement of your intestines stops completely. Then, I am rushed
to Madison, where a gastroenterologist said, "Oh, you can go
around bragging you had the same thing done that President
Reagan had done." And I said, "Well, I do not care to brag about
that." But that is called an endoscopic.

I was so ill that-I am Catholic-and a priest was called to
anoint me, which is the last sacrament of the church for the ill.
Then I was operated on the next morning. That was about 7 weeks
ago, so I am really not doing my best right here in recalling.

Chairman MELCHER. Were those bills settled yet?
Mrs. YELINECK. No. They are just coming in. One that just came

in was $2,000. That was for part of the surgery,
Chairman ME!.CHER. But some of that will be paid by Medicare,

will it not?
Mrs. YELINECK. It all depends on how they approve it.
Chairman MELCHFR. So there is no certainty right at this

moment.
Mrs. YELINECK. No; there never is. There never is until you get

the statement from Medicare, saying what they approve and what
they do not approve,

Chairman MELCHER. Well, Mrs. Yelineck, I repeat, you do look
very well. I would never have guessed that you have had serious
surgery in the last few months.

I want to thank you very much personally for coming here over
this weekend. You must have come in on an early flight yesterday,
or were you wise enough to come on Saturday?

Mrs. YE.LINECK. It was a little hairy. My daughter came with me,
and there was a heavy gentleman sitting on the end of the row,
and he was reading a book. He noticed that I was really getting
very nervous, and he asked me, "Are you praying?" And I said,
"Yes, I am." And he said, "Well, I am a priest. I will pray with
you.

So I came on a wing and a prayer.
Chairman MELCHER. Well, thank you very much.
Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Yelineck, I join the Chairman on congratulating you on

having gotten here somehow and on your tremendous fortitude and
courage in persevering through what you have been through for
the last 7 years.
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As I understand it, you have not only liquidated all your savings,
but you had to sell your house in order to pay the medical bills you
have referred to; is that right?

Mrs. YELINECK. Exactly sir, yes.
Senator HEINZ. And so you are broke?
Mrs. YELINECK. We are broke.
Senator HEINZ. And you are in debt--
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, yes.
Senator HEINZ [continuing]. To nursing homes, to hospitals, to

doctors.
Mrs. YELINECK. I have no idea how much we are in debt, though.

I would have had those figures, as I told Senator Melcher, if the
University Hospital Clinic would have come through with what I
requested.

Senator HEINZ. What are you going to do if these $4,000 or $5,000
worth of bills that you have described, that everybody says, "Well,
you have to pay us"-what are you going to do?

Mrs. YELINECK. I do not know, I do not know. And my husband is
of very sound mind-well, his background will tell you, having
been a special agent for the Internal Revenue. He is very anxious
to get out of the nursing home. God love you, I hope none of you
ever have to be in one.

Senator HEINZ. He does not want to be in the nursing home?
Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, no.
Senator HEINZ. He is unhappy there?
Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, very, very.
Senator HEINZ. Why is that?
Mrs. YELINECK. He is the only sane one in a room with four pa-

tients. It is pretty hard-nobody to talk sports with, nobody to talk
football with, nobody to talk baseball with, nobody to talk anything
with.

Senator HEINZ. You are saying he is in a lot better shape than
the other three people there?

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, well, he just read Lee Iacocca's book; he just
read Carl Sagan's Cosmos, to give you a little idea of the type of
man he is.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I was asking about the other three people
in the room, I gather, they are in pretty bad shape?

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, very bad shape.
Senator HEINZ. Are you in such a condition yet that you have

had to or you anticipate putting off necessary medical care either
for yourself or for your husband?

Mrs. YELINECK. I have done that, Senator Heinz, for the last 5
years. And the doctors have warned me, "If you do not come in and
have a complete physical so we can get to the bottom of all this,
your husband is going to be living, and you will be gone."

Senator HEINZ. This was 5 years ago?
Mrs. YELINECK. No. This was just 8 weeks ago.
Senator HEINZ. What does your doctor want you to do, and what

do you feel you cannot afford to do?
Mrs. YELINECK. Well, they are talking about another exploratory

surgery in my intestines, because I am also afflicted with endome-
triosis, which is a contamination of the pelvic region. I cannot see
doing that, because that would just leave Don.
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Senator HEINZ. So you are faced with having to give up some
medical care that you need in order to have enough left to live and
take care of your husband. That is really what you are saying to
us, isn't it?

Mrs. YELINECK. Exactly, yes.
Senator HEINZ. What about Medicaid? You know, there is a pro-

gram for people who are in great need and destitute. Are you eligi-
ble, do you know?

Mrs. YELINECK. I have not gone into that. I do not know any-
thing about it, really. The little I do know is that it is some kind of
help for medical expenses.

Senator HEINZ. But you have not looked into that?
Mrs. YELINECK. No.
Senator HEINZ. Have you asked anybody about it? Have you

talked to the hospital or the doctors or a social worker or anybody?
Mrs. YELINECK. No. This all came on so quickly with me. I had

been taking care of my husband, as I said before, and I have had
nurse's training, so I was acquainted with how to handle his pul-
monary spasms when he goes into them. It is the same sensation as
a person drowning. I know how to increase his oxygen or decrease
it; if you increase it too much, you can blow their heads off, and
you build up a carbon dioxide in the body which is poisonous, and
it would be instant death.

So therefore, I have been doing this for the last 5 years when he
has been so very ill. He has been ill a total of 7 years, but 5 years
intensive illness, and taken nine times by emergency to the Uni-
versity Hospital. They have a little joke going, and they say, "Don,
you are quite a guy."

As a matter of fact, they have a very strong interest in my hus-
band because they say they have not seen anybody survive such se-
vereness. His blood pressure is 244 over 160, which is beyond stroke
level. And they are studying him because they feel he has such a
strong biofeed. Are you acquainted at all'with what biofeedback is?

Senator HEINZ. A little; I know of it, but I have never tried it.
Mrs. YELINECK. Well, I do not know how to track it. It just comes

natural to my husband, apparently.
Senator HEINZ. And it works?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes. And also, they have complimented me and

allowed me to sleep in the room with my husband when he is criti-
cal. They have a bed alongside his bed, and he holds onto my hand,
and they say I am giving him my strength that I have.

Senator HEINZ. Do you think you are?
Mrs. YELINECK. I am hoping that I am.
Senator HEINZ. Let me ask you one last question. If you think

back 7 years ago or even further back, I guess, 8 years ago, when
your husband first turned 65, became eligible for Medicare--

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Did you think that most of your health care

needs and concerns would be taken care of by either Medicare or
the Medigap insurance that I understand you had?

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, yes, Senator, yes.
Senator HEINZ. And so you never anticipated that something like

this would happen?
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Mrs. YELINECK. One does not expect something like this. Do you
expect anything like this?

Senator HEINZ. I do not mean in terms of the illnesses. I mean in
terms of the bills, between your policy and the Federal Govern-
ment Medicare Program, did you have any inkling that you were
not well-protected?

Mrs. YELINECK. No, sir-especially after taking out the supple-
mental insurance policy. We thought we were very well-covered.
Plus Don took out another supplement which would cover a nurs-
ing home. And he said, "God forbid we would ever have to use
this." But we thought all right, we had better, we had just better.

Senator HEINZ. And why hasn't the nursing home supplement
paid the bill at Clearview?

Mrs. YELINECK. First of all, Clearview is a Medicare-approved
care center, which very few are, and my husband is in what they
call the 24-hour skilled nursing care. And actually, he should be to-
tally covered by Medicare because of needing 24-hour skilled nurs-
ing care. But their argument to me was that he has reached a pla-
teau where he is not getting any better and he is not getting any
worse. So he asked for a second opinion last Thursday, and they
are going to convey him by patient's conveyance to University Hos-
pital, where the four doctors who have been taking care of him for
7 years.

A cardiologist came in the last time, and he said, "Mrs. Yelineck,
I am so sorry to tell you this. I have been a cardiologist here for 27
years. Medicare has overruled me and told me that I must send
your husband home." He said, "He is likely to have a cardiac
arrest tonight with his arrhythmia, his heart.'

I thank the Lord he did not.
Senator HEINZ, Mrs. Yelineck, my time has expired.
Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, I am sorry.
Senator HEINZ. No, it is not your fault. The committee operates

under rules of fairness that are appropriate, and I am sure my col-
leagues, Senator Pressler and Senator Burdick, will have other in-
quiries.

But I thank you. All I can say is I suspect you are not alone
when it comes to people who, having a Medigap policy, having
Medicare, wake up one day, maybe many years later, and find that
their insurance Policy covers them everyplace except that it has
got a hole over the heart. It doesn't cover nursing home care. And
that is where you have really been hit.

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. Senator Burdick?
Senator BURDICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Yelineck, welcome to the committee. As I understand your

situation, to recap a little bit, you have sold your home.
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, sir.
Senator BURDICK. You have no income yourself?
Mrs. YELINECK. No, sir. Our income is our Social Security.
Senator BURDICK. Social Security. Outside Social Security, you

and your husband have no income?
Mrs. YELINECK. No, sir.
Senator BURDICK. And how much Social Security do you get, to-

gether?
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Mrs. YELINECK. You see, I worked for my husband, and wife
working for husband, there is no deduction. I get $190 per month,
and my husband gets $439.

Senator BURDICK. And that is your total income?
Mrs. YELINECK. No, sir, that is not my total income. Excuse me. I

thought you were asking about Social Security. You see, I am get-
ting confused now. No. We get $630. Our total income is $1,259 per
month.

My husband broke this all down for you. Our rent expense is
$395; our heat, $50; our electric, $40; our water, $15; our medical
insurance is $120 per month; our household belongings are $30 per
month; our cable TV, which is necessary because the building has
it; our car insurance, maintenance, license and gas is $90 per
month; our prescription drugs are $85 per month; travel to the
University of Wisconsin back and forth with room and board is $50
per month; our food is only $150; miscellaneous, $25; and dentist-
ry-my husband had the whole top of his mouth become ulcerated,
and they had to do root canals, if you are acquainted with that-
and we are paying that off at $124 per month-which is a total ex-
pense of $1,259.

My husband has figured out that the medical expenses alone are
$370 per month-that is for Physicians Mutual, a supplement, pre-
scription drugs, travel for medical in Madison at $50 per month,
and the dentist at $124, which comes to $379 per month.

Senator BURDICK. Well, having given those details, they far
exceed your income.

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, they do, sir.
Senator BURDICK. What do you do about the difference?
Mrs. YELINECK. I have been borrowing-money.
Senator BURDICK. Have you got people who will loan you money?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, yes.
Senator BURDICK. Relatives and friends?
Mrs. YELINECK. No. It is a banker.
Senator BURDICK. A banker who will loan you money?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes-on character alone.
Senator BURDICK. Well, how do you expect to pay the loans back?
Mrs. YELINECK. I do not know. I do not know. Right now, I do not

know.
Senator BURDICK. Well, getting back to what you have to break

the fall a little bit on this, you have insurance and extended insur-
ance, health insurance.

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, sir.
Senator BURDICK. But that does not cover it, as you have just re-

lated here.
Mrs. YELINECK. No.
Senator BURDICK. Well, we are interested in situations like yours.
Mrs. YELINECK. I am not alone, Senator. I only wish I could have

brought the people along who are our friends, our age, who are
losing their homes the same way.

Senator BURDICK. That is why we are looking at catastrophic in-
surance. And it seems to me, from the statements you have made
about your husband and yourself, that you are just about a candi-
date for that program.

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, yes, I think we certainly are, yes.
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Senator BURDICK. Well, thank you very much, and I hope the
banker still looks friendly at you.

Mrs. YELINECK. Thank you, Senator.
Chairman MELCHER. Senator Pressler?
Senator PRESSLER. Well, thank you very much for being here.

One area of interest that I have is, there are frequently ads adver-
tising Medigap insurance on TV that are usually by some famous
movie star.

Mrs. YEUINECK. Yes, I am acquainted.
Senator PRESSLER. I am certainly not against that; I am all for

private health insurance. But those ads gave me the impression
that if you bought the Medigap insurance in addition to your Medi-
care, you were covered. Now, is that the impression you had?

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, definitely, yes. And as I said, my husband
being a former agent, he read the policy over and felt it was just a
fine policy to cover us.

Senator PRESs!.FR. Well, then, how much of it covered you? How
much of this extra Medigap? There are different names for this,
some people call it extended insurance.

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes. This is called a supplemental.
Senator PRESSLER. Supplemental. That is what I see on TV in the

mornings being advertised, isn't it?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes.
Senator PRESSLER. What does that cover?
Mrs. YELINECK. If Medicare does not approve it-we did not

learn this until after having the policy in effect for about 3 or 4
years-if Medicare does not approve it, then you pay.

Senator PRESSLER. For example, in your case, what Medicare
didn't approve wasn't covered. Why not?

Mrs. YELINECK. There are many charges that doctors make that
are over what Medicare feels that they should make. And one of
the surgeons, who I will not name, who is considered one of the
finest urologists, overcharged my husband terribly, and he was
"spanked" to the tune of $83,000. Now, there was just a small little
article in the Milwaukee Journal about this specific doctor.

But this is going on all the time, and not only that, Senator Pres-
sler, when Don opened his own practice we had perhaps six or
seven accounts that we kept of doctors, and when I would call their
attention to how they collected from insurance companies and also
from the patients themselves, and I would say, "Well, Doctor, you
are collecting double here"-"Just turn your head the other way."

Senator PRESSLER. Well, I am a great believer in the private in-
surance system, but I am always eager to learn where it is not
working. Later on, I hope we will have expert witnesses, and I can
ask them questions. I think we should sort of build a chart here, or
at least I will, as to what is covered and what is not covered, be-
cause I thought more was covered than apparently is.

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, you would be very surprised, Senator, if you
got into the situation.

Now, I have turned over all that documentary proof of what is
covered and what is not covered, and Jim Michie has all that, and
he will be sending that back to me. And it is about that thick.

Senator PRESSLER. Now, when your husband's illness began, did
you understand what Medicare would cover? Was there ever an at-
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tempt by hospital personnel or anyone else to explain to you what
Medicare would and would not pay for? How did you learn what
Medicare or Medigap would not cover? Was it by getting the bills,
or did someone explain this?

Mrs. YELINECK. Exactly, exactly. Now, I have just been going the
rounds with Clearview Care Center, and they said, "We have noth-
ing to do with your supplemental insurance." They will not take
"assignments" is the word that they use. They bill us, and it is up
to us to see that that bill is paid.

However, I have had four different people who are acquainted
with legal matters examine the policy, and they all come up with a
different interpretation. So, as I mentioned before to Senator Mel-
cher, I put in a call to Michael Egelson, who is the agent, to come
to Clearview Care Center and explain this policy and why we are
not being protected the way we thought when we purchased the
policy. It is very ambiguous.

Senator PRFSSLER. Thank you very much.
Mrs. YELINECK. You are very welcome.
Chairman MELCHER. Mrs. Yelineck, I do not want to have you

state right now in public the name of the company, but we will ask
you privately the name of the company, and we will help you in
determining what the legal coverage of that policy is. We will es-
tablish that.

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, you arc making my heart dance now.
Chairman MELCHER. And might I say to everyone else who has

insurance, we will likewise insist, no matter what the company is,
in making sure that someone in your situation, has assistance from
this committee staff establishing exactly what the coverage is.

Mrs. YELINECK. I certainly would appreciate that.
Chairman MELCHER. Well, we feel a grave responsibility on that.

At the outset, I mentioned that the committee will want to estab-
lish exactly what Medicare covers and what it does not cover, and
put it in an easily-understood form, pamphlet, booklet, what-have-
you, and make sure that it is available to each and every Medicare
beneficiary and prospective Medicare beneficiary, too. That is all of
us.

Mrs. YELINECK. This is very necessary, Senator Melcher, very
necessary.

I happen to be a bit younger than my husband, but many of our
friends, husbands and wives, are of the same age. And it is very
difficult to understand what you are going to benefit, very difficult.
It has to be simplified-especially if you have been a patient and
you are coming out of the hospital, it takes an awful long while for
these wheels to get going the right way. The last thing in the world
you want to start worrying about right away is wheels; you just
want to recover-right?

Chairman MELCHER. Right, right. That is normal. That is part of
our human system.

Senator Wilson has just joined us, and we welcome Pete to the
committee. Do you have a statement you would like to make?

Senator WnLsoN. No thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MELCHER. Thank you.
Mrs. Yelineck, I take it you are a nurse?
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Mrs. YEL.INECK. No. I started out in training, and I got kicked out
for breaking the rules with my husband. It was a Catholic hospital,
and the old nun was sitting there in the dark, and she caught me.
And I did that three times, and three times I was caught.

Chairman MELCHER. Three times and you were out?
Mrs. YELINECX. Yes. [Laughter.]
Chairman MELCHER. And did you say your daughter accompa-

nied you?
Mrs. YELINECK. Yes, she did, sir.
Chairman MELCHER. Would you identify your daughter, please?
Mrs. YELINECK. Loris, would you please stand up? This is Loris

Ellis, and she is from Madison, WI. That is about an hour's drive
from Beaver Dam.

Chairman MELCHER. Yes, I know where Beaver Dam is.
Mrs. YELINECK. Do you?
Chairman MELCHER. Yes, I do.
Mrs. YELINECK. Do you have some friends there?
Chairman MELCHER. No; I was at Camp McCoy during World

War II. I am very familiar with the part of the country you come
from, and very beautiful country, too.

Mrs. YELINECK. Oh, yes, it is, The deer are running all over like
crazy now; we have got such a population of them.

Chairman MELCHER. Mrs. Yelineck, you mentioned prayer.
Mrs. YELINECK. Prayer, oh, yes.
Chairman MELCHER. You said you prayed coming in, and you

mentioned it otherwise, too, in terms of the illnesses that have af-
flicted you and your husband.

Mrs. YELINECK. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. Might I just say that this committee and

this Congress are here to do more than just pray. We will pray
along with you, but we expect to do more. I think your experience
is truly an example of how catastrophic illness expenses affect an
entire family. It affects you and your husband, and I daresay it af-
fects your daughter, and I think you said you had other daughters,
too.

Mrs. YELINECK. No. This is my only child I was blessed with. I
have Rh-negative blood, and at that time, they did not know that it
does not mix with positive. But I am so happy I have her.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, thank you both so much for coming.
Your story is one that needs to be told, so that people not just in
Congress, but the American public understand, that these circum-
stances doexist, and they should be alleviated.

Thank you very much.
Mrs. YELINECK. And I thank all you gentlemen so very much for

what you are doing.
Chairman MELCHER. Our next witness is Mrs. Edith Rieger, from

Alva, OK.

STATEMENT OF EDITH RIEGER. ALVA, OK

Chairman MELCHER. Mrs. Rieger, will you tell us in your own
words what your circumstances are and the circumstances of your
husband and your family?
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Mrs. RIEGER. OK. About 7 years ago, he had to have two vascular
surgeries, which I am sure you know what that is-well, he has
had three, but one was several years ago, and then about 7 years
ago, within 7 weeks, he had to have two vascular surgeries.

The last vascular surgery that he had, he had a pretty severe
stroke on the operating table. Then about 6 weeks after that, he
had to go back and have kidney surgery.

Well, his insurance paid all but about $2,500 of all three surger-
ies, and I have gotten that down to about $700 now. But there have
been several months I have not been able to send the hospital any
money. This is one hospital that has not been pressing me because
they say they know that eventually, I will get it paid.

Well, I kept him home, oh, approximately 4 years after he had
the vascular surgeries. I had to go to work because his Social Secu-
rity at that time was approximately $425. And many a time, I
would come home and find him lying on the floor-he had been
there all day-one day I came home, and he had fallen in the bath-
room, and he had blisters all over his legs where he had struggled
trying to get up. One time, he had broken ribs when I came home.
But I still worked and tried to keep him home.

Then I came one day and found him, and he could not talk to
me; he could not even drink water. I called our family doctor, a: d
he came right over. That is when he told me, "Mrs. Rieger, you
cannot keep him home any longer." He was completely paralyzed,
all but-well, he could not walk, and at that time he could not
speak. He knew everything that was going on, and I told my
doctor, "I cannot tell him he is going to a nursing home; you will
have to do it." So he told him he would have to go to the c6nvales-
cent home until he could take care of himself, which he knew he
could never do.

But he was willing to go, and I guess I am fortunate in this. I
have a wonderful nursing home that he is in, and he has never
asked me to come home. In this nursing home, the ones that have
their right mind and everything, they are all put in a wing sepa-
rate from the others. So he does get out and watch television; they
take him the wheelchair.

Since he has been in the nursing home, though, he has had two
or three more strokes. Once in a while he can talk to you, but usu-
ally it is just a whisper, and you have to kind of guess at what he
is saying.

The only thing that upsets him is he will get to crying some-
times, and I will ask him what is wrong. He says, "I do not like for
you to be working as hard as you are."

And I tell him, "Well, you took care of me all these years. I will
take care of you now."

But it is getting to the point where I do not know. Now his Social
Security check is $498, which they will be taking. some more-I will
be having to pay the nursing home a little more, because they got a
raise. Hie is supposed to have $25 per month.

They do allow five prescription drugs, but he only takes two that
have to be written by the doctor. The others are medicine that you
can buy over-the-counter. I have to pay for that, and I have to pay
for his personal belongings and have his hair cut and things like
that, which is more than the $25.
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Therefore-I am supposed to take high blood pressure medicine
and a heart pill four times a day-I have not been able to buy
them. I broke a cartilage in my knee which the doctor says I am
going to have to have fixed, but there is no way I can do that,
either. My glasses were changed about 7 years ago, and my eye
doctor is worrying me about that, but I just do not go and get it
done.

I should be able to draw some Social Security myself. They let
me have $200. I get it about 4 or 5 months out of the year, and
then they cut it off. If they would take what my take-home pay is, I
do not make near enough, but they count what you get before your
taxes are taken out. So therefore, they cut my Social Security off.

Chairman MELCHER. How old are you?
Mrs. RIEGER. I will be 68 in May.
Chairman MELCHER. And your husband?
Mrs. RIEGER. My husband is 83.
Chairman MELCHER. He is 83. Where are you working?
Mrs. RIEGER. I am a cook at the VIP Supper Club in Alva, which

as I said, I am doing the hardest work I ever did in my life.
Chairman MELCHER. How many hours a week?
Mrs. RiEGER. Well, right now we are short of help, so I go to

work at 6:30 in the morning and get off at 3 p.m., 6 days a week.
Chairman MELCHER. Six-thirty to three?
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. What is your income per week, gross?
Mrs. RIEGER. It averages out to $600 a month.
Chairman MELCHER. One hundred fifty dollars a week, then?
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. And you are working 6 days a week.
Mrs. RIEGER. Six days a week right now. My boss does not like

for me to have to work over 5 days a week, but as I said, we are
short of help now, and until he can get something to work out, I
have to work 6 days a week.

Chairman MELCHER. And is your husband's Social Security $498
per month?

Mrs. RIEGER. Yes. And if it would come to where I would have to
quit, they tell me all I could draw would be half of his-and who
could live on that? You could not do it.

Chairman MELCHER. You are putting off your own health care
needs in order to work?

Mrs. RIEGER. I sure am, in order to work. My druggist got after
me the other day. I thought I owed them about $1,000, but my
drugstore bill right now that I have not been able to- pay is $1,300.

Chairman MELCHER. Now, are those drugs for yourself?
Mrs. RIEGER. For myself and my husband.
Chairman MELCHER. For both of you.
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes, because up until just recently, I had to pay all

of his drugstore bills. I had to buy all of his medicine. It has just
been in about the last 3 months that they have picked up any of
the prescription medicine for him.

Chairman MELCHER. That is while he is in the nursing home,
after he went to the nursing home?

Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. They are still not picking it all up?
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Mrs. RIEGER. No.
Chairman MELCHER. So a portion of your husband's prescrip-

tions--
Mrs. RIEGER. I am having to pay myself.
Chairman MELCHER. What does that run per month, including

your own?
Mrs. RIEGER. Well, if I bought mine and his both, I would be

paying around $75 month. Right now, last month, I paid-his runs
different-but the last month, I picked up $32 of his that was not.

Chairman MELCHER. Now, I want to get this straight. He has
Social Security income.

Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. He is eligible to be in this nursing home

and pay $25 per month?
Mrs. RIEGER. Twenty-five dollars is what is left out of his Social

Security that I can use to pay.
Chairman MELCHER. All the $498 except $25?
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes-goes to the nursing home.
Chairman MELCHER. I see. So you are faced with paying the pre-

scriptions for yourself and him and taking care of whatever your
medical needs are, and waiting for the golden day when you are
financially able to have the knee surgery--

Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. And what is your other medication for?
Mrs. RIEGER. High blood pressure and a heart condition. I have

not taken any heart pills for quite a long time, because they are
the most expensive.

Chairman MELCHER. Have you been able to save any money, or
did you have any savings?

Mrs. RIEGER. The first 6 months that he was in the nursing
home, it took everything we had.

Chairman MELCHER. All of your savings?
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. And so you still have to pay $700 of hospital

charges that go back 7 years?
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes, and then on top of that, I owe our former

doctor, who now has retired, I owe him $1,500-but Dr. Simon said,
"Well, I know you will pay it someday, Edith, so I am not going to
press you for it." But I am just one who does not want bills hang-
ing.

Chairman MELCHER. So $1,500 to him, $700 to the hospital, and
$1,300 to the drugstore.

Mrs. RIEGER. Yes. And I have been paying the Alva Hospital. I
owe them some on his last trip to the hospital. I have got that
down to $43, though, which I will be able to take care of.

And on top of that, he had a Medicare supplement, but I had to
drop it because I could not pay it.

Chairman MELCHER. In other words, you exhausted what you had
set aside, and in order even to cope with the past bills that you are
paying off, you are working 50 hours a week cooking at the supper
club and putting off your own health care needs.

Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
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Chairman MELCHER. Well, I am pleased that you have a very
confident outlook about you. Those are not the best of circum-
stances.

Mrs. RIEGER. I will struggle and pay it some way, some time, but
there are still days when I go home and-my day consists of get-
ting up at 6:30, going to work, coming home, maybe resting an
hour, going to the nursing home and spending the rest of the
evening, come home, and get up and do the same thing all over.

Chairman MELCHER. That is a tough life.
Thank you, Mrs. Rieger.
Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mrs. Rieger, you mentioned that you had a Medigap policy for

something like 18 years; is that right?
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. But you had no idea that it would not cover the

kinds of costs and problems you have experienced?
Mrs. RIEGER. Well, now, I feel that his Medicare policy covered

pretty well, because those vascular surgeries are not cheap, and I
felt it did pretty good. If he had not had to go to the nursing home,
we could have had that all paid, but

Senator HEINZ. Did you think that the nursing home costs were
going to be covered?

Mrs. RIEGER. Oh, no. I knew that would not happen.
Senator HEINZ. So you did not feel you got blind-sided here?
Mrs. RIEGER. No, not on that.
Senator HEINZ. Is there anything that, if you look back 5 or 10

years, you would have done differently, knowing the kinds of prob-
lems you were going to encounter?

Mrs. RIEGER. Well, I do not know of anything I could have done
differently, really.

Senator HEINZ. Are you at the point now where your bills are so
big that you do not know how you are going to pay them?

Mrs. RIEGER. From month to month now, medicine and things
are going up so high that, yes, I do wonder, because until I make a
house payment and insurance-like house insurance, which you
have to have; car insurance, which you have to have-no, I do not
know, because right now I owe the man who carries my car insur-
ance $120. He said, "You cannot run around here without car in-
surance. I am sending it in for you."

I said, "I do not know when I can pay you."
He said, "You will pay me. I know that."
But I do not like to have people do that for me.
Senator HEINZ. You mentioned that you have postponed having

the cartilage surgery on your knee because you cannot afford it.
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes. And the doctor told me, "I can put shots in

there two more times, and that is all you can have."
Senator HEINZ. You also indicated you were on blood pressure

medication.
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Do you take that every day, or are there times

when you do not take it because you cannot afford it?
Mrs. RIEGER. I have not had my blood pressure filled for about a

month, now.
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Senator HEINZ. So you are not taking your medication?
Mrs. RIEGER. No. The druggist says, "Well, you can charge it."
I said, "Yes, but you are charging me interest on that every

month, and the interest amounts to more than sometimes what I
can pay on the bill."

Senator HEINZ. So that's the reason you are not taking your
medication?

Mrs. RIEGER. Because I do not have the money, and I just do not
feel I can afford to charge, because I do not want to run up any
more bills.

Senator HEINZ. So you are putting off a lot of needed medical
care because you cannot afford it.

Mrs. RIEGER. Yes.
Senator HEINZ. Do you know of any other people who are doing

the same?
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes, I do. I could have brought a lot of names along

with me of people who are in the same boat I am.
Senator HEINZ. What should all of us here in Congress or for

that matter, in the administration, learn from this, and in your
opinion as you look not just at yourself but these other people,
what is the solution? Should individuals be doing more for them-
selves? Should families be doing more? Should employers be doing
more or should the Government be doing more? Where does the re-
sponsibility lie, and who should accept that responsibility?

Mrs. RIEGER. I really do not know what to say. I mean, I do not
know on that. The thing about it that disturbs me is that my hus-
band had had this Medicare supplement. He worked at the college
for 17 years. He had this insurance then, which the college covered;
then, when he left the college, he could put it into a Medicare sup-
plement. Well, it kept going up; each month, it would raise. When
it got up to $60, I could not pay it so I had to drop it.

Senator HEINZ. So you dropped that. When did you drop that?
Mrs. RIEGER. About a year ago.
Senator HEINZ. Was that before or after you started getting these

additional bills?
Mrs. RIEGER. Oh, well, I had bills then, yes.
Senator HEINZ. And some of them were being paid by the supple-

ment?
Mrs. RIEGER. Well, if he went to the hospital, yes. Now, the nurs-

ing home he is in has several registered nurses. It is a family-run
nursing home, and we are very fortunate to have such a good nurs-
ing home in Alva. I said to my doctor, "I do not know what I would
do if he would have to go to the hospital."

He said, "Well, it is going to have to be something drastic-very
bad-if I send him to the hospital, because he will get better care
right here than at the hospital, and they can handle almost every-
thing."

Senator HEINZ. One last question, because I know Senator Pres-
sler and others have questions. Hypothetically, if either the private
insurance industry or the government designed a true catastrophic
and long-term illness policy that really did the job, that did not in-
flict on you or on Mrs. Yelineck the kinds of sacrifices that you
have described, and let us say-and I am pulling a number right
out of the air-but let us say it costs a fair amount of money a
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month. Let us assume it costs $100 a month $1,200 a year-and you
started subscribing to that policy at age 45. As you look back,
would have been worth it or not to have paid that kind of money
for real security?

Mrs. RIEGER. Well, I think it would have been.
Senator HEINZ. All right. Thank you.
Chairman MELCHER. Senator Pressler.
Senator PRESSLER. Well, first of all, I want to thank you very

much for being here. I do want to say something in general first, to
sort of summarize this hearing as I see it.

We see today people-hard-working people-who do not expect
handouts, who are in trouble. These appear to be white, middle-
class people. We cannot say it is a result of racial discrimination or
misfortune. They seem to represent typical American citizens, and
they are in great financial hardship. We cannot say that they are
lazy, that indeed someone who is 68 and still working as a cook in
a restaurant is not making a great contribution.

I guess there are two lines of questions that I have. What should
you have done in terms of buying insurance? Has anyone told you,
were you to go back 20 years and going to buy insurance, what
should you have bought, what should you havedone to prevent
this, other than being very wealthy?

Mrs. RIEGER. You know, 20 years ago, I do not suppose I ever
even thought that I would be on Medicare. I do not know. I think

- we- should--have -probably bought something. -We-did- have insur-
ance, but like I say, when my husband got sick, it was just so ex-
pensive that I just could not keep it.

Senator PRESSLER. Yes, you could not buy it then.
Mrs. RIEGER. I have never had a Medicare supplemental policy,

myself.
Senator PRESSLER. The point I am asking is a technical one, and I

will ask it of staff later, and I do want staff to focus in on this. I
would like to know as a Senator, if there had been a way that
these people could have managed their resources to buy insurance
so this could have been avoided. I think the answer to that ques-
tion is no; I do not think you could have bought insurance. Unless
you are an expert on insurance, it is awfully hard to know what
you have got. You can only find out when you try to collect it. I am
not criticizing the insurance companies, because I know it is all
written down, but the average person does not think about it and
does not research it, or cannot.

For example, we recently had a burglary in our Capitol Hill
house, and I have no idea what we can collect insurance on and
what we cannot. We are just filling out the forms, but I must say I
do not expect we are going to be able to collect very much. But
even as a U.S. Senator, I have no idea what we are going to be able
to collect. I guess I will find out maybe the hard way, but I will
find out shortly.

That is analogous of the situation you are in, isn't it? You go
along, and you have what everybody else has, apparently. You are
working hard; and all of a sudden you find out that you haven't got
what you thought.

I do want to see, on these witnesses this morning, I think we can
use your cases to illustrate a point. I am going to have staff try to
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tell me how you could have theoretically managed your resources
so you would be covered today. I think the answer is that there is
no way you could have done it.

Mrs. RIEGER. There is another thing I forgot about insurance. I
took out two or three medical policies, and I took them to my
family doctor to look over. And he said,

Edith, I hate to tell you this, but with your high blood pressure, no matter what
comes up, the insurance company is going to throw it right back, that it was due to
your high blood pressure, and you are not going to get a thing.

Senator PRESSLER. I think that illustrates another point I was
going to make. I know that Governor Lamb of Colorado has written
a book saying we cannot provide everything to everybody, that we
have to make choices. But I think the witnesses today are very
good because they illustrate that they are not getting heart trans-
plants or that sort of thing. They are getting what all of us would
hope to get-normal treatment-and there is nothing extraordi-
nary about what is happening to these sick men that would not
happen to anybody. I think all of these people are in the category
of people who would not even be in Governor Lamb's extreme deci-
sions that he says have to be made.

So that it is a problem that this Committee has to face. We have
to face up to it. A lot of Americans are in severe trouble, people
working, as you are working at age 68-and I hope I will still be
able to be working at age 68, even just indoor work like this, and
no heavy lifting.

It is a severe problem, and we have got to address it. Now, Secre-
tary Bowen has a plan that if people were to pay $5 or $10 extra a
month, a lot of these things would be covered. Of course, I do not
think all your cases would be covered. I would like to see staff also
give a comparison.

Mr. Chairman, later can we get a little chart from staff that
would show if Secretary Bowen's plan, and we will have him here
Wednesday, if this were in effect, would these particular cases be
covered? Would this case be covered? Would this lady be sitting
here if Secretary Bowen's proposal were in effect? I

Could staff answer that, or could we maybe get that later? You
are an expert, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, I and Senator Kennedy introduced the
bill to implement what we believe the Bowen proposal would do
and what Dr. Bowen says it would do. It would not cover this cir-
cumstance in that long-term health care is not provided for.

Now, whether or not it would cover Mrs. Rieger's particular case
in paying for the high blood pressure medication, I would hope it
would, but we need to know what the Bowen proposal would actu-
ally do, because we hope to have it on the Senate Floor sometime
this year, and we will have to know all the ins and outs of it. I am
looking forward to Dr. Bowen's explanation about what his propos-
al will do when he testifies before the Committee on Wednesday.

Senator Wilson.

'See transcript of January 28, 1987 joint hearing between the House Select Committee on
Aging and the Senate Special Committee on Aging.
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STATEMENT BY SENATOR PETE WILSON

Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mrs. Rieger, neither you nor Mrs. Yelineck are very good wit-

nesses in one sense-neither of you ladies look your age. And I
must say I think you have evoked the admiration of the members
of this Committee for your courage.

Let me try to pick up on Senator Pressler's line of questioning. I
am not quite clear from what you said-was your husband a
member of any kind of a group health plan before he became inca-
pacitated?

Mrs. RIEGER. He had a Medicare supplement is all.
Senator WILSON. But this was private insurance to supplement

his Medicare coverage in connection with group coverage from his
employment?

Mrs. RIEGER. Well, it was a group coverage when he worked at
the college, but after he left the college, you could take it out on an
individual basis.

Senator WILSON. To extend the coverage, he could continue to
contribute.

Mrs. RIEGER. Yes. But they just kept going up on us, and when it
got to $60, I could not pay it.

Senator WILSON. Sixty dollars--
Mrs. RIEGER. A month.

---Senator-WILSON. And I assume -that-you have had- no-similar-
kind of opportunity to participate in any kind of an employer/em-
ployee group plan?

Mrs. RIEGER. No, because I was one that I was not going to have
to work, you know. I was not going to work unless I just wanted to.
I mean, we were out on the farm, and yes, T worked out on the
farm.

Senator WILSON. I understand.
Mrs. RIEGER. But like I told somebody, it was not near the hard

work I am doing now. Even when I was milking cows, it was not as
hard as what I am doing now.

Senator WILSON. I gather that notwithstanding the burdens that
have been visited upon you and your husband, you still do not
qualify for Medicaid.

Mrs. RIEGER. Well, now, is Medicaid what picks up from his
Social Security?

Senator WILSON. Medicaid is available to a class that is described
as "medically indigent"-those who are suffering such heavy medi-
cal costs-or I should say, those whose circumstances qualify them.
It is low-income. And because your husband is not working, and be-
cause of your situation, I am not sure--

Mrs. RIEGER. Well, in the nursing home they pick up what his
Social Security check does not cover, after 6 months, but now I had
to take care of it. Well, that depleted everything.

Senator WILSON. Let me ask this question of staff, and I do not
know whether they know. Are Mrs. Rieger's circumstances such
that she is entitled to Medicaid coverage?

Mr. MCCONNELL. 1 think she gets Medicaid coverage--
Mrs. RIEGER. I think on my husband, that is probably what that

is called.
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Mr. MCCONNELL. Yes, but you have to pay a portion of it.
Mrs. RIEGER. Well, like I say, they take his Social Security check

all but $25, and I am supposed to pay-well, like I say, they said
they would pick up five prescriptions. Well, OK, he only takes two
medicines that have to be prescribed by the doctor; the rest of it is
over-the-counter, and I have to pay for that. They. will not pay for
that. And that amounts to more than what his prescription drugs
do.

Senator WILSON. I am wondering, Mr. Chairman, what the inter-
play is.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, might I clarify this. I think this is one
of the examples Americans are faced with. Clearly, the cost of what
Mr. Rieger is receiving is covered by Medicaid. His Social Security
defrays that up to $470-some a month. He has a total Social Securi-
ty check of $498, which would only pay a portion of his nursing
home care.

Mrs. Rieger does not get Medicaid because she has an income.
Mrs. RIEGER. No, I do not.
Senator WILSON. That was my point.
Chairman MELCHER. She can either go on welfare and get Medic-

aid, or she can continue to work as she wants to do, to pay off the
previous bills.

Mrs. RiEGER. Yes, I will continue to work as long as I can.
Senator WILSON. That was the point of my line of questioning,

Mr. Chairman. That is my surmise as well. And her problem, I
gather, arises not from a single acute illness of her husband or her-
self, but the need for continuing care, long-term care, which is
available under Medicaid to a degree.

Mrs. RIEGER. Now, the first 6 months he could have been covered
had I divorced him. And that kind of got me when they told me
that. I said you do not live with someone 40 years and divorce them
just because they are sick. So therefore I spent what little I had
accumulated.

I could state several cases there in Alva, though, where they
have divorced to get the help.

Chairman MELCHER. To get the help immediately.
Mrs. RIEGER. Yes. But I would not do it.
Senator WILSON. It sounds, Mr. Chairman, as though Mrs. Rieger

is in the position of really working a very tough schedule, working
very hard, doing hard work and still being burdened with the ex-
traordinary cost of these medications. My impression without
knowing is that if she were not working, Medicaid might pay for
most of the long-term care apart from the medications-that still, I
do not think, would be included.

But that looks to me like an area that the committee ought to
explore. It looks as though Medigap still has a gap in that regard.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, Mrs. Rieger, I think you demonstrate
a rather admirable American quality of wanting to continue to
work even though you are 67 going on 68, and even though you
have high blood pressure and apparently a bad knee.

But let me say this. You and your husband must have worked all
your lives, I take it, and made a contribution to the community
and to the country.
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Mrs. RIEGER. We have; we have worked hard. I have one daugh-
ter, and she is adopted, which I am very proud of; but she and her
husband are having to struggle, too. They do help me some with
my utility bills, which I could not pay if they did not. But I feel bad
about taking that from them, due to the fact that they need it for
themselves. But my son-in-law is a wonderful person, and he just
wants to help me if he can.

Chairman MELCHER. Your doctor tells you no more injections in
your knee-I assume those are cortisone-type, anti-inflammatory-
type injections.

Mrs. RIEGER. I think so.
Chairman MELCHER. And after this, knee surgery will be re-

quired. Now, I think you ought to take your doctor's advice, be-
cause apparently, you want to continue making the contribution in
a very meaningful way, and I do not know how you would--

Mrs. RIEGER. He says if I would go now, it will be less serious
than if I wait a little while longer.

Chairman MELCHER. Second, this question of not taking high
blood pressure medicine when your physician recommends it is also
not a very wise practice. Now, I do not have to tell you that; you
know that.

Mrs. RIEGER. Oh, I know that. I know what my blood pressure
was the other night out at the nursing home-they take it regular-
ly-and they just threw a fit.

-Chairmnan MELCHER. 'I dmire your c-rmmeintaboiiiniot following
the practice of separating from your husband just so you could
avoid some nursing home coverage in that first 6 months when he
entered the nursing home.

Mrs. RIEGER. I just could not do that.
Chairman MELCHER. I especially admire it since my wife and I

have been married just slightly over 40 years, and I will take your
testimony home to her to show this loyalty. This loyalty is a great
thing.

But in answer to Senator Heinz' question, let us get down to this.
Now, you worked all your life, your husband worked all his life.
Senator Heinz asked who you think ought to be taking care of this,
and whose responsibility it is. I thought you kind of ducked that.
You know, you have put in your time. You are a citizen of this
country, and you can advise this Congress on what you think about
this.

Shouldn't somebody step in here and take care of this?
Mrs. RIEGER. I think they should.
Chairman MELCHER. Well, who?
Mrs. RIEGER. I think the Government ought to.
Chairman MELCHER. Well, I thought maybe that was what you

thought. As a case of last resort, the Government ought to pick up
the tab, should they not?

Mrs. RIEGER. I do not want them to give me something that I do
not deserve. But when you get older, and you are doing harder
work than you have ever done-I feel like I have contributed a
little bit to my country.

Chairman MELCHER. Yes, you have, yes, you have. And I assume
your husband has, too; the way you described him, he certainly
has.
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Mrs. RIEGER. He was a very hard worker.
Chairman MELCHER, Now, what I am getting at is you forego

doing what you are supposed to do for yourself. You are jeopardiz-
ing what it is going to take to keep you up and around and capable
of a decent life. So I think you are between a rock and hard place;
your situation is between a rock and a hard place, and you should
not be there. There ought to be somebody picking up this tab after
you are of a certain age. And that is what this Committee is about,
too. We think there should be somebody.

Mrs. RIEGER. Well, thank you.
Chairman MELICHER. And if it needs to be the Government, if

that is the last resort, then I think it should be. And it is a ques-
tion then how high a priority it is. How high a priority is it to take
care of situations lik6 this.

Mrs. RIEGER. Like I said, I do not want them to give me money
just to go out here and have a party on. I would just like to be able
to pay my honest debts so I can face people.

Chairman MELCHER. Thank you very much for your testimony,
Mrs. Rieger. I entirely agree with you. I hope you are able to con-
tinue to work at that supper club as long as you want to and feel
like it, but I do not know. I think it is hard work, and I know what
you are talking about when you say it is harder work than milking
those cows or working on the farm; of course it is.

Mrs. RIEGER. It is. I can stop milking a cow, but when somebody
wants something to eat, I cannot stop.

Chairman MELCHER. Yes, you have got to get those orders out
right now.

Mrs. RIEGER. Right.
Chairman MELCHER. Thank you very much.
Mrs. RIEGER. Thank you.
Chairman MFELCHER. Our next witness is Mrs. Helen Fish, of

Newport, MI.
Mrs. Fish.

STATEMENT OF HELEN FISH, NEWPORT. MI
Mrs. FISH. Hello to all of you.
Chairman MELCHER. Mrs. Fish, would you describe in your own

words what your family situation is presently?
Mrs. FISH. I am here in behalf of my mother.
Chairman MELCHER. I think you ought to move those micro-

phones a little bit closer to you.
Mrs. FISH. OK. I probably would not need these microphones be-

cause I have a real, good, loud Hungarian voice.
I am here in behalf of my mother, who is 97 years old. She has

lived with me now for about 7'J2 years. When my mother came to
live with me, she was in fairly good health and was able to get out
and live a fairly normal life, although she had had several episodes
of CVAs, which are small strokes, which left her with partial paral-
ysis at various times.

So that when she came to live with me, as I said, she was finan-
cially all right and physically fairly good. She also has a severe
heart condition.
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Four years ago this August was when our problems really start-
ed. She lost her right leg through amputation due to poor circula-
tion. She had three major surgeries on her leg alone to try to pre-
serve the leg, but it was useless. So she lost her leg and then
became quite a care.

So I had to resort to hiring part-time nurses' aides. In our area of
Michigan, the nurses' aides' rates go between $5.60 and $7.10 an
hour. So out of her savings, of which she had approximately
$35,000, obtained when my Daddy sold a little house that he had
built. Her money started to diminish, and in just nurses' aides at 4
hours a day, 7 days a week, and then I had to pay a part-time
nurse for $7.10 an hour. That amounted to over $10,000 a year, just
in nurses' aide fees, which help is not sufficient to take care of an
elderly person for 4 hours a day. At least 8 hours would alleviate
the person taking care of her and give a little bit of respite from
the strain.

I have the records here, and I have every one itemized. I have
seven manila envelopes full of receipts. For everything that is
spent on this little lady, every cent is written down.

So our problems really started in June 1983. Between June 1983
and October 1983, we spent $2,418. This is for medical supplies, for
doctors, anesthesiologists, pathologists, her home care, medical
equipment-the bed and so on all have to be rented.

Between October 1983 through December 1983, we spent a total
of $3,666. This is the same. And in tween. here,- I had threehospi-
tal stays and had to hire the nurse for 24 hours around-the-clock.
Between December 1983 and January 1984, we spent $2,536-there
is additional; I did not add the cents to all of these; I just took the
amounts, like $160 and so forth, so it would be a little bit more.

Between January 1984 through March 1984, we spent $3,652. Be-
tween March 1984 and May 1984, we spent $1,838. Now, many of
these are for the hospitals stays, and this is over and above what
Medicare paid.

Between May 1984 and July 1984, $2,820. Between July 1984 and
September 1984, $2,348. Between September and November of 1984,
$2,600. Between December 1984 and March 1985, $2,230.

Then she had to go to the nursing home for 2i/2 months, which
cost us $5,500 in the nursing home. This is all out of her savings.
This was with no help whatsoever from Medicare or any other
source.

Between March 1985 and July 1985, $5,971. Between July 4, 1985
and October 1985, $2,328. I will go fast here. Between October 1985
and January 1986, $2,222. Between January 1986 and April 19,86,
we spent $1,780. Between April 1986 through June 31, we spent a
total of $1,863. We are coming up to 1986 now. 11

Between July 1986 and October 1986, $1,700, Between October
1986 through December 1986, we spent a total of $1,885. And then,
over into January, which already we have spent $500 in 1987 SO
far, mostly all for nursing care. And where the largest problem is
is in these Medicare patients. I guess I failed to say my father took
out no other insurance, and this is why she has these tremendous
amounts, because all she has is Medicare.

While in the hospital in Toledo, each time she went on her four
or five hospital stays, she was in intensive care, which the beds run
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approximately $700 to $800 a day. And we were not told at the
time that she had used up all her hospital days, which I was not
that fully acquainted with Medicare, and so the days that she was
not entitled to, she had to pay for those days in her hospital stay.

So up to date, from 1983, she has spent $41,000 all-told.
Chairman MELCHER. Forty-one thousand dollars-of her own

money?
Mrs. FISH. Of her own money.
Chairman MELCHER. Medicare paid most of it?
Mrs. FISH. This is up and above what Medicare paid. The doctor

bills range in price from $1 to $1,900 as each doctor sent his bills,
which is something that should be controlled, in my estimation.

Chairman MELCHER. You said your mother was 97 years old right
now.

Mrs. FISH. Right now, yes.
Chairman MELCHER. So 4 years ago, she was 93.
Mrs. FISH. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. And she had $40,000 cash?
Mrs. FISH. Seven years ago she had approximately that amount,

from the sale of their home. That is when my Daddy left, and we
sold her home.

Chairman MELCHER. How much more has she got?
Mrs. FISH, That is what I am here for. At the present time she

has $4,000 and $4,000 for her burial expenses. When one of the
ladies from social services applied for mother's Medicaid, she was
not eligible, because she does get $440 in Social Security, which
pays for 2 weeks of part-time nursing care. I myself am a heart pa-
tient, and I take care of her exclusively myself when I do not have
a nurse's aide for 4 hours and sometimes up to 5 or 6 hours a day,
occasionally.

Medicaid wanted me to get rid of that money, and then she could
go on Medicaid. And I asked, "What will we do for funeral ex-
penses?" and they did not care. The fact was that she still had that
much money in her possession, which the $4,000 at $800 per month
would be gone in approximately 3 or 4 months. To have available
funds for good home care and TLC is what I'm mostly advocating
for people like my mother-we do not see too many little 97-year-
old ladies running around the streets. And this lady is one of the
most alert people. I have a picture you gentlemen can pass around,
and you will not believe this little lady is 97 years old. She is alert,
and she was given up three times. They asked us if we wanted her
to be a "no code," which means no resuscitative measures, and we
said to do all they could for her, and it was worth it. She is 97 and
still her mind is usually better than mine; a very alert "young"
lady of 97 years old.

My request is that mostly in our area of Michigan, what we need
is home care services; just asking for part-time respite hours or dol-
lars to help the family, and the Government, as we say, would still
be saving tremendous amounts of money. It would still put people
to work. There are nurses' aides all over, desiring work, and no
place for them to work. If some formula or help would come in just
getting people like myself part-time assistance, it would mean a lot.

In the nursing home, she had to pay all that herself. She was not
eligible for any assistance because she can feed herself, although
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she has only 50 percent vision in one eye and the other eye is total-
ly blind, and we can never leave her alone. In one of her major sur-
geries, she slipped off the edge of the bed, and hit the leg that was
amputated, she broke the bone from the knee to the hip in half,
which had to be removed. This was a major surgery that she was
there for at great and enormous cost.

So what my request is is for help in home care nursing, because
the nursing homes in our area are consistently full. When I went
for major shoulder surgery 3 months ago, there was not a bed to be
had in a nursing home in Monroe, so we kept her at home, and I
paid a nurse's aide around-the-clock, 24 hours.

Chairman MFm.CHER. Over the weekend, I just came from visiting
two of my aunts, one of whom is 93 and one is 94. Both are very
alert, both are, in relative terms, very active, and are out and
around. They do not drive a car anymore, but that is about the
only thing they refrain from doing.

Now, tell me about your mother. This all started at 93?
Mrs. FISH. Well, her major.problem was through the amputation

of her leg, and she had several strokes and was incapacitated for a
couple weeks each time, but then improved.

Chairman MELCHER. I understand. But was she up and around?
Mrs. FISH. Yes, definitely, definitely, yes. She went with me ev-

erywhere I went; she was able to go.
Chairman-MELcHERT.Was she-able to read at that ti mie?9 -

Mrs. FIsii. Partly, yes. The eye has deteriorated considerably in
the last 3 years.

Chairman MELCHER. Was she living with you then?
Mrs. FISH. She has been with me for 7 years, since the death of

my father.
Chairman MELCHER. All right. So she has been with you since

she was 90 years old.
Mrs. FISH. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. And she has been an active person up until

the amputation?
Mrs. FISH. It will be 4 years, yes, up until almost 4 years ago.
Chairman MELCHER. Does she vote?
Mrs. FISH. I do not think so. I do not remember taking her.
Chairman MELCHER. That is the only thing she has given up-all

right. Now, at 93 years of age, with 40,000-some-odd dollars in cash,
she should have been quite secure, along with Medicare.

Mrs. FISH. She would have been, yes. My father did not believe
in hospitalization, and foreign people do not let their children tell
them what to do. Although we tried very hard to take out hospital-
ization for them, he refused. And this is where, like you said, I
really would push having people understand that Medicare does
not pay everything; to start younger in life. I would have the re-
porters writing consistently about it, urging people to realize this-
which my father apparently thought-he died at age 93 and had
been hospitalized only three times in all of his lifetime, at the age
of 93, that was quite a record.

Chairman MELCHER. You are absolutely right on that, that
people should understand very definitely what Medicare will pay
for.
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Mrs. FISH. Right. Even when my mother went to the hospital,
and these were all major surgeries that she had, I did not myself
realize that Medicare did not cover all these extras, like the doctor
bills, which sometimes she gets bills from the associates and from
the doctors. There will be five doctors in one group, and each one
sends a bill. I have the proof for that, which is devastating to the
patient, having to pay all these extra doctors and cardiologists and
whatever.

In fact, she received a bill the day before I came, still for lab
work which they did 10 months ago.

Chairman MELCHER. Your statement just a moment ago, recom-
mending that there be some way of taking care of the patient at
home with some assistance in home health care--

Mrs. FISH. Yes. That is all so many of us ask for, is just some
assistance.

Chairman MELCHER. Some assistance, because after all if you
have 16 hours out of the day where you are doing it all, the 8 hours
that can be provided in home health care by a nurse's aide would
make it possible to continue on with the type of care that is best
for your mother.

Mrs. FISH. Right.
Chairman MELCHER. All right. I want to confess that the Bowen

bill that Senator Kennedy and I introduced into Congress a couple
of weeks ago does not cover that, and it is another shortcoming of
the bill. So I think the Bowen proposal is a good starting point, but
I would not want anybody to draw the conclusion that somehow it
took care of some of the major difficulties that are catastrophic. I
just wanted to mention that to you. But before we get done, I hope
that Congress does enact a type of catastrophic that does pick up
what is needed in home health care assistance for patients and also
when it becomes one of the better solutions for that particular pa-
tient, in circumstances as a nursing home, that it picks that up,
too, because those are the two major areas where the testimony we
have received today tells us simply are not covered.

Mrs. FISH. To me it would be profitable, as I said, for the Govern-
ment, in paying a much less amount for the patient to stay in the
home. I understand-I have worked in a nursing home--

Chairman MELCHER. Oh, yes, by far the best.
Mrs. FISH. Right. I understand that there are patients who abso-

lutely cannot be taken care of at home, like my mother when she
first came home, it took two of us to handle a little 93-year-old lady
with one leg. It is very, very difficult.

Chairman MELCHER. Senator Heinz?
Senator HEINZ. Mrs. Fish, obviously, you have recounted the

kinds of financial difficulties that you have had and the need for
some assistance to defray some of those. But beyond the financial
difficulties, aren't there many others in terms of rendering the
kind of care-does it not put strains on you-or are you able to
handle it pretty easily?

Mrs. FISH. Can I handle the strain easily?
Senator HEINZ. Yes. Is it a strain on you emotionally?
Mrs. FISH. Yes, yes. I do have a heart condition, which does not

help that much. I am on heart medication.
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Senator HEINZ. So it is both a physical and emotional strain on
you.

Mrs. FISH. Yes, yes.
Senator HEINZ. If you could afford it-and we recognize you

cannot-would you under any circumstances place your mother in
a nursing home?

Mrs. FISH. Well, she was not eligible to go to the nursing home
without us footing the whole bill.

Senator HEINZ. I understand that. I am just asking, though, if
you had the money--

Mrs. FISH. I would not want to. We are trying to hold out for 100,
which is 3 more years, and she probably will make it.

Senator HEINZ. So given a choice, you would still rather keep
your mother at home.

Mrs. FISH. With help, yes, yes.
Senator HEINZ. Rather than have her in a nursing home?
Mrs. FISH. Definitely, yes. Foreign people are a little funny that

way, with their families.
Senator HEINZ. Do you know why your mother has not become

eligible for Medicaid?
Mrs. FISH. Because as I quoted before, she has the $4,000 and

then her burial expenses, which are intact and not to be touched.
Senator HEINZ. Have you ever been tempted to try and do some-

thing about that?
-Mrs-.FIs-H.-Do you-rhean, getting ridof her rnoney?
Senator HEINZ. Yes.
Mrs. FIsH. Well, it would not take long by keeping a nurse's aide,

which is $800 a month; $800 from $4,000 per month, it would use it
up in a few months.

Senator HEINZ. It would take about 5 months, right?
Mrs. FISH. Right, right.
Senator HEINZ. Why have you elected not to do that?
Mrs. FISH. Not to do what?
Senator HEINZ. To spend the money on a nurse's aide.
Mrs. FISH. Well, I think it is the idea of going on Medicaid-per-

haps. I do not know what all is involved with that. I did not check
any further. As soon as they saw her record, they sent a letter of
dismissal that she was not eligible at all for Medicaid.

Senator HEINZ. But you did not feel that you wanted to pursue
that any further?

Mrs. FISH. No, no.
Senator HF.INZ. Why? If I told you that there is this program

called Medicaid; that it is run and paid for partly by the States,
partly by the Federal Government, and under certain circum-
stances, it will take care of your costs if you do not have any
money-why would you shy away from learning more about it?

Mrs. FISH. What would happen if this little lady would die, would
pass away? Who would pay the burial charges? That is another
question I am asking. They wanted all that money to be rid of for
her to go on Medicaid.

Senator HEINZ. So you were nervous about what would happen to
your mother if she passed away and she was on Medicaid?

Mrs. FISH. Yes, or if something happened to me-I would not
know what would happen to her.
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Senator HEINZ. It sounds to me, and I picked it up from our
other witnesses, Mrs. Yelineck and Mrs. Rieger, like there is kind
of a nervousness about finding out about Medicaid. Is that because
Medicaid has some kind of a bad reputation?

Mrs. FISH. I do not think so, necessarily, no. 1 do not think so.
Chairman MELCHER. Would you yield, Senator Heinz?
Senator HEINZ. Yes, I would be happy to yield, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MELCHER. Mrs. Fish, isn't it because you have to de-

plete all your money?
Mrs. FISH. Do you mean with my mother?
Chairman MELCHER. Yes.
Mrs. FISH. Yes, I think so. That is the underlying reason.
Chairman MELCHER. Nobody wants to be flat broke.
Mrs. FISH. I believe that is the reason. I think you have ex-

pressed it explicitly.
Senator HEINZ. Well, you said as much earlier. I am just trying

to see if there are any other reasons there. That may be the central
one, Mr. Chairman. People who have been proud and independent
and self-sufficient all their lives may not themselves or in behalf of
their parent want to see their parent put in a status which we call
pauperized, penniless, absolutely destitute, poor. Those are pretty
awful words. And that is what is involved, fundamentally, before
you can become eligible for Medicaid. And if there is anything that
most people fight like heck, having fought that way for a lifetime,
to avoid, it is becoming dependent and losing their independence.

So I think you put your finger on it. I was just interested as to
whether there might be any other problems out there.

Mrs. Fish, I thank you very much.
Mrs. FISH. The nursing care people that I did hire for my mother

did have some assistance from the Government, but this is what
they were pushing for at the forum. This is where I started, at a
small forum in Monroe, MI, with some of the gentlemen from Lan-
sing. They do have some Government assistance through the home
nursing care. But I was only allowed 9 hours a week is what they
paid for, and then I had to pay the rest of the 4 days myself. But
they did give you 100 hours a year, which is not very much to help
out with a patient.

Senator HEINZ. But that was available to you, 100 hours a year?
Mrs. FISH. It ran out. That ran out. And sometimes they can only

give you 3 hours. It is whatever the fund has accumulated.
Senator HEINZ. But as you say, 100 hours a year is not much.
Mrs. FISH. One hundred hours a year. Only 9 hours a week is

what they give. Maybe I misquoted. Nine hours a week is all they
could give me.

Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
Chairman MELCHER. Senator Pressler?
Senator PRESSLER. Thank you very much, and thank you for

being here.
I have made notes on what I see sociologically we are experienc-

ing here today. We are not hearing from the very poor, the ex-
tremely poor. We are hearing from middle-class America. I might
say that I think the selection of the witnesses has been very good.
These are middle-class people. I know in our universities, when so-
ciologists write, they like to write about the very poor or the very
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rich. Indeed, in the academic community and elsewhere, the
middle-classes are almost left out. In some cases, they are not
thought to be a challenging subject for study.

But what we see here are middle-class Americans in trouble. We
see no fraud. We are not talking about any fraud. We find nobody
who really wants a handout. We are finding working people, no
question about their honesty. Most of the witnesses here have been
women taking care of men, although this particular witness is
taking care of a woman. But, I can assure you there are some men
taking care of women from my activities in the Alzheimer's group,
and the people have had no warning of what was to come, and they
are almost penalized for having-made some savings or owning some
property or trying to hang onto a house or some little bit of proper-
ty. They are in a category that they would almost be better off if
they were impoverished.

So I think we have a very special set of problems that are pre-
sented here this morning. I want to compliment staff on their selec-
tion of witnesses. I am one who does not believe in Government
action except where it is extremely necessary. But here, I see
people who are trying everything, who have done everything they
can do, and yet they are in great difficulty. I commend these wit-
nesses.

But do you ever get a feeling-if I may address this to you-do
-you ever get a feeling that you would be better off in this current
set of circumstances if you were impoverished; you could get aid
easier, could you not?

Mrs. FISH. Yes.
Senator PRESSLER. I think that is very significant. So once again,

we are sort of penalizing those people who have some savings, who
have a job, who try to pay their bills and find that it is impossible.
It may not be a story that will make for great editorials, it is not a
story that will make for great adjectives. But it is a real story of
what a lot of middle-class America is experiencing, is that not cor-
rect? The people you know who are in similar circumstances, are
they people who have worked hard and have some savings, own a
house or a small business, or something of that sort?

Mrs. FISH. Right, yes.
Senator PRFISSLER. I think that is a very significant thing. I hope

as we go forward with our hearings on catastrophic illness ex-
penses that we keep that in mind, because I think this is a very
significant hearing from that point of view. I again want to compli-
ment staff for the choice of witnesses because I think they illus-
trate very strongly a problem that is going to the roots of-not im-
poverished America; there is not racial prejudice here-it is reach-
ing to the very roots of middle-class America. If you were very
wealthy, you would probably be all right for a period of time, at
least.

I think your testimony illustrates what I have been talking
about. I have no specific questions. I thank you for your testimony.

I am going to have staff again tell me, if we had had Secretary
Bowen's plan in place, would that have made a big difference in
your case? Or, if you had bought more Medigap insurance would
that have made a big difference?
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Was there any way that, in your own mind, if you went back 20
years, you could have planned for this, or bought insurance, or
done something?

Mrs. FISH. No. This is why I say people should be educated to
this, to start--

Senator PRESSLER. They should be educated to it?
Mrs. FISH. Yes, because people do not think of it.
Senator PRESSLER. But what could you have done if you were

educated or thought about it?
Mrs. FISH. I would have provided for this in the future-is this

what you are asking? I did not hear you.
Senator PRESSLER. Yes.
Mrs. FISH. Definitely, yes.
Senator PRESSLER. What kind of insurance could you have bought

to cover this?
Mrs. FISH. What kind of insurance-I do not understand your

question.
Senator PRESSLER. What kind of insurance would you have

bought, or how would you have provided for this?
Mrs. FISH. Do you mean like hospitalization?
Senator PRESSLER. Could you have purchased that?
Mrs. FISH. Yes. I had to purchase mine after I retired. I myself

carry my own health insurance.
Senator PRESSLER. But if you had bought that 20 years ago, you

could have bought it at a lower rate, and--
Mrs. FISH. Well, at work I was covered. So people do not think of

this a lot of times, you know, because you are covered with a lot of
hospitalization in your job. After I retired, then I had to pick up
my own, and a lot of people perhaps do not do that.

Senator PRESSLER. But you did do that?
Mrs. FISH. Yes, yes. Well, when I was at work, I was fully cov-

ered with hospitalization, and I did not have to pay anything. After
I retired, that is cut off right then, and then you have to pick up
your own hospitalization. But my father, for years and years and
years, he did not work, and he was not covered with any kind of
insurance, ever. Even before he was working, they did not have it
at that time.

Senator PRESSLER. OK. But I think if we dig into it, we would
find that even if you had bought some of this insurance, or your
mother had--

Mrs. FISH. I tried to get insurance for her, but she was past 87, so
there was no insurance company where I could get anything for
her at the time when she came to live with me.

Senator PRESSLER. Well, then, maybe we need a public informa-
tion program-I do not know how we would do it; it is a complicat-
ed thing. It seems as though there is almost no way for some
people to escape your situation without the Government having
some kind of catastrophic insurance.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MELCHER. Senator Wilson.
Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not going to ask any questions of Mrs. Fish. I think she and

the other witnesses have been quite eloquent. One persistent theme
in the testimony of all of them-one that perhaps came out most
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pointedly in the comment from Mrs. Rieger that when the private
supplemental coverage reached the premium of $60 a month, it was
no longer affordable-resonates in the testimony that we can
expect from the industry, that they think that more and more
people are not insured for supplemental coverage because of its
cost, not because of its availability. I think that is a truism.

And Senator Pressler in his questions to Mrs. Fish as to what she
might have done-my impression is that in the last 5 years, al-
though the industry is certainly much older than this, but in the
past 5 years there has been a virtual explosion of private coverage
offered in things like the Sunday supplement to a newspaper. My
impression, too, is that they run the gamut from some that are
very good to some that probably are not worth the premium.

I think the real question is the one that has been focused on in
Mr. Shapland's written testimony, and that is, how do you make it
affordable. So I would say that I think that Senator Pressler is cor-
rect in commending the staff and the Chairman in setting the
hearing and in selecting the witnesses. I think these three ladies
have given us a very sharp focus on the problem of perhaps the
majority of Americans who have worked hard all their lives, tried
to save, tried to be independent, only to come to that time when
their loved ones are devastated by severe health problems and
their savings are in turn devastated. And someone who thinks that
they have been provident, someone who has prized their independ-
ence, can find themselves virtually wiped out.

I do not know what the answer is, but the committee is right in
focusing on it, and I think that gives particular focus to the testi-
mony that we are about to hear.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MELCHER. Mrs. Fish, I noted that in responding to

Senator Heinz, you said that your mother's determination is to
make it to 100.

Mrs. FISH. Right. I believe she will.
Chairman MELCHER. You believe she will.
Mrs. FISH. Right-cost or no cost.
Chairman MELCHFR. Will you tell her for me that I believe that

elderly people contribute very much through their families and
through their acquaintances to the quality of life and to the integ-
rity of society of America; and that because they are aged, they
have more experience than the rest of us.

I asked you if she still voted. Tell her I think she should. There
is an election coming up before she reaches 100, and I think she
should.

Mrs. FISH. I know she used to; her and Daddy always did.
Chairman MELCHER. Well, what this is all about is making a de-

termination, and what Congress is all about is to make a determi-
nation of what are the priorities of America. Those of us on this
committee feel rather strongly that health care for the elderly is a
very high priority of the country. But nobody has more experience
than someone who is almost 100 in making that determination.

So tell your mother for me that I want her to be part of the proc-
ess of making that determination.

Mrs. FISH. Could I ask you a question?
Chairman MELCHER. Yes.
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Mrs. FISH. Do you think that shows good reasoning in what I
have mentioned about rather than the people who do not have to-
like my mother, she does not have to go to a nursing home; she can
be taken care of at home. And by sending her to the nursing home,
I would have to pay that regardless. That is the only way they
allow you to get in there, when you have to pay your own way. But
if there were a fund to help, as I asked, does that show reasoning?
The Government would still be better off and would not be paying
the full extent of the patient's care in the nursing home.

Chairman MELCHER. Oh, yes. Providing home health care assist-
ance is by far the best investment of anybody, because the pa-
tient-your mother, in this case-is more content at home, and you
are more content in having her at home. And so providing that as-
sistance is extremely vital and should be our first step.

Mrs. FISH. Right. This is for people like my mother who can; I
am not judging people who cannot be taken care of at home. That
is another story, as the other ladies showed us.

Chairman MELCHER. Mrs. Yelineck described the care that is
needed for her husband at this particular time, which is probably
more than you can do at home. But even so, his desire is to come
home, and when he does, health care assistance must be available
there. Mrs. Yelineck will not be able to handle it by herself.

Mrs. FISH. Are there funds at the present time, like the one
health care that I have to hire the girls from there?

Chairman MELCHER. There are none at the present time.
Mrs. FISH. They are funded somewhat. Where does that come

from, then, the 9 hours a week that I was offered, or given?
Chairman MELCHER. I think you are talking about a Michigan

State plan. There are some home health care funds available for
Mrs. Fish--

Mrs. FISH. It does not come through the Government per se?
Chairman MELCHER. But I think that is a Michigan plan, and

there may be some Federal assistance in it-there is some Federal
assistance in it, but it is done through the State, and each State
decides how they are going to handle it, and they are going to con-
tribute some.

Mrs. FISH. So it is State-funded, then, in other words?
Chairman MELCHER. There is some Federal assistance in it; 50

percent is Federal.
Mrs. FISH. I see.
Chairman MELCHER. But it is up to the State, then, to match that

and then carry it forward. And what we are finding-it varies from
State to State. In your case, it simply is not nearly enough. Did you
say it amounted to 9 hours?

Mrs. FISH. Nine hours. They call it respite hours. Nine hours a
week is all I could have.

Chairman MELCHER. Yes.
Mrs. FISH. That is all they had money for at the time.
Chairman MELCHER. Did that run out, or can you still get 9

hours a week?
Mrs. FISH. No. It runs out. And right now, there are not any

funds to help.
Chairman MELCHER. We are just starting on our quest to be of

assistance in passing catastrophic coverage, but so far what we are
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finding out is that it is very limited, and in some States there is
none, because they do not come up with their matching portion.
Some States such as yours, Michigan, do match part of it, but that
does not go nearly far enough to be of too much assistance for a
person such as yourself.

I want to thank you very much, Mrs. Fish, for coming here today
and giving us this picture of the circumstances that face you and
your mother.

Mrs. FISH. Now, another question which has bothered me, if I
could ask you Senators-who has the jurisdiction over closing a
hospital? In the town where I live we have a beautiful, fairly new,
up-to-date, modern hospital, and the doors are closed-a 100-bed
hospital. The other hospital we have in my area is just newly-re-
modeled, an addition put on for $13.5 million. And the smaller hos-
pital has been closed now for 2'/2 years.

Why couldn't these unused hospitals be utilized at a lower rate-
as we call them, step-down units. I have been in nursing, and I
think you understand the term, step-down units. This hospital is
beautiful, modern, up-to-date.

Who has the jurisdiction over these hospitals closing? Is it the
Government? What is it?

Chairman MELCHER. It is a combination of State and Federal
Governments. The Federal Government will establish the stand-
ards necessary for a hospital to be able to receive Medicare and
Medicaid patients. So to a certain extent we are the ones to talk to
in the Federal Government, as well as Health and Human Serv-
ices, which actually administers the laws that we cause them to ad-
minister. But it is a combination between the State and the Feder-
al Government.

Mrs. FISH. Could those in some way be opened so that patients
who have to go to the nursing home could go there, because these
step-down units are really needed.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, it could be convalescent care, it could
be a variety of things. And I think sometimes, we do not seem to
use our good commonsense.

Mrs. FISH. Right, because they sure are not making any money
with those doors closed and 100 beds. And in the new hospital with
the $13.5 million addition, one complete floor is closed, with 68
beds empty, day after day. I am really curious. Being in nursing, I
do not know-what is the reason for a whole floor in a hospital to
be shut down, for 2 years now?

Chairman MELCHER. I cannot answer that one.
Mrs. FISH. Is that in the hands of the Government, some regula-

tion that a certain amount of beds have to be closed?
Chairman MELCHER. I would not think so.
Senator HEINZ. Probably not. It was probably a decision of the

board of the hospital. I assume it probably was a private nonprofit
hospital?

Mrs. FISH. I think so. I do not know. It is a good-sized hospital.
Senator HEINZ. For the most part, it tends to be because in terms

of acute care, there is not enough demand in that community, or
sometimes it is because the reimbursement rates for certain kinds
of care are just not adequate. That can be a Federal Government-
created problem.
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Mrs. FISH. That is a question that really bothered me. Then, is
there encouragement for people like me to take care of a person in
the home? Is there any good outlook?

Senator HEINZ. There is not nearly enough.
Mrs. FISH. I mean, will there be?
Chairman MELCHER. We think there will be a lot more, because

we think that-in absolutely the best of all worlds, your mother
would not be ill; but secondly, she does need a lot of care, and by
far the best place is at home. So we hope we can generate more
encouragement for exactly what you are doing.

Mrs. FISH. I hope so.
Chairman MELCHER. Thank you very much, Mrs. Fish.
We have a witness now from the insurance industry, Robert Shap-

land, the vice president of Mutual of Omaha Insurance Co., repre-
senting the Health Insurance Association of America.

Mr. Shapland, the committee very much welcomes your partici-
pation today, and we want to thank you for making the effort to
come here today to be a witness.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT SHAPLAND, VICE PRESIDENT AND AC-
TUARY, MUTUAL OF OMAHA INSURANCE CO., ON BEHALF OF
THE HEALTH INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Mr. SHAPLAND. Good afternoon. I want to thank you for inviting

me and giving me a chance to help in solving the problem of cata-
strophic costs. I think we all know that there are catastrophic
costs, and we all want to work together to solve them.

I also want to thank you for having the snow. In Omaha we have
not had any snow, and I love snow and I think it is beautiful out-
side-so thank you for that, too.

I am always pleased when I have attended hearings-I have not
had a chance to attend too many-but I am always pleased at my
strengthened vision or insight as to the work you guys are dedicat-
ed to doing and the way you approach the hearings. Every time I
have been to a hearing, I have always thought that it is too bad
that the people back home cannot see how you approach the hear-
ings on a very fair basis and look for the answers without any fore-
gone conclusions, and do an honest job.

Almost everything that you, Senators, have said here today and
the witnesses have said today, I think is absolutely right. There are
some problems that need to be solved. As Senator Heinz said, there
are some potholes that need to be filled; there is education that
needs to be conveyed-there are all kinds of things.

I know that this is a pretty knotty problem. I have spent a lot of
time on this, and you are probably fairly new to it. The Health In-
surance Association stands ready to help you in the education proc-
ess.

I have made some notes during the hearing about the questions
that were raised and statements that were made, so I thought I
might respond to some of those. So my testimony might be sort of
disjointed, but at least I am trying to help in any way I can. I know
you will have some questions for me later, and I hope I can help
you understand the insurance industry and the Government's and
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industry's role in providing catastrophic care and where they. are
not providing catastrophic care.

The statement was made that the Government needs to take
care of people as the last sort; people need to feel that they are
taking care of themselves to the extent they can-that is right-
and then, Government needs to realize where people cannot take
care of themselves and step in. It is the same thing with Govern-
ment's role in any other field, like transportation, food, national
defense, or anything; where people cannot take care of themselves,
the government steps in. And there are some areas here where the
Government does need to step in and already has stepped in-to
some degree, and I think we need to ask ourselves what expanded
role of stepping in does the Federal Government need to do.

Talking about education, I think you are absolutely right, and it
has been made clear here at the hearing, that there are great mis-
understandings about what Medicare does. I work with it every day
in insurance, so I have learned it. But even for me it was a long
process. Insurance of any kind is hard to comprehend.

Somebody made a comment about a burglary and what does the
insurance company cover. I have the same problems, even though I
am an actuary and work with insurance every day. Insurance is
not an easy subject, and it takes a lot of education.

I think the Government has probably been remiss in its efforts
on educating the public about Medicare. Surveys have shown that
the vast majority of people in the United States think that Medi-
care pays for nursing care, when it does not, and some other kinds
of care, and have relied falsely on their honest perceptions of what
Medicare is.

I think the industry, on the other hand, has been way more
active and deserves plaudits for its efforts at educating the public
regarding Medicare. We go out and sell Medicare supplement poli-
cies and spend a lot of energy explaining to the public what Medi-
care pays, what our policies pay, what Medicare does not pay and
what our policies do not pay.

We have developed, in conjunction with HCFA, buyers' guides
that explain what Medicare is all about and what the Medicare
supplement pays, and it also says that Medicare does not cover
long-term care, for example, and that our policies do not.

Actually, when we sell a Medicare supplement policy, we have
got to give the purchaser several pieces of paper that say what we
do not cover and also tell him that the Government does not cover
it, either. So we have gone out of our way to help educate the
public and be honest about what we do not do. I think we have
probably done more of that than any other industry. I do not know
that the auto industry or any other industry have gone out there
and said what their product does not do, like we are.

But that does not mean that that is enough. I think that it has
been proven here today by the witnesses that there is just a lot
more educating to be done.

There was a lot of discussion here about Medicaid and people
having to be impoverished to get Medicaid. I think that that is
something that you are going to really have to wrestle with-
whether somebody should be able to keep $4,000 for burial before
they go on Medicaid, and those kinds of questions. Those questions
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will be tough, and I am glad I am not sitting in your seat, because
we are talking about spending a lot of money at a time when the
Government does not have a lot of money to support programs like
that.

But I can say from my own personal perspective that I would
like you to spend some of my money and tax me to help these
people out. I am not speaking for anybody but my personal self
now, but I see these needs, and I think you have got to bring your-
selves to get some tax dollars out there to take care of some of
these needs. It is not going to be an easy thing to do, but I think
you are going to have to do it.

I think I might give you a little bit of insight regarding the
Bowen proposal as it fills the catastrophic gaps that we need to
cover. I guess I would generalize first and say that Bowen's propos-
al-and here, I think I had better define Bowen's proposal as his
proposal for people with Medicare to expand the Medicare pro-
gram-because he has made lots of different proposals that covers
a whole gamut of options and so on, but--

Senator WILSON. Mr. Chairman, excuse me. I hate to interrupt,
but I am having difficulty hearing Mr. Shapland. If you could
speak a little louder, please.

Mr. SHAPLAND. All right. In the context of that portion of
Bowen's proposal, I think you are going to find in your studies-
and we have charts and things that might be helpful on this-that
his proposal adds very little to the solution of the catastrophic
problem, and that is for several reasons.

One, it addresses, as you have already talked about here today,
only those types of expenses covered by Medicare. And as we have
also talked about here today, Medicare has a limited laundry list of
things it covers, and then a lot of things it does not cover.

Senator HEINZ. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. Could I interrupt just
to clarify something? A few minutes ago, you said that there were
some problems, that you could not disagree with any of the kinds
of problems that have been laid out here. And yet on the first page
of your testimony, you say,

If I could summarize for you the prevailing conclusion from our industry's assess-
ments of Medicare and its present condition, I would have to say that we see no
compelling need to begin a major overhaul of this program. In our opinion, the cur-
rent combination of private and public coverage is serving the public well. So, since
the system obviously is not "broken", a major "fix" hardly seems warranted.

My question is I do not understand why you were here a minute
ago saying that you could not disagree with anything the witnesses
were saying, and your statement says the opposite.

Mr. SHAPLAND, I am glad you asked that question because that is
a confusing point. What we are saying is within the context of
what Medicare is paying for, its laundry list of covered items, and
only in that context, we agree that the Medicare and private insur-
ance industries are providing catastrophic coverage, but--

Senator HEINZ. For those things that are being paid for.
Mr. SHAPIAND. Yes, right.
Senator HEINZ. For those things that are not being paid for,

which include for a lot of people catastrophic coverage, things are
still working well?

Mr. SHAPLAND. No, no.
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Senator HEINZ. So things are working well when they are being
paid for; when they are not being paid for, they. are not working
well.

Mr. SHAPLAND. That is right.
Senator HEINZ. We could have figured that one out.
Mr. SHAPLAND. The statement was limited, and maybe it was not

clear, and I apologize if it was not clear. The statement was meant.
to convey that within the field of the items covered by Medicare,
Medicare leaves some catastrophic gaps within its own field of cov-
erage. There are lots of things it does not cover, but within the
fields that it does cover, Medicare has some gaps, and those gaps
have been closed by the private insurance industry and Medicaid
and so on-and which I can explain.

Senator HEINZ. And-if the Chairman will allow me--
Chairman MELCHER. Yes, certainly.
Senator HEINZ [continuing]. You are saying that you feel, after

having listened to the testimony of the first two witnesses, both of
whom had "catastrophic coverage" and who clearly had serious
problems, you believe that catastrophic. coverage needs are being
met by the private insurance they describe?

Mr. SHAPLAND. No, that is not what I said, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Well, I am just unclear as to what you are

saying.
Mr. SHAPLAND. OK, I will try to explain it.
Senator HFINZ. I guess what you are saying is--
Mr. SHAPLAND. I think you are asking a good question. I think

you are asking a very intelligent, good question.
Senator HEINZ. But I do not understand your answer.
Mr. SHAPLAND. So I will try to rephrase it so I can answer it.

Within those types of coverage covered by Medicare, which is a
limited laundry list that does not cover drugs, does not cover eye
care, does not cover nursing care, aside from those items--

Senator HEINZ. It does not cover prescription drugs, which cost
one of our witness $90 a month.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Absolutely, that is right.
Senator HEINZ. It does not cover doctor bills over and above

those that Medicare will pay.
Mr. SHAPLAND. That is right, that is right.
Senator HEINZ. I mean, we are not talking about long-term care.

We are talking about the catastrophic nature of a ~whole bunch of
little things adding up to a huge burden that will break the camel's
back.

Mr. SHAPLAND. We are all agreeing. It might not sound like we
are agreeing.

Senator HEINZ. No, we are not. When you say you are agree-
ing--

Mr. SHAPLAND. No. You think we are not agreeing, but I want to
explain that we really are agreeing. The insurance industry knows
that all those things you mentioned need to be dealt with. And we
do not ever intend to say-even though a statement there might
have implied it, we did not mean to imply it. The insurance indus-
try says all of those problems you just mentioned exist; they are
not being taken care of by the Government or the private insur-
ance industry. Now are we in agreement?
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Senator HEINZ. What you say is a kind of sophistry, with all due
respect. You are saying that when things are paid for, they are
being taken care of; when they are not, there is a problem.

And what I asked you-and you did not respond to the ques-
tion-is in your judgment, did the private catastrophic insurance
that the first two witnesses indicated they had, was that doing a
good job for them. And the answer is either it was doing a good job
or it was not.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Some of the witnesses had no insurance, so obvi-
ously--

Senator HEINZ. I am talking about the two that did.
Mr. SHAPLAND. Well, to the degree that they buy a Medicare sup-

plement policy, they have certain catastrophic coverages, and those
are limited just like Medicare, and they still leave all the loopholes
you just mentioned, and those are the ones you need to deal with.

Senator HEINZ. But how about the loopholes they mentioned?
Mr. SHAPLAND. The ones that they mentioned are ones outside of

Medicare and Medicare supplement policies.
Senator HEINZ. Which they had-the first witness' husband

worked for the Initernal Revenue Service as a very highly qualified
reader of, among other things, fine print. Both he and his wife are
still trying to figure out how they got done in. You are saying not

-to worry.
Mr. SHAPLAND. I did not say that at all. I think they need to

worry.
Senator HEINZ. You are saying it is working well.
Mr. SHAPLAND. No, I did not.
Senator HEINZ. You are saying it is not working well?
Mr. SHAPLAND. I say that there are all kinds of catastrophic

needs out there not being met by the' private insurance industry.
Senator HEINZ. Even when you have an insurance policy labeled

"catastrophic coverage."
Mr. SHAPLAND. It is labeled a Medicare supplement policy, and it

only supplements areas where Medicare is paying and covers the
gaps of Medicare.

Senator HEINZ. Yet it does not, does it?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Yes, it does. It covers the gaps--.
Senator HEINZ. Well, I have taken too much time; I apologize.
Chairman MELCHER. No, that is fine. I think this is really the

nuts and bolts of what Mr. Shapland can provide us. Let me restate
it and see if my statement is correct, Mr. Shapland.

You are testifying on behalf of both Mutual of Omaha Insurance
Co. and also the Health Insurance Association of America. What
you are testifying is that Medicare goes so far, that there are Medi-
gap policies that extend that only in the areas that Medicare now
covers; is that correct?

Mr. SHAPLAND. That is correct.
Chairman MELCHER. And that you personally believe that- we

should go much farther, and that your vote and your tax dollar, as
far as your vote is concerned, could wisely be used to go farther for
the elderly; is that correct?

Mr. SHAPLAND. In the area where people cannot take care of
themselves, I think we have to spend some tax dollars.
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Chairman MELCHER. In exactly the instances of the witnesses
that we have heard?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Sure.
Chairman MELCHER. All right. Might I ask you one more ques-

tion at this point. Is that testimony that you have just given there,
your feeling and your tax dollar and your vote, or is that the feel-
ing of the Health Insurance Association of America?

Mr. SHAPLAND. The Health Insurance Association of America
recognizes that there are people who cannot afford private insur-
ance, just like they cannot afford food or clothing or shelter; and
the Government needs to step in and take care of those people.

We have had lots of testimony that even though there is such a
Government program that it also has all kinds of loopholes that
you have to deal with. And we are asking you-we are on your
side, and we think they need to be examined, and the Medicaid
Program modified.

Chairman MELCHER. The Medicaid Program what?
Mr. SHAPLAND. The Medicaid Program to the extent that it is not

doing the job that it was intended to do needs to be modified, and
we commend you for looking at the shortfalls of the Medicaid Pro-
gram and fixing them.

Chairman MELCHER. Please proceed.
Mr. SHAPLAND. I know it might be confusing. I was only trying to

explain what the "potholes" were, as Senator Heinz mentioned,
what the potholes are that do not need fixing, and what the pot-
holes are that do need fixing.

Senator HEINZ. And "black holes" as well as potholes.
Mr. SHAPLAND. Black holes, potholes. You are absolutely right.

There are these potholes out here, and I commend. you for examin-
ing and look for those potholes and finding out what can be done
about them. We are all together in this. It is a heck of a job, and
we commend you for your effort.

One pothole that does not need to be fixed is the one that Dr.
Bowen says we need to fix. I think he is expending his energy in an
area where it does not need to be spent, because that is one pothole
that has already been fixed. There are a lot of potholes out there
that have not been fixed, but that one has.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, he recommends, I think $4 a month
additional.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Right.
Chairman MELCHER. Which is $48. Would $48 spent in the pri-

vate field do as much?
Mr. SHAPLAND. It was $4.95, I believe.
Chairman MELCHER. Five dollars, or $60 per year.
Mr. SHAPLAND. Right.
Chairman MELCHER. Would $60 spent in the private field do as

much as what Bowen proposes?
Mr. SHAPLAND. At $60, we can sell the same thing Bowen pro-

poses. There is a misconception about what most people want to
buy and what was said here about somebody dropping a policy be-
cause it was $60 a month instead of $5 a month-well, the insur-
ance industry has a wide range of premiums. We have all kinds of
policies. We have policies that are $11 a month, or $60 a month, or
$100 a month. You know, it depends on what kind of benefits you
want,
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Chairman MELCHER. Well, I have concluded one thing, and I
want to be sure I am right. What you are really recommending is
that we go beyond the Bowen proposal to take care of some of the
gaps that were evidenced today.

Mr. SHAPLAND. That is right. What I want you to realize is that
the gaps that he is trying to close have already been closed, plus
they are very minor gaps in any event, even if they had not been
closed, compared to-look at the chart over there; that is all you
have got to do-and you see that Mr. Bowen's proposal is a scratch
in the bucket or a drop in the bucket or whatever you want to call
it, compared to what the catastrophic needs today are.

I mean, for people who are spending money who are not covered
by insurance programs, it is nursing home care, and Bowen does
not make any change in the nursing home coverage.

Chairman MELCHER. And home health care, too.
Mr. SHAPLAND. Home health care, respite care. All of those

things need to be wrestled with. We have to decide what are the
true catastrophic needs of the people, but also how do you finance
them, and then how do you change health care to minimize those
costs besides. And home health care and respite care and those
things were suggested here today, and those are good suggestions
or ways of trying to minimize the health care costs that are out
there, and let people take care of their own, but have some relief
and so on, to keep people at home.

Chairman MELCIHER. Mr. Shapland, I am sure you have paid at-
tention to and gone through very carefully the booklet, the paper
published by the Harvard Medicare Project in March of last year
that said-I think they titled it, "Medicare Coming of Age.' In
that, they say that one-quarter of all Medigap plans are worthless
because they simply duplicate existing Medicare coverage.

First of all, does the Health Insurance Association of America
take care of everybody? Does everybody that sells Medigap insur-
ance belong to this association?

Mr. SHAPLAND. No. The Health Insurance Association of America
represents the majority of the health insurance business, but not
all of it.

Chairman MELCHER. Is that statement of theirs in this study cor-
rect, that one-fourth of all Medigap policies merely duplicate what
is already there, and coverage that is already there in Medicare?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I have not read the report, but that statement-
maybe it is being taken out of context-I would say it is a blatant
lie.

Chairman MELCHER. It is what?
Mr. SHAPLAND. A blatant lie, unless it is being taken out of con-

text.
Chairman MELCHER. Oh, I just assumed that probably you knew

a lot more about this report than I do.
Mr. SHAPLAND. No, I have not read the report.
Chairman MELCHER. Would you mind digesting it for us?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Let me explain why I say that it cannot be true.

The Health Insurance Association of America, the National Asso-
ciation of Insurance Commissioners, people from HCFA, people
from AARP-just a broad spectrum of people-sat down many
years ago and said if companies are going to sell a Medicare sup-
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plement policy, what should that policy do and not do. And there
was broad agreement about what it should do and not do. So all
the States have laws saying what Medicare supplement policies can
do and not do. And by law, there is no duplication of Medicare by a
Medicare supplement policy. So I do not see how they can make a
statement like that.

Chairman MELCHER. Would you mind digesting it? I think there
are only 80 pages or so. Would you mind digesting it and giving us
your reaction to it, because I suppose it has a certain amount of
prestige, and we need to fully understand--

Mr. SHAPLAND. I would say that that statement somehow had to
be taken out of context, or I did not understand it.

Chairman MELCHER. Yes, and that is a danger we are all prone
to fall into. It would be helpful for us on the committee if we could
have your reaction.

Mr. SHAPLAND. I will be glad to serve your committee in that
way.

Chairman MELCHER. All right, thank you.
One last thing. Would you recommend that standards be estab-

lished for private insurance coverage to complement Medicare? We
have already got the standards to a certain degree, that require
Medigap policies attempt to describe their coverage. If we are seek-
ing to close some of the real gaps, the real catastrophic gaps that
now exist between private insurance and Medicare, shouldn't we
have some sort of a requirement established that private insurance
might attempt to pick up what is now totally uncovered, such as in
many instances, nursing home or home health care?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I think I understood you to say you understood
that Medicare supplement policies do have in every State a legal
standard that we have to follow.

Chairman MELCHER. Yes.
Mr. SHAPLAND. OK. But as I mentioned earlier and we got into a

good dissertation on, those Medicare supplement policies only cover
the types of medical expenses covered by Medicare itself, and when
Medicare runs out or has coinsurance, then these policies fill in
those gaps.

But like you mentioned, nursing homes are not covered. Medi-
care supplement policies do not cover nursing home care.

Chairman MELCHER. Or home health care.
Mr. SHAPLAND. Or home health care and so on. Actually, Medi-

care pays 100 percent of the home health care it recognizes, but
sometimes Medicare does not recognize certain kinds of home
health care.

As far as nursing home care is concerned-and that is the great,
big area of catastrophic cost-the National Association of Insur-
ance Commissioners spent some time with the industry and other
people on this very. issue that you raised and just adopted some
standards for nursing home policies.

Chairman MELCHER. Would you provide those for us?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Sure.
Chairman MELCHER. All right. Thank you very much, Mr. Sham

land.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Shapland follows:]
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I am Robert Shapland, Vice President and Actuary for the Mutual of Omaha.

Today I also represent the Health Insurance Association of America. The HLOA

is a trade association, representing sane 335 insurance companies. Our

inmbers write over 85 percent of the private health insurance provided by

iVsuance companies in this country. Many of these comrpanies, includi my

own, also design and underwrite private insurance plans that coordinate with

the Medicare Program. Mutual of Onaha has many years of experience in that

particular business.

The HIAA appreciates this opportunity to conent on proposals for

financing catastrophic health care under Medicare. We conmend you, Senator

Velcher, and this comnittee for exploring this issue, however, we encourage

you to look beyond mechanisms for financing acute hospital and medical care.

Acute hospital/medical care expenses are not the predominant cause of

catastrophic expenses among the aged. In fact, approximately 70 percent of

Medicare eligibles have catastrophic private Medicare Supplement coverage.

The elderly are most at risk for chronic long term care and outpatient drug

expenses - items not covered by Medicare. Specifically, 42 percent of the

elderly's total out-of-pocket expenses are for nursing home care. Long tern

care is a complex health policy issue reqiring thoughtful and balanced debate.

If I could summarize for you the prevailing conclusion frum our industry's

assessments of Medicare and its present condition, I would have to say that we

see no cuzpeling need to begin a major overhaul of this program. In our

opinion, the current cumnination of private and public coverage is serving the

public well. So, since the system obviously is not -broken', a major *fix"

hardly seems warranted.
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From all ixdications, the joint Medicare/e digap program enjoys a

remarkably high degree of public approval and meets acute care needs not

coered by Medicare. The Medicare program is being efficiently akninistered

by a successful partnership between the Health Care Financing Adninistration

and the private insurance industry. You should be mindful, however, that in

the past few years, underfurding of Medicare carriers and intenmediaries is

seriously underminirn that venture in cooperative management.

The fact that seventy percent of Medicare beneficiaries use private

supplemental insurance to fill the program's ever increasing Oeductibles and

co-payments attests to its success and to the practical accomwodation of

public and private interests. Since an additional 10 percent of the elderly

are covered by Medicaid, only 20 percent of those over 65 are witnout

protection against gaps in Medicare. It seems to me that this points out an

area where sane limited goverrnment action may be appropriate; i.e., to further

assist those few who are not able to cope financially with the rising

coinsurance, deductibles, and out-of-pocket costs associated with Medicare via

the purchase of s.plenental insurance. Although this problem for the elderly

poor should not be underestimated, it should not be the sole reason for a

major overhaul of a smoothly operating program. Limited financial ala to

those few indigent that fall outside of current Medicaid qualification rules

is the only supplemental coverage area where a problem exists and a solution

is needed.
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CATASTRIPC PROTECTION IiDER 0.LOYEE (FULV ZINSW4CE

Protection against catastrophic health expenses are the major concern of

the private health insurance industry. Private health insurance provides

protection against health care expenses for an estimated 190 millin Americans

of all ages. Of all Americans covered by private health insurance, it is

estimated that over 160 million are protected by programs that are

caiprehensive in nature, providing coverage for both in and out of hospital

expenses.

For the working population, studies of group employee benefit plans among

commercial health insurance companies have shown trends toward adoption of

plan features that will both help contain costs and improve the comprehensive-

ness of the plans:

A higher percentage of employees today than ever before have larger maxi-

mum benefit levels with nearly 80i having maximun benefits of Sl,000,000 or

more.

- 91X of employees have out-of-pocket expenses limited to $2,000 or less.

- Over 99X of insured employees have coverage for inpatient expenses associ-

ated with mental and nervous disorders.

- Over half of all insured employees have coverage for home health care and

almcst two thirds for second surgical opinions.
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STATE HIGH RISK POLS FOR LNINSURWAES

We cannot fail to mention that not everyone can buy individual insurance

products in the private marketplace. The camiercial health insurance industry

has long supported legislation to make health insurance available for persons

considered uninsurable in the individual health insurance marketplace. This

legislation, S. 1372, 5.2402, and S. 2403 introducted during the 99th Congress

by Senators Itinz, Kennedy, and Durenberger, respectively, would encourage

states to establish qualified risk pools for uninsurables, incluzing persons

unable to buy health insurance coverage due to such chronic health conditions

as diabetes, heart disease and AIDS. The industry expects similar legislation

to be introduced again this year.

Several models for an effective risk pool already exist. Ten states

currently have some form of risk pool offering comprehensive major medical

insurance to high risk people. The pool operates like any other private

insurance plan. If the pool experiences losses, those losses are shared by

all the insurers in the state. The pools would be established in the states

and regulated Like other state insurance. The federal legislation simply

establishes minimum standards based on the experiences of successful state

pools and ensures a fair distribution of pool losses.

tMst important, the state high risk pool proposals would ensure the

availability of health insurance to all Americans, regardless of health

condition, with mininun federal regulation, and at no cost to the feceral

treasury .
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MiCIGAP INSJRANCE: A RPL1C/PRIVATE SECTOR SUCCS STORY

For the nation's elderly, the HKIA believes that Medicare together with

the private health insurance industry ane doing a good job in providing

prvtection against the medical costs of acute catastrophic illnesses. We are

proud of our record in providing supplemental coverage to the Medicare program

so that the Medicare beneficiary can feel confident that his or her acute

health care needs will be met in the future.

There have been sane assumptions in the past that private insurance is

confusing and duplicative. This premise is invalid. A 1983 HCFA study of the

effectiveness of state regulation of Medigap insurance found that duplicative

coverage was rare. Further, the October 1986 GAO study prepared for the House

Ways and Means Health Subcommittee concluded that state regulation of the

Medigap business was working well in controlling sales abuses. Of the

millions of policies presently in force, we are aware of only a handful of

alleged violations brought to the attention of HCFA. Upon investigation, the

majority of these cases were closed because they didn't warrant federal

action. MCFA coordinates review of alleged violations of federal statutes

together with the Federal Trade Camission and the FPstal Service. The HZAA

feels that this process is adequate and that no new federal regulatory

activities are warranted.

H7A's and the GAo's findings reflect the tremendous efforts made by state

insurance regulators and the insurance industry in response to events of the

late 1970s concerning agent sales. In 1577 individual state insurance
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regulators accelerated aient enforcement proceOures to curtail sales acuses.

In 1979 HIA'As president wrote all eeier capenies end insurarce regulators

cflno for Joint efforts to remedy sales abses by a few, but nevertheless

emarrassing n-mber of agents. That sane year, the National Association of

hsurance Omissioners appointed a special cols.mer-oriented Advisory

Cmmittee on this isste, which 2 clued representatives from M, the FTC,

cormsmer and senior citizen groups, and meibers of the insurance industry. As

a result of the Advisory Cinittee's efforts, the NAIC then adopteo medel

state standards later entraced on the federal level in the 1980 Baucus

Amendment. Consequently, virtually all Medicare Supplement policies now on

the market meet or exceed those standards.

Additionally, this multi-interested Akvisory Cam:ittee developed the Guide

to Fealth Insurance for People with Medicare, presently available through

HCFA. Current state law reguires that this smplified buyers' guide be

provided to purchasers of Medicare Supplement coverage, along with an outline

of coverage depicting gaps in Medicare coverage and how particular Medicare

Supplement policy benefits relate to these gaps. Also, current law reguires

delivery of a special notice when replacement or addition to existing coverage

is involved. The HIAA wuld be glad to furnish the toimittee with examples of

these materials upon req#est.

Further, state law reqirements dealing with Medicare Supplement policies

offer the beneficiary the opportunity to return a policy within 30 days of

purchase, as well as receive a full refund. Also, state laws dealing with

Medicare Supplesent policies reqgre high loss ratios, truth in advertising,

fair trade practices (incluclng sales, unaerwriting and clams practices, and

simplified policy language requirements), and other valuable consumer

protections.
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To ensure that all of these controls are adequate, an NAIC subcsmmittee

recently surveyed state insurance departments regarding citizens' complaints

related to Meadigap insurance. This survey indicated that the limited number

of camplaints were not the result of any deficiency in NA1C model laws.

This same type of process outlined tor Medicare Supplement in protecting

the aged is being unoertaken by the insurance industry and the NAIC regarding

private long term care insurance. Qarrent efforts center upon developing

regulations that will appropriately control the marketplace, yet facilitate

experimentation and exploration of what consurers want to purchase in the long

term care field.

WHAT MEDIGAP POLICIE5 COVER

Private Medicare Supplemental policies typically cover such out-of-pocket

costs under Medicare as co-payments and deductibles for hespital and doctor

services. In keeping with the Baucus Andeent to the 1980 Social Security

Disability Act (P.L. 96-265), the states now recpre Medicare Supplement

policies to meet certain minimum standards, as follows:

- Coverage of Part A coinsurance for Medicare eligible expenses for hospi-

talization from the 61st day through the 9Cth day in any Medicare benefit

period;

- Cverage of Part A coinsurance for Medicare eligible expenses incurred

during use of Medicare's lifetime hospital inpatient reserve days;
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- Loon exhaustion of all Medicare hospital inpatient coverage, Including the

lifetime reserve days, coverage of 9X of all Medicare Part A eligible ex-

penses for hospitalization for up to an additional 365 days; and

- Coverage of 2C% of the amount of Medicare eligible expenses under Part B,

subject to a maxien calendar year out-ot-pocket deductible of S200 and a

maximum benefit of $5,X0 per calendar year.

Bear in mind that these are purely minimum standards, and that insurance

companies are not precluded tron the inclusion of higher levels of coverage or

additional benefits. In fact, the vast majority of plans exceed these minimum

standards.

SUGGESTIONS FOR ENMANCING THE VALUE

OF MEDICARE AND MEDIGAP BENEFITS TO BENEFICIARIES

If the federal government wants to enhance the value to beneficiaries of

their Medicare benefits as well as their private Medicare supplonent policies,

the Htalth Care Financing Administration could do much more to identify for

Medicare beneficiaries these physicians and other providers who regularly

accept assignment. By helping beneficiaries find Medicare participating

physicians, HCFA could greatly relieve the high insurance costs and

out-of-pocket costs that stem from provider balance billing. HCFA could

publish directories with the names of participating physicians and provide

toll-free hotlines. It could also develop incentives for electronic billing

of physician claims and for streamlining the coordination of billing for

Medicare and Medigap benefits.
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The HJAA also endorses Medicare's use of more stringent cost contaiinrent

techniques to help keep that program solvent. For example, we encourage

Medicare to be more aggressive with utilization review, pre-adission

certification and mandatory second surgical opinion programs. These are all

steps being used more routinely in private managed health care plans.

TAX INCENTIVES FOR FRE-FINDDG RETIREE HEALTH BENEFITS

be important way both to help the elderly poor and to complement the

Medicare program would be to encourage more employers to provide health

benefits to their retired workers.

The U.S. Department of Labor reports that currently, only 57 percent of

employees in large and medium-sized corpanies will receive employer-providea

health benefits to supplement Medicare upon retirement. Although this number

is expected to grow, coinciding with the growth in the size of the elderly

population, federal tax policy is a major reason why many more employers are

choosing not to do more for retirees.

The Deficit Reduction Act of 1984 placed limits on the tax advantages of

pre-funding retiree health benefits. I urge Congress to consider the wisdom

of federal tax policy which discourages employers and employees from entering

into financial arrangements today, which would generate greater private

capital for the health care needs of taoorrow's elderly. In our minds,

employers should be encouraged to provide such benefits by allowing them

maximjf flexibility and positive incentives to respond to the growing

financial needs of their retirees. Pre-funding for retiree health care needs
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not only helps relieve political pressure to expand govern.ent financing of

long term care, but promises to be one of the truly promising ways to promote

IlO range financial plannring helpful to the develop of an insurance market

tar a long term care Insurance product.

In short, ODEFRA's tax provisions on prefiring retiree benefits is

causing e!nloyers to curtail the fluding of retiree health benefits. I urge

Congress to examine this issue.

FROPOSALS FO RESTRICTLRING MEDICARE

Various proposals have been advanced to expano or restructure the Medicare

program. In assessing this issue, the HIAA feels that various problems under

the Medicare program should be prioritized.

The first priority of Congress should be to ensure the adequate financing

of current Medicare benefits. Next, Congress should reinstate originally

promised benefits and provide sufficient furding. Both efforts will entail

hard decisions regarding who should bear this Cost. That Medicare no longer

provides for originally promised acute care coverage is apparent in the fact

that in the last ten years, hospital inpatient coverage has decreased from 75%

to 6% of charges, while Part B coverage has dropped from 65% to about 57% of

charges. Further, Medicare extended care benefits cover only a of all

nursing home costs. Returning Medicare benefits to original levels Will cost

billions of dollars. This revenue should be found before Congress exacerbates

the above-nentioned problems still further by adding new benfits.
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Finally, given that Congress finds adequate funding to meet these

priorities, it couid then turn its attention to the catastrohic needs facing

a limited rudber of citizens who cannot afford to purchase private coverage

which fills in Medicare coverage "gaps'. Since the vast majority of Medicare

beneficiaries can afford private supplemental insurance, solutions should be

limited to financing catastrophic benefits for the limited numxer of near-poor

not covered by Medicaid. Tax subsidies for those who are partially able to

purchase private insurance would limit the financial burden on the federal

goverrlnent.

CATASTROPHIC COVERAGE NEES REGARDING LONG TERM CARE

Tragically, the problem few elderly fail to anticipate is that neither

Medicare nor private Medicare supplemental policies cover long term custodial

Care. Proposals to expand Medicare benefits are not a solution because acute

care expenses are not the usual cause of catastrophic expenses anong the

elderly. The real problem is chronic long term care. Based on a recent study

financed by the National Center for italth Service Research, for those aged.

who spent more than $2,000 out-of-pocket, 81 percent of their additional

expenses ware for nursing home care.

The costs associated with long term care insurance are so vast that it is

hard to imagine how the federal goverrment could finance every citizen's needs

in this area. Thus multiple financing mechanisms must be utilized. Those

with means will have to provide for their own protection through private

insurance. Those with limited means might receive tax subsidies to purchase
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private insurarce. For Bme of the poor, the Medicaid program is already

finanoing long term care, but the program may need to be expanded to cover all

poor and not just the categorically poor.

DISURANCE MIUSTRY DNITIATIVE REGARDING LONG TER CARE

About tour years ago, an HIAA Task Force was established to explore this

issue. A report, 'Long Term Care: The Challenge to Society", produced by the

Task Force, is available uvon request. In December 1984, an inastry-wide

conference was held to build on the task force report and to expose industry

representatives to the range of long ters care issues from a variety of

perspectives. In November 1985, the HIAA Joined other national organizations

representing the aged, providers arc payers in sponsoring a national

conference entitled: "Private Long Term Care Insurance - the Emerging

Market." The proceedings of that conference are available from our RPblic

Relations Division.

In its deliberations, the 1CAA Long Term Care Task Force has identified

sofe of the problems associated with the deveiopient, administration and

marketing of a long term care product. These problems are not trivial and

solutions are not easily achieved. As possible solutions are fomad, they must

be tested in the marketplace to see whether or not they will work.

Industry representatives have participated in numerous conferences and

hearings called to bring interested parties together to begin a broad based

effort to resolve some of the problams. In addition, individual companies are

exploring and/or are entering into the private sector market for long term

care insurance.

72-699 0 - 87 -- 3
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A recent HLAA survey of our meclher corpanies has found that 12 companies

offered an individual indanity long term care insurance policy as of ayne

1986. Since .ine, four more companies have entered this market. We have

defined this type of policy as one which covers nursing home stays and/or

home health care for not less than 12 consecutive mOntns. Because many

ccpanies have just entered the market, it is too early far them to have

Current information on the number of policies sold. However, those companies

having data show that there were about 130,0X policyholders as of January 1,

1986. Further, for those companies with greater enrollment experience, the

average current age of a policyholder is 75. At least one long term care

inaurance product is available in every state except Conrecticut. However,

since then, at least two companies have filed long term care products in that

state. Typically, four to five HIAA companies are selling policies in each

state.

Services currently covered by long term care policies include skilled,

intermediate, custodial, and home health care. Of the 12 policies analyzed,

all offer skilled nursing care, 10 offer intermediate nursing care and

custodial care, and 8 offer rmne health care. The maximum benefit period for

a typical policy is 3 years, although a substantial nutber offer 5 years of

coverage. Finally, companies typically offer policies with a choice of either

20 or 100 days during which a person must be confined to a nursing home before

insurance payments can begin.

In total, 15 additional companies are developing new products. Many of

these are described as "group insurance" (i.e., marketed to groups with little
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or no individual underwriting). At least one company has filed for approval

of a group policy.

It appears that new products are being introduced with ijcreasing

frequency and that the next generation of long term care insurance products

will be more diverse than the current one. Each venture into the marketplace

provides the industry with additional information on the feasibility and

viability of private long term care insurance coverage.

Long term care may well be the major health policy issue in the coming

decades. The industry and individual companies are exploring the problems and

seeking solutions. Both government and private resources are required to meet

current challenges and plan for the future needs of our expanding elderly

population. The Health Insurance Association of Pmerica stands ready to join

in the public debate and offers its assistance to this coanrdttee as you

deliberate this pressing national probem.
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Chairman MELCHER. Senator Heinz.
Senator HEINZ. I will just take a moment because I asked prob-

ably more than my fair share of questions earlier. Mr. Shapland,
one of the recommendations you made in your testimony has to do
with getting employers to fund retiree health benefits. How much
is that going to be a solution to the problem?

Mr. SHAPLAND. It is hard to tell. I do not know if anybody would
know the answer to that. All we do know is that when employers
see a need for retirement income, then when they fund for that,
IRS and tax laws and so on will recognize that as a legitimate busi-
ness expense.

But if an employer also said, well, we need to recognize that our
retirees when they retire are going to have long-term nursing
home care costs and expenses like that that are catastrophic and
want to fund for that, then IRS says no.

Senator HEINZ. The Brookings Institute is studying the viability
of various financing options for long-term care; that is the Alice
Rivlin Task Force. I am told. that their preliminary analysis shows
that private insurance is unlikely to be purchased by very many
Americans. I guess right now, there are about 130,000 policies out-
standing, offered by about 12 companies.

How do we deal with the apparent lack of marketable long-term
care insurance policies by the private sector, namely your indus-
try?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I thought the answer to that was pretty well
demonstrated here today and discussed, and that was education.
You know, people when they are 40 years old--

Senator HEINZ. I beg your pardon?
Mr. SHAPLAND. It is an educational process, as was discussed

here. People age 40 without a lot more education do not think
about, gee, I have got to start funding for long-term care. They
might think a little bit about pension costs or something like that,
but they do not visualize themselves being in a nursing home.

So it fits an educational process that I think is tied in with the
whole gamut of catastrophic costs. There is a big educational proc-
ess that needs to take place regarding what Medicare pays, what
Medicaid pays, what is not covered, where you need to buy some
insurance. As far as the number of people covered currently by the
private insurance industry by private long-term care policies, that
is a very low number, because it is in its infancy. Long-term nurs-
ing home care policies have just begun to be sold so we have not
really been given a chance.

Part of the reason that we have not sold nursing home care poli-
cies up to this time is because we did not have any actuarial statis-
tics, and there is quite a risk involved in engaging in a market
where you have no data.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I understand the difficulties in pricing, but
in view of the study that was done last year by the American Asso-
ciation of Retired Persons, which shows roughly 79 percent of
senior citizens think that Medicare is going to cover their health
care needs, including nursing home care. I would scarcely describe
that as an educational problem. It is like everybody believing that
the world is flat when in fact it is round. And to say that in 1492,
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Columbus was dealing with an educational process is to slightly un-
derstate the problem.

Mr. SHAPLAND. I am sorry, but I do not follow that. I would think
it would be an educational process.

Senator HEINZ. Well, what I am saying is when you have most of
the people, including people who have learned the hard way, think-
ing they are going to be taken care of, and they are not, that
means that there is a body of conventional wisdom out there that
is so broad and so deep that it defies what we think of as educa-
tion. I do not know what the next hierarchy of convincing people
that the world is round rather than flat has to do with, but it is
deeper than-there is just a little prejudice we have to overcome
here.

Mr. SHAPLAND. It seems like you are saying that it is beyond edu-
cation. I would hope it would not be. You might be right that we
can educate the people.

Senator HEINZ. Well, we have had Medicare for 20 years. The
coverage on it has not been expanding.

Mr. SHAPLAND. But how much energy has the Federal Govern-
ment spent on telling people that nursing home coverage was not
covered so there was not a misunderstanding?

Senator HEINZ. So we should have an educational program that
says the Federal Government does not cover nursing home care,
and so do not get sick?

Mr. SHAPLAND. The private insurance industry does, by the way.
The private insurance industry says our policies do not cover long-
term care. Is the Federal Government doing that, saying our pro-
gram does not cover long-term care?

Senator HEINZ. So what should anybody be doing about the prob-
lem? You say it is an educational problem.

Mr. SHAPLAND. First of all, you have to understand that you need
the insurance and that you do not already have it. You are not
going to go out and buy private insurance if you think you already
have it. We are doing our part, and we will be glad to do more, and
we ask you to do the same.

Senator HEINZ. Well, what should we be doing?
Mr. SHAPLAND. First of all, both of us have to help educate the

public that they do not have the coverage, so that they purchase
the coverage out there. I think the last survey said there were
something like 70 companies offering long-term care insurance.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I understand we both have to somehow
educate the public. How do we do it?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I am not in the education business.
Senator HEINZ. Senator Melcher is holding a hearing, which is

not unlike hearings I held over the last 6 years, to try to educate
the public that when it comes to long-term care, the typical Ameri-
can has this insurance "bulletproof vest," but as I said, it has got a
big hole over the heart, because it does not cover long-term care.
We have been trying-Senator Melcher has been a party to those
efforts. He and I served in the House together. We have been
aware of that problem. We have been trying to dramatize it for in
excess of a decade. You know, we need some ideas as to how we can
do a better job, because we are not doing a very good job at this
point.
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Mr. SHAPLAND. I think we are in absolute agreement.
Senator HEINZ. Yes, but how do we do a better job?
Mr. SHAPLAND. OK. I guess if I were in your position, I would

look for somebody in advertising to help me, because I am not an
expert in that, and you probably are not either. I do not know if
you use full-page ads, if you use newspapers, broadcasting-I do
not know what you do. That is up to people who are experts in edu-
cating people and advertising and so on. I think we need to look for
help in that area; I agree with you.

Senator HEINZ. Just call up Doyle-Dane-Bernbach and buy some
advertising.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Sure.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you.
Chairman MELCHER. Senator Pressler?
Senator PRESSLER. Let me first of all welcome you here to this

committee. I know you are associated with Mutual of Omaha,
which is headed by Mr. V.J. Skutt, who is formerly from South
Dakota, and I think he is one of the most honest and finest men-
we are very proud of him. He comes back to South Dakota about
once a year to give a speech.

The point I am making through that is that we seem to have a
problem here, but I do not think it is necessarily the fault of the
private insurance companies. If there is misinformation, we should
root it out. But there is nothing wrong with being in business. You
have got to make a profit. I think it is easy to "beat up" on the
health insurance companies, but I do not know if that does much
good, especially since you are here with crutches, so we should not
beat up on you.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Go ahead and beat on me.
Senator PRESSLER. The thing we are trying to find here is the

truth and who is responsible. In many areas, as you have pointed
out, the private health insurance companies appear to be doing
what they say they are doing, and they are not misleading any-
body.

But there are still people-and we have heard cases this morning
of people who are falling through the cracks somehow. I am just
embarking on a visit to all 66 counties in my State, which will take
a while to get done if I want to keep my voting record up here in
the Senate. I am sure that in many of those counties, I will meet
people who will say that they cannot buy private health insurance
for one reason or another, and they are left out in the cold. So we
do have these catastrophic cases.

I want to just address a general question to you about the group
you represent-and I know that you are an easy target for criti-
cism. But does the profitability of the health insurance-companies
that you represent exceed the profitability of other insurance com-
panies? Could you explain a bit of that?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Sure. I do not know what the figure is, so I will
just make a rough approximation, and I do not know that it is too
critical. But I would say maybe half or a lot more of insurance is
sold by nonprofit insurance companies.

Senator PRESSLER. By nonprofit companies?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Nonprofit insurance companies, like Mutual of

Omaha. They are designated "mutual" companies.
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Senator PRESSLER. So your company is a nonprofit company?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Right. A mutual company is owned by its policy-

holders and is not in the business to make a profit.
Senator PRESSLER. So the companies that you are representing

today, are they nonprofits?
Mr. SHAPT AND. Yes, if it is a mutual. Anytime you see a name

like Mutual of Omaha, Mutual of New York. Prudential is also a
mutual company, and so on.

Senator PRESSLER. OK. So if you start making a profit, then you
pay a dividend; is that right?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Life companies pay dividends. But health insur-
ance dividends are very rare compared to-like you are used to
dividends on life insurance-and that is because health insurance
companies have a different operating philosophy regarding health
insurance than life insurance. In life insurance, you normally put
loadings in your premiums so that you have margins and then
return some of those margins in dividends. Health insurance is
usually run on a basis where you try to price it exactly right so
that you do not have margins.

Senator PRESSLF.R. Before you can offer an insurance policy to
someone, there has to be some law of averages. If you started writ-
ing insurance policies for all these catastrophic cases, you would be
losing a good deal of money; is that correct?

Mr. SHAPLAND. No. The insurance industry has sold million-
dollar major medical policies to almost every employer and individ-
uals who want to purchase it. We run that risk, and right now,
most of us are surviving. There are some companies that have had
problems with it.

Senator PRESSLER. But if you begin to provide full insurance cov-
erage for all the situations and expenses we have heard this morn-
ing, you would lose money; is that not true, unless you raised your
premiums substantially?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Well, the formula is that if you charge a premi-
um that is adequate to cover your expenses and claims, then you
do not lose money, and if you do not charge that much, you will
lose money.

The insurance industry presumes that it can sell long-term care
insurance and be okay. Otherwise we would not be doing it.

Senator PRESSLER. So if these witnesses that you have heard this
morning had purchased that at the right time, they would not be
having the problems they are having today?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Right. And if you are talking specifically about
long-term care and the insurance companies now developing those
policies, that is right.

Senator PRESSLER. Do you feel that the three witnesses who testi-
fied before us today are the exception rather than the rule?

Mr. SHAPLAND, No. I thought they sounded like average cases.
They are the ones that were faced with the catastrophic costs in
areas not covered by Medicare and Medicare supplement policies.
When Medicare was designed, I do not know if it was on the basis
of what the Government knew that they could afford and not
afford to cover, and cost containment rationale and so on, they
chose not to cover out-of-hospital drugs, they chose not to cover
long-term care, and so on. And that is why you are here today.
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Those problems are real problems faced by the average person out
there, and we need to work for solutions. And we want to work
with you on that.

Senator PRESSLER. How much is the average monthly premium
for a typical Medicare supplement, and how much is it for a cata-
strophic policy?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Well, a Medicare supplement policy, by legal defi-
nition of the minimum standard, is a catastrophic policy.

Senator PRESSL.ER. All right. How much is an average monthly
premium?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I think the average premium, for the catastrophic
portion, is something like $60.

Senator PRESSLER. Sixty dollars?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Right. But that is because most of the people who

buy Medicare supplement policies are not happy with only cata-
strophic; they want to get first-dollar coverage, not just catastroph-
ic.

Senator PRESSLER. They want to get everything covered.
Mr. SHAPLAND. They want to get everything covered under their

policy. You have got to remember every time I talk about Medicare
supplement, we are talking about only those kinds of expenses cov-
ered by Medicare. Senator Heinz was rightfully confused about
that. But in that realm of Medicare coverage and Medicare supple-
ment policies which cover the same kinds of expenses, most people
are not happy just buying the catastrophic long-tail costs, if you
want to call them that. They want first-dollar coverage, and they
pay more.

But the insurance industry has a whole set of policies with small-
er premiums that are catastrophic. But every Medicare supplement
policy is catastrophic. It is just you pay more if you want first-
dollar coverage.

Senator PRESSLER. On page 3 of your testimony, you state that,
"Limited financial aid to those few indigent that fall outside of cur-
rent Medicaid qualification rules is the only supplemental coverage
area where a problem exists and a solution is needed."

Mr. SHAPLAND. Again that was within the context of the Medi-
care realm of things.

Senator PRESSLER. Within the Medicare realm. OK. So you would
amend that statement to that effect?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Right. You see, this statement was in the context
of Medicare, and maybe it did not come across to some of you that
way.

Senator PRESSLER. And you also state on page 3, "The fact that
70 percent of Medicare beneficiaries use private supplemental in-
surance to fill the program's ever-increasing deductibles and copay-
ments attests to its success and to the practical accommodation of
public and private interests."

So your feeling is that if that were 100 percent of the Medicare
beneficiaries use private supplemental insurance, that that would
solve the problem?

Mr. SHAPLAND. It would solve only the catastrophic problems re-
lating to the types of coverage covered by Medicare-not long-term
care, drug care, and so on.

Senator PRESSLER. So we would still have a problem.
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Mr. SHAPLAND. I am sorry that that statement was misleading.
Now that we are engaged in this conversation, I can see that some-
body could interpret it like that. But in the realm of the Medicare
field of expenses, private coverage has provided catastrophic cover-
age to 70 percent, 12 percent are covered by Medicaid, about half of
the remaining would be covered under Medicaid under Bowen's
proposal because they have to spend $2,000 to get to the cata-
strophic that Bowen proposes, and by that time they would be in
Medicaid anyway-so why spend money under Bowen's proposal to
get Medicaid when they would just get the Medicaid anyway? And
Bowen says that the remaining, the other people who do not have
any coverage, who are another few percent, could buy his coverage.
Well, they can buy coverage from us, too.

Senator PRESSLER. Let me ask one final question, Mr. Chairman,
and then I may have some for the record. I am trying to thorough-
ly understand this.

On page 4 you state, "For the working population, studies of
group employee benefit plans among commercial health insurance
companies have shown trends toward adoption of plan features
that will both help contain costs and improve the comprehensive-
ness of the plans." Then you say, "A higher percentage of employ-
ees today than ever before have larger maximum benefit levels,
with nearly 80 percent having maximum benefits of $1 million or
more.."

Now, what does that mean, that 80 percent that have maximum
benefits of $1 million, so they can get coverage--

Mr. SHAPLAND. We are saying that those employers that have
bought group insurance for their employees, that 80 percent have
full catastrophic coverage.

Senator PRESSLER. Those companies that have coverage for their
employees.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Right, those that have chosen to buy group insur-
ance for their employees.

Senator PRESSLER. And of course, there are a lot of people-what
percentage of Americans is that?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I am sorry, but I do not have that number.
Senator PRESSLER. OK. It is probably what, 20 percent maybe?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Oh, no. We are talking about the vast majority of

the employees. Where you do not have group insurance is where
you have employees with minimum wages, and the employers just
do not have the money to buy group insurance.

Senator PRESSLER. What percentage of the people would that be?
Who would that be?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I do not. know. Maybe 10 percent. I am just guess-
ing now.

Senator PRESSLER. Can we get that for the record? Somebody is
just now providing that to you. What percentage is it?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I have just gotten a note that says there are 240
million who are, I guess, employees, and 172 million have group in-
surance-if I understand this note correctly.

Senator PRESSLER. So it would be less than 50 percent, then, is
that right?
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Mr. SHAPLAND. Oh, no. There are 240 million Americans, and 172
million have insurance, The vast majority of that would be group
insurance.

Senator PRESSLER. There are how many million Americans?
Mr. SHAPLAND. This says there are 240 million Americans, and

172 million have insurance.
Senator PRESSLER. Of $1 million or more?
Mr. SHAPLAND. No. It would be just how many have insurance, I

think.
Senator PRESSLER. OK.
Mr. SHAPLAND. But 80 'percent of the 172 million would have $1

million or more. The insurance industry tries to sell catastrophic
coverage, but some employers just do not have the financial means.
They are working with minimum wage employees with high turn-
over, and they just are not going to come up with the money to
have a group insurance program.

Senator PRESSLER. Well, 1 thank you. I am going to have some
more questions on some of these statistics. I think some of us who
are trying to make these decisions have to understand this. It is
terribly complicated. But somehow, some Americans are being left
out. We heard from some of them today who are very hard-working
middle-class people. As I go about my State, as I am about to begin
to start a new project this year of visiting every county, I bet I will
hear from someone who would like to have private health insur-
ance, but who cannot get it for one reason or another. There will
be somebody else who thought they had some kind of insurance,
and they did not. Really, I guess that cannot all be thought to be
your fault. Individuals have some responsibility, too, to inform
themselves, and we cannot just expect people not to take some re-
sponsibility of their own.

But there are people who slip through the slats, and we do have
a problem out there.

Mr. SHAPLAND. I might comment on one of the things you said
about people who have a heart condition who cannot buy insurance
because they are uninsurable. The Health Insurance Association
has been very active for quite a few years, trying to get Congress to
pass a law that supports State uninsurable risk pools. There are al-
ready at least 10 States that have such pools, so that those people
do not fall through the cracks. And we ask you to support that leg-
islation.

Senator PRESSLER. Thank you very much.
Chairman MELCHER. Senator Wilson.
Senator WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I do not want to dwell on this at great length, be-

cause there are many other questions I want to ask you, but why is
that legislation necessary? Why can't the organizations do that vol-
untarily?

Mr. SHAPL.AND. The States pass laws, these uninsurable risk pool
laws?

Senator WILSON. Yes.
Mr. SHAPLAND. They can. We are asking for a law to be passed

that allows what we call a fair distribution of the losses of those
pools. Right now, the law precludes self-insurers from being
charged for their fair share of those losses. We think there should
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be a fair distribution of the losses of those pools. That would re-
quire an act of Congress to change that.

Senator WILSON. OK. I gather from the comments you have
made that you and your industry are not a supporter of the Bowen
proposal and that you feel that insofar as it supplements existing
gaps in Medicare, that it is not going to do the job, and yet I under-
stood-perhaps this is your personal view that you were expressing
earlier-you said there is need for some tax dollars to be spent to
take care of people who have problems of the kinds we heard de-
scribed this morning.

Is it your industry position that more coverage needs to be af-
forded by additional Medigap coverage from the private sector?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Let me first of all correct a possible misunder-
standing about Bowen and the health insurance industry's position.

Bowen has many proposals. He had one on expanding Medigap.
We say that is unnecessary because the people already have the
coverage, and he is only making it available on an optional basis,
and whoever wanted to buy insurance has already bought it so it is
not going to do anything; it is not attacking the real areas of
need-long-term care, drug care, and so on. His proposal does not
hit that. And that is why we say that that proposal is not a very
good one.

But Bowen has many other proposals to fill gaps-employers who
cannot afford group insurance on their own without some help;
lower-income people who cannot afford the full cost of insurance,
and so on.

Senator WILSON. And who do not qualify for Medicaid, either?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Right; they fall between being able to buy private

insurance and Medicaid. And those things, we support; I mean, he
is on target, that where people cannot afford to buy private insur-
ance, maybe the Government needs to help subsidize insurance,
subsidize long-term care insurance and so on to cover that missing
ground, some of those loopholes.

Senator WILSON. All right. On page 3 of your statement you have
indicated that some 70 percent of Medicare beneficiaries use pri-
vate supplemental insurance; that another 10 percent of the re-
maining uncovered 30 actually fall under Medicaid. So that leaves
only 20 percent of those over 65 without protection against gaps in
Medicare.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Right.
Senator WILSON. What I think I heard you saying is that the in-

dustry supports the provision of long-term care and is looking to
the private sector to provide that care.

Mr. SHAPLAND. The long-term care has nothing to do with what
you just mentioned. It has nothing to do with Baucus or Medicare
or Medigap. It is a completely different area of insurance. I just

-want to make sure you understand that.
Senator WILSON. All right. Let us focus on the long-term care.

How does the industry see that need being filled?
Mr. SHAPLAND. OK. We see, as I think almost everybody sees-

and I do not know if there is much disagreement on this, even in
discussions privately with various Congressmen and so on-the cost
of providing needed coverage for long-term care is almost beyond
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comprehension, and it is growing because of the aging of our popu-
lation. It is going to be a very, very difficult solution.

We see that it is going to call for private insurance to the extent
that people can buy private insurance; the Government stepping in
to fill voids where people cannot afford private insurance. The Gov-
ernment may be helping pay premiums to some degree for some
people who cannot afford the full cost of private insurance. There
is a whole gamut of solutions.

I sort of feel sorry for you to some degree, knowing the financial
crunch that the Government is under at this point, and knowing
that there is this crying need out there, because it is a terrible con-
flict that I am glad you are facing and I am not.

But to the extent that the insurance industry can sell private in-
surance to those who can afford it, then that is the way to solve
that; let the people who can take care of themselves take care of
themselves, the people who cannot, the Government should help.

Senator WILSON..Well, let me ask you this question. Is there a
market for private health insurance to deal with long-term care?
There is obviously a small market today, and I guess we would all
agree that the problem is that the premiums make it unaffordable
to a great many people who would otherwise be interested.

Mr. SHAPLAND. I think the studies have shown that maybe the
vast majority can afford the premiums--

Senator WILSON. The vast majority can afford?
Mr. SHAPLAND. Can afford the premiums.
Senator WILSON. Well, then, why in the hell don't they buy it-

excuse me.
Mr. SHAPLAND. It is because long-term care is in its infancy. The

insurance industry is just coming of age in offering this coverage.
That is why not too many people have it.

We have held, in conjunction with HCFA and other parties, all
kinds of seminars educating ourselves on the need for long-term
care insurance, and there is just a raft of companies now starting
to offer long-term care. So it is just coming of age. I think you have
to give us a chance to sell this insurance.

We have mentioned that one hindrance was that 80 percent of
the people think they do not even need to buy it.

Senator WILSON. What was that? I am having a little trouble
hearing you, Mr. Shapland.

Mr. SHAPI.AND. We have already talked about the fact that 80
percent of the people think they do not need to buy long-term care
insurance because of Medicare.

Senator WILSON. OK, that is the education problem, and I agree
with the points that you made that the Federal Government ought
to be doing a much better job about educating.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Right.
Senator WILSON. Incidentally, I do not think that is beyond the

realm of possibility. The problem is one that does exist, and I can
think of all kinds of networks for communicating with the elderly.
The problem is that the people we need to communicate with are
the middle-aged.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Well, both.
Senator WILSON. Well, all right, I agree, both. But I can think of

all kinds of means of communicating with an audience that is a
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little bit past the age where we are seeking to interest them in
taking advantage of what may be offered.

But the basic point, I think, is less one of education than of the
affordability. So let us come back to that.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Affordability. OK.
Senator WILSON. You say that the industry is in its infancy in

addressing this problem. I guess the question is you have got some-
thing of a chicken-and-egg situation in that it would appear that
were it more affordable, there would be a much larger market. Pos-
sibly, if there were a much larger market, it would be more afford-
able.

Now, one of the basic questions facing this committee and this
Congress, it seems to me, is to whatever extent we move in the
area of expanding health care coverage, we have got what you de-
scribe as many options-at least two that I see. One is for the tax-
payers to pay it in terms of a direct subsidy. The other is to pay for
it in what is termed a tax expenditure. By that, I mean what it will
cost the Federal Government by way of lost revenues if we give, let
us say, an individual policyholder a tax deduction for premiums
paid for that kind of extended health care coverage.

I assume that the industry has a position as to which of these
two options is preferable.

Mr. SHAPLAND. I am sorry, I cannot remember what the first
option was that you mentioned.

Senator WILSON. Well, it is direct subsidy by taxpayers, or indi-
rect by a tax deduction.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Well, there are lots of ways to subsidize. You can
have direct vouchers to help pay premiums. You can have it tax-
deductible as an itemized expense, and so on. I think that no
matter how you do it, the Government has to ask itself whether it
has any money to do anything. And then the second question is if
it does spend some money, is it really seed money that is going to
return many-fold, because if you get, with a little bit of help,
people to buy long-term care insurance, that could save-who
knows-10, 20, 30 times as much money down the road in Medic-
aid, because people would be funding this thing out of their own
pockets with a little bit of encouragement from the Government,
dollar-wise, and then they would not be on Medicaid when they do
go on long-term care, and that saves Medicaid dollars.

I do not know how you make the calculations of how much you
would get back for that seed money, but that is one of the ques-
tions I think you need to wrestle with.

Senator WILSON. What is the industry doing, or at least the
members of the industry who are members of your association, to
address this question? Are any of your members now providing
long-term care to any significant audience?

Mr. SHAPLAND. We are offering long-term care insurance to any-
body who will buy it. The Health Insurance Association itself has
had many educational meetings for its members, trying to point
out that, gee, you guys ought to get into this market because it is a
terrific market, because everybody needs insurance, so obviously,
any time there is a need, there is a market. And the insurance
companies have gone through an educational process. As I said, it
is a fairly new market for us to be in, and we have gone through
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that educational process, and we are all coming out with policies,
and we are going to be actively marketing.

I can talk about my own company. We have had a nursing home
care policy, and I am on a committee that has just developed what
I would say is probably one of the best policies in the industry that
we are going to be releasing very shortly. And we are going to
spend a lot of money trying to promote it and sell it.

Senator WILSON. Well, isn't it true that to the extent that you
and some of your competitors actually develop a competition that
you are going to wind up offering better benefits at better premi-
ums? Isn't that the history of competition in your industry?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Sure, that is the reason we have the free enter-
prise system here in the United States. The same thing happens in
the insurance industry as anywhere else. I mean, you have low
auto insurance rates because you have competition. You can have
low nursing home rates because you have competition, but only as
low as what the claim experience says they can be. There is an ir-
reducible minimum.

Senator WILSON. Let me ask you a question that assumes that
the industry is going to want to expand coverage and expand the
competition-otherwise I might point out this is all mostly academ-
ic.

Mr. SHAPLAND. No. I can assure you that it is definitely commit-
ted to that, and the events of the last year aptly demonstrate that.
There are just a myriad of companies that are introducing nursing
home policies. We are not just sitting still.

A year ago, I might have said there are only a few companies out
there selling nursing home policies, and today there might be 70,
and maybe tomorrow or a year from now, there will be 200.

Senator WILSON. Could you provide the committee with some sta-
tistics as to what actually has happened in this last dramatic year,
because I--

Mr. SHAPLAND. We would have to run a new survey. But I could
easily give you some survey information from our prepared state-
ment.

Senator WILSON. There must be some survey information in
there. What I would like to receive as well would relate to the kind
of coverage that is being offered.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Yes. Let me offer this and see if it would fill your
needs. I could send you information regarding, say, 20 random
nursing home policies and exactly what they pay, to give you an
idea of what nursing home coverage out there is like. That would
be a very easy thing for me to do.

Is that what you are looking for, trying to find out what coverage
is being offered?

Senator WILSON. I am trying to find out what coverage is being
offered and also what the real interest is, and that is perhaps the
best way to determine it, of the industry in getting into the field
and creating a competition that does not seem to yet exist.

Mr. SHAPLAND. The last part, I am having trouble rationalizing
in my own mind how I would answer or provide you with informa-
tion, because--
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Senator WILSON. Well, just provide me with the information as to
what policies are being offered by what companies outside of the
current coverage, that relate to--

Mr. SHAPLAND. I can give you a list of all the companies that we
know about and their policies.2

Senator WILSON. That would do it.
Let me ask you this now. Assuming that there is a desire on the

part of the industry to move aggressively into the field, or assume
that they are undecided, which I take to be an understandable posi-
tion, that they are not quite sure what to do and how to go about
it, there is already, in anticipation of a decision to become more in-
volved, some concern that has been expressed on the part of those
who are interested from the standpoint of consumer protection-I
do not know whether Ms. Shearer is here this morning, but I have
got a statement from her. She represents the Consumer Union and
has expressed a great deal of concern about deceptive and fraudu-
lent marketing.

And of particular interest to me, as you might imagine, is a ref-
erence to a petition by the Consumers Union to the insurance com-
missioner of the State of California, in which they have urged a
halt to what they term unfair and deceptive marketing of Medigap
insurance to senior citizens. Their petition claimed that unscrupu-
lous agents in California had loaded up senior citizens with over-
lapping policies, caused seniors to cancel policies and replace them
with new ones, creating lags in coverage, had misrepresented them-
selves as being from Government agencies or independent senior
organizations, and had exaggerated the coverage offered by policies
and failed to disclose the substantial limits and exceptions to cover-
age.

You have said that the Association provides would-be policy-hold-
ers with a buyers' guide.3 Could you provide a copy of that buyers'
guide to the committee; and could you respond what steps does
your Association take to police itself or to police the industry? It
may be that your members deplore the kind of practices that are
complained of here as much or more than those who are in the
business of consumer protection-and I suspect that that is certain-
ly true of many of your members.

What efforts are made, what steps are taken, to guard against
this kind of deceptive and fraudulent marketing? I will just leave
the question therc; I can think of steps that I assume you are al-
ready taking.

Mr. SHAPLAND. OK. I am glad you asked the question. Quite a
few years back, there was abuse of the aged public by salesmen
selling duplicate policies and so on. And there was an outcry that
we reacted to-in fact, before almost anything happened, the
Health Insurance Association wrote a letter to almost every compa-
ny asking them to clean up their act.

But we did a lot more than that. We went out and sought legisla-
tion at the State level to prohibit that kind of action, and that leg-
islation was passed by all the States.

2 See appendix, item 8, p. 180.
Ibid., p. 191.
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So we have supported and actively promoted and gotten going
regulations which prohibit unfair sales practices and so on and re-
quire, as I mentioned quite earlier in the hearing here, that every-
one be given a buyers' guide and that everyone be given an outline
of coverage, both of which tell what the benefits are and what they
are not.

When you get down to replacement, there are legal requirements
that we supported that .say if you replace somebody's policy, you
have got to give them this form that warns them about doing such
a thing. So if somebody out in California is breaking those laws
and rules, we say prosecute them. We want them prosecuted. If
somebody is not abiding by the rules and playing fair, then there
are all kinds of laws out there to enforce them.

We asked them to be passed, they were passed-now, enforce
them.

Senator WILSON. All right. That is fair enough.
Well, Mr. Chairman, you have been more than generous, and I

am grateful. I can tell that once you were a junior member of a
committee as well.

Chairman MELCHER. Thank you, Senator Wilson.
Mr. Shapland, first of all on this question of notification of

people on Medicare and what Medicare covers and what it does not
cover, I believe this committee will endeavor to work out with HHS
a notification to each and every person who is not only now on
Medicare, but who will be eligible for Medicare in the next 2 or 3
years-a notification of exactly what it does, in language that can
be easily understood.

I think it is ridiculous that we have had Medicare for, what is
it-20 years-we do change the law from time to time, but never-
theless it is our obligation here in Congress as well as the executive
branch of Government to make sure that people understand what
they are buying when they get Medicare. All of us are buying it
when we contribute to the Medicare Trust Fund, and it is a blot on
our record that we have not made clear exactly what it does.

Now, on this question of you not knowing what it costs for every-
body to be covered for long-term health care, nursing home, or a
combination of nursing home and health care at home, you are an
actuary, Mr. Shapland, and I suspect one of the leading actuaries
of Mutual of Omaha, is that correct?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I would like to think so.
Chairman MELCHER. Well, why don't we start from where we are

at? Everybody-everybody-who is impoverished is going to get
long-term health care no matter what it costs.

Mr. SHAPLAND. They already do through the Medicaid Program,
that is right. But there are some loopholes that I think we have
discussed in the Medicaid Program.

Chairman MELCHER. No, we have not discussed loopholes. We
have discussed the fact that we-hate to be impoverished as individ-
uals. That is normal, that is natural. That is the way we are built.
That is the way the human body is and the human brain is and the
human intellect is, and that is the way our society is.

What we are really after is how to preserve some dignity and in-
tegrity in people's lifes-in other words, not be flat broke-and
know that if you have to be incapacitated or debilitated in a nurs-
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ing home, or a hospital, or at home with extra care-that you can
do so with dignity. We want to step up and make it possible for
people not to be flat broke in order to be certain that they are
going to have that kind of help.

Can you provide for the committee, on the basis of actuarial cal-
culations, at some threshold what it would cost-not necessarily
Bowen's $2,000, which is a small threshold-but at some threshold
where Americans could be assured that they get this catastrophic
protection in nursing homes or at home and what it might cost; be-
cause that is exactly what the voters and the taxpayers want to
know when we have a bill on the Floor. Additionally, what are we
going to have to know if we expect to pass a bill-and we do expect
to pass some type of bill.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Let me make sure I respond to your request. I
want to respond to your request, so I have to make sure I under-
stand it.

There are lots of figures available on what the current expendi-
ture for nursing home care cost is; how much of that is being paid
for by Medicare and Medicaid and how much is being paid out of
people's own pockets. If that is the kind of number you are looking
for, how many billions of dollars people are having to put out of
their own pockets for nursing home costs today, I can give you that
figure real easily, and how much of that is being paid for by Medic-
aid and so on.

Is that what you are looking for?
Chairman MFiLCHER. Let us put the second part in. There is the

threshold where somebody such as Mrs. Fish's mother has utilized
$10,000 of her savings-the mother's savings-and at that point,
either the nursing home or the home health care assistance is
going to be covered.

Mr. SHAPLAND. I would like to make a suggestion. Insurance
companies do not have those kinds of numbers.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, now, wait a minute.
Mr. SHAPLAND. But somebody does that you can obtain them

from and that is the Health Care Financing Administration.
Chairman MELCHER. Well, you can generate them, can't you?
Mr. SHAPLAND. No. You are talking about Government figures.
Chairman MELCHER. How can Mutual of Omaha offer a good in-

surance plan that I can buy for so much a month that is going to
keep me whole if I have to go into a nursing home-you have some
figures on that, or you would not have a basis for charging, what
the policy costs.

Mr. SHAPLAND. But I thought the question had to do with peo-
ple's incomes.

Chairman MELCHER. No, not people's incomes.
Mr. SHAPLAND. I thought you said how much would it cost on a

spend down basis.
Chairman MELCHER. A threshold of $10,000 being spent. The

Bowen proposal says spend $2,000, and we are going to pick up
some extra protection for you. I am saying spend some figure-I do
not care what figure you use, because it does not make any differ-
ence whether it is $7,000, $8,000, $5,000, $10,000.
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Mr. SHIAPLAND. How much would nursing home insurance cost if
we provided it to everybody in the United States after they had
spent their first $10,000, or whatever?

Chairman MELCHER. Right, exactly.
Mr. SHAPLAND. Well, what I am saying is the insurance industry

just sells insurance policies. It does not have any information about
the income of those people or how much they would have spent
down to get to a nursing home. But there is a source of that kind of
information.

The Federal Government made a study some years ago and is
just now completing another one of the demographics involved
with nursing home care. So I think if you go to HCFA, they are the
ones that are equipped to answer that question.

Chairman MELCHER. I am asking you, though. Whatever HCFA
has got, you can get. I am asking you.

Mr. SHAPLAND. I can get it from HCFA if you would like me to.
Is that what you want me to do?

Chairman MELCHER. No. I want you to take it. All you are telling
me so far is that you do not know how many people could afford to
spend $10,000.

Mr. SHAPLAND. No, I do not know how many people have $10,000,
or how many can afford to spend $10,000.

Chairman MELCHER. No, I know you do not.
Mr. SHAPLAND. Yes, we can get that information. We would go to

HCFA to get that information.
Chairman MELCHER. Yes, you will go to HCFA, which I can, but

what I am asking you is to use whatever information HCFA has
and then, through your experience as an actuary, tell us what we
might expect for that to be in terms of cost.

Mr. SHAPLAND. I want to respond. I am offering my services, and
we will go to HCFA and get any information you want. I want to
make sure I understand what you are asking. I can either spend a
few seconds here, talking with you some more, or work with your
staff on it. But if you are asking how much it would cost to provide
nursing home coverage to the population of the United States over
65 after they spend down so many dollars out of their own pock-
ets-is that what you are asking?

Chairman MELCHER. Exactly.
Mr. SHAPLAND. We will work with HCFA and try to get you that

information.
Chairman MELCHER. All right. Now, let me get at why I am

asking you this. Basically, it is because I am sure you would agree
with me that the best money we spend in medicine is preventive
medicine; and second, that the second-best dollar we spend in medi-
cine is on timely treatment. Isn't that correct?

Mr. SHAPLAND. Yes.
Chairman MELCHER. And the reason that is the second-best

dollar we spend after preventive medicine is because timely treat-
ment will actually cut down the costs for an individual.

Mr. SHAPLAND. There is even a higher priority than both of
those.

Chairman MELCHER. What is that?
Mr. SHAPLAND. That is what I call "wellness" which may be

what you are thinking about in preventive treatment. There have
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been quite a few articles that have said-and I do not know how
they come up with the numbers-but they say that 70 percent of
the health care costs in the United States are because people abuse
their bodies and bring these costs on themselves. So, by getting
people involved in taking care of themselves, you will not have the
health care in the first place.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, I have given up telling my wife it
would be better if she did not smoke, and telling the kids to forget
about so much alcohol.

Mr. SHAPLAND. But there are incentives. I am sort of a nut on
this subject because I feel very strongly that we should have finan-
cial incentives wellness.

Chairman MELCHER. Well, what I am getting at is one of the wit-
nesses today graphically demonstrated that because her husband
had piled up bills for his health care that she could not handle,
that she was foregoing treatment for her high blood pressure and
some corrective knee surgery.

I do not know what that is going to cost in the long run, but it
might cost a ton of money.

Also, Mrs. Yelineck, for reasons I understand, put off surgery she
needed, which was not wise.

Mr. SHAPLAND. Correct.
Chairman MELCHER. Now, I am not going to ask you to do this,

because I think it is too tough to figure out. But when we remove
those obstacles-in this case, for these two witnesses, just to do
what they ought to do, in a timely way-we are cutting down on
the costs of medicine for them throughout their lives.

Now, obviously, that is a savings, it is an offset. I am not going to
ask you to measure that. I think that is very difficult. The first
one, I do ask you to measure-if at some threshold, each individual
in America would be spending so much for either nursing home or
home health care, what it would cost.

Mr. SHAPLAND. You see, the insurance industry wrestles with
this problem every day and has modernized its coverages-over the
years for this very reason. For example, we ask ourselves if we pro-
vide home health care, isn't that a lot cheaper and better for every-
body. For every dollar one spends on home health care, maybe they
save $10 in nursing home costs.

So to the degree that, say, Medicaid does not cover some of those
things, I think you need to think about expanding Medicaid so that
it does. Penny-wise and pound-foolish is what you are talking
about.

Chairman MELCHER. Yes, that is exactly what I am talking
about. Now, I have asked you for three things-first, this actuarial
advice to us, and then for the critique on the Harvard Medicare
study-and what was the other one of those?

Mr. SHAPLAND. I have down here that you have asked me to pro-
vide you with the new NAIC standards on long-term care; 4 to read
the Harvard report and give you my analysis of that; 5 to give you
a list of the companies and policies that provide long-term care cur-

4See appendix, item 8, p. 155.
5 Ibid., p. 150.
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rently being offered by the industry; 6 to provide the buyers' guide
on Medicare; 7 and to provide you with some information about the
spend-down on long-term care and what the cost would be. 8

Chairman MELCHER. That is correct. You included what Senator
Wilson had asked for, too, and that is fine. Thank you very much.

Mr. SHAPLAND. You are welcome.
Chairman MELCHER. The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]

6 See appendix, item 8, p. 180.
' Ibid., p. 191.

Ibid., p. 151.
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My name Is Marianne Costlow. I live with my husband,
daughter, and son, in St. Michael, Pennsylvania. I am testifying
on behalf of my daughter, Karri Lynn Naugle, who has been In a
coma for the last five and-a-half years.

In 1981, Xarri Lynn was employed as a security guard at

Bethlehem Steel. On June 27 of that year, Karri was Involved In

a serious motorcycle accident which caused severe internal trauma

to her brain and left her in a coma. Karri was 31 years old at

the time. Her chance of survival, on a scale of one to one-
hundred, was a two. She was in intensive care at Lee Hospital in
Johnstown for 6 months and In a skilled nursing facility for
another 6 months.

Karri's hospital bills for that year totalled $125,000.
Her doctor's bills alone came to about $10,000 dollars. Karri
was Insured by Blue Cross major medical through Bethlehem Steel.
This covered the $125,000 in hospital bills. But, since Karri
was Injured on a motorcycle, the insurance did not provide
lifetime coverage.

Karri has been receiving $627 dollars a month in Social
Security Disability benefits, and qualified for Medicare two
years after her accident. But Medicare has not covered all of
Karri's medical bills. As a result, all that is left of the

$70,000 dollars which Karri received from the drivers of the car

and motorcycle as settlement from the accident, is $1,500
dollars.

(81)
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Recently, Karri Lynn has started to come out of her coma.
When she was examined by a doctor at Harmarville Rehabilitation
Center in Pittsburgh, in November of 1985, he said that it was
imperative that Karri receive coma therapy immediately for her to
regain any normal mental functioning. I was told by Medicare,
however, that this therapy would not be covered because Karri did
not enter therapy Immediately after she left the hospital. The
therapy would cost $8,000 a month or $200 dollars a day. We
don't have the money to pay for this.

On top or Karri's problems, my husband suffered a heart
attack 2 years after her accident. He has not been able to work
since then. He receives $612 a month in Social Security
disability Insurance and $312 a month In pension benefits from
Bethlehem Steel. He worked for Bethlehem Steel for 21 years.

Hie is a Korean War Veteran, and was a prisoner of war for 33
months. Karri Lynn's brother was injured In an accident soon
arter Karri was injured. As a result, he needed medical care for
1 gear, compiling medical bills of $9752. Fortunately, this was
paid for by welfare. Since Karri Lynn has required constant
attention since her accident, and we can't afford a live-in
nurse, I have been unable to work. Karri Lynn Is, however, being
seen once a week by a skilled nurse.

I would like to thank you for allowing me to tell you
Karri Lynn's story. I just want to add that there are alot of
people In this country who are suffering through a situation very
similar to Karri's. It is comforting to see that the federal
government is finally taking an interst in our problems.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am Mary Nell Lehnhard, Vice President

of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield

Association, representing 78 Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans, is pleased to comment on

the need for catastrophic coverage for the elderly. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield

Association and its Member Plans have been major participants In Medicare since its

beginning. Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans also underwrite benefits to supplement

Medicare coverage for about nine and one-half million beneficiaries, approximately 45

percent of all beneficiaries who purchase Medigap coverage.

We applaud your concern about protecting the elderly from financially catastrophic

health costs. The elderly may incur catastrophic costs for acute health services not

covered by Medicare or for cost-sharing involving Medicare-covered care. In this

regard, we would like to comment on HHiS Secretary Bowen's recent proposal, and S.

210, the bill you are co-sponsoring with Senator Kennedy. Your bill would establish a

new government program of acute care expense protection available to all elderly and

disabled persons, and Is based on Secretary Bowen's recent recommendations.

We also would like to comment briefly on catastrophic expenses for long term care.

These expenses threaten the finances of more elderly than do acute-care expenses. We

will address the need for private long term care Insurance, because Medicare does not

cover expenses for long term care.

The Melcher-Kennedy bill, S. 210, would:

o Establish a new federal program of health expense coverage available to persons

who have attained age 65 or are disabled.

o Limit out-of-pocket expenses for Medicare deductibles and coinsurance to $2,000

annually.
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o Eliminate Part A coinsurance and lifetime limits.

o Limit the Part A deductible to two per year.

o Finance these changes with "self supporting" premiums deposited in a new

earmarked Trust Fund.

o Index both this premium and the annual liability cap to future cost increases.

This proposal is identical to HHS Secretary Bowen's proposal except that the S. 210

program would be authorized as a "freestanding" program under the Public Health

Service Act, rather than as an integral feature of Medicare Part B. Therefore,

enrollment in the S. 210 program would be entirely voluntary, in contrast to Secretary

Bowen's proposal to tie continued eligibility for the current Part B program to payment

of the new premium for catastrophic coverage.

Private Insurance Protects Most Elderly from Acute-Care Catastrophic Expense

We believe that the private market has functioned well In providing protection against

major financial loss for acute-care expenses of the majority of Medicare beneficiaries.

Most Medicare beneficiaries are protected against excessive out-of-pocket costs for

hospital and physician care by private coverage which supplements Medicare benefits -

Medigap. Overall, 72 percent of the elderly supplement Medicare with private

coverage, according to the Congressional Budget Office. About half of this

supplemental coverage is provided on a group basis - mainly through retirees' former

employers - and about half is purchased individually.

We believe the private Medigap market has functioned well to protect the majority of

the Medicare population from excessive financial liability. An amendment to the Social

Security Act in 1980, often referred to as the Baucus Amendment, established minimum

2
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standards for voluntary certification of Medigap policies. Forty-six states have

enacted statutes adopting the Baucus Amendment and, thereby, require that certified

Medigap programs cover all Medicare hospital coinsurance. Approved programs also

must cover at least 90 percent of the cost of at least 365 days of acute hospitalization

after Medicare benefits have been exhausted. Medigap policies also must cover at least

$5,000 annually in Part B cost-sharing liability, once a $200 deductible Is paid. The

four states that have not enacted standards pursuant to the Baucus Amendment have

adopted their own standards that differ only slightly from the model established by the

Baucus provision.

We would point out that the Baucus Amendment requires a more comprehensive - and

therefore a more expensive - level of protection than that recently proposed by HHS

Secretary Bowen. In addition, most Medigap subscribers have coverage that exceeds

standards under the Baucus Amendment.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan Medicare supplemental programs meet or exceed

applicable requirements, as confirmed by recent studies of the U.S. General Accounting

Office (GAO) and the House Aging Subcommittee on Health. The GAO study also

reviewed loss ratios from a sample of Blue Cross/Blue Shield and commercial policies,

and concluded the the Blue Cross/Blue Shield products had a substantially higher

aggregate loss ratio than did the commercial products.

Moreover, when we review all Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plans' Medigap products, we

find loss ratios higher than those calculated by GAO In Its sample of Plans. The Blue

Cross and Blue Shield organization's aggregate 1979-1984 loss ratio on Medicare

supplemental products was 90.8 percent, and many Plans Incurred annual loss ratios

3
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exceeding 100 percent. Thus, we believe that Medigap products offered by Blue Cross

and Blue Shield Plans provide good value to elderly consumers.

A major advantage of the private market is that it allows beneficiaries to select among

hundreds of products to obtain a policy tailored to their needs. Consumers can choose

policies that meet or exceed the Baucus requirements, plus benefits such as prescription

drugs, vision and hearing care, and convalescent assistance at home - benefits that

neither the Medicare program nor the proposed federal catastrophic program for the

elderly would cover.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan Medigap products offer substantial choices for coverage

of expenses that are neither covered by Medicare nor required under the Baucus

Medigap standards. In 1985, for non-group products we estimate that 88 percent of

Plan products covered Part B expenses beyond the $5,000 minimum required under the

Baucus Amendment, 34 percent of products covered each hospital deductible, 86

percent covered Skilled Nursing Facility copayments and 63 percent covered the $75

Part B deductible. In addition, 43 percent of Plan products offered coverage for

prescription drugs, 36 percent covered Skilled Nursing Facility days after expiration of

Medicare benefits, and 29 percent offered vision care coverage. Several products also

provide benefits such as wellness education, psychiatric benefits beyond Medicare, and

convalescent homemaker services.

While such comprehensive coverage is preferred by most Medigap buyers, many Blue

Cross and Blue Shield Plans also offer less extensive and less costly coverage. This

variety of coverage options is reflected in Plans' Medigap premiums, which ranged from

$18.13 to $130.00 per month for non-group products In 1985. Ten percent of all

4
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non-group subscribers of reporting Plans paid $20 or less per month, 40 percent paid $30

or less and 75 percent paid under $43. Blue Cross and Blue Shield Medigap coverage is

available in every state.

The Major Catastrophic Acute Care Coverage Ga2: Low-Income Elderly wt

Sunolemental Coverage

While we believe that the Medigap programs offered by Blue Cross and Blue Plans

represent a "good buy' for most beneficiaries, there are those who cannot afford any

private coverage that meets the minimum standards of the Baucus Amendment.

According to a study funded by the Health Care Financing Administration, about half of

the beneficiaries without supplemental protection said they simply could not afford it.

This finding is confirmed by a Congressional Budget Office (CBO) analysis showing that

low-income beneficiaries are the ones most likely to lack supplemental coverage.

According to CBO, nearly 30 percent of the elderly with incomes under $9,000 lack both

Medigap and Medicaid, versus only 10 percent of those above $25,000. CBO also found

that Medicaid covers only 28 percent of the elderly with incomes under $5,000.

Thus the major Issue facing Congress is not a problem of coverage avallabillit but of

afJQdabtiJy to those with limited resources. Accordingly, we believe any new

government program should be targeted to those who cannot afford existing private

coverage, and will suggest a number of options to accomplish this. We also believe that

the availability of government coverage - whether voluntary or mandatory - will not

solve the affordability problem. Comprehensive coverage Is not inexpensive, whether

provided by government or the private sector. Conversely, providing only a minimum

level of catastrophic protection still would leave the low-income elderly exposed to

substantial out-of-pocket expenses.

5
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Unfortunately, under a non-subsidized federal program, the cost of even a minimal

level of coverage could place a burden on the low-income elderly. For example, our

actuaries project the benefit costs alone under the Bowen proposal to be $7.33 per

month - $87.96 annually - while HHS estimates the premium at $4.92 per month. Even

assuming HHS's estimate of a $4.92 monthly premium for 1987 is accurate, this amount

would not be affordable to many lower-income beneficiaries. For example,

beneficiaries entitled to the average Social Security monthly cash benefit are receiving

a 1987 cost of living adjustment of $6.00 per month. The new $4.92 monthly premium

plus the 1987 increase of $2.20 in the Part B premium thus would exceed the average

cost of living adjustment. Beneficiaries could face additional financial problems under

the Administration's proposed increase in the basic Part B premium.

Finally, we are also concerned that a new federal program could give many low-income

beneficiaries a false sense of security but still leave major gaps. Its "catastrophic"

benefit would not cover the first two hospital deductibles or other liability approaching

$2,000 annually, nor beneficiaries' "balance billing" liability on unassigned claims, nor

acute care not covered by Medicare, such as prescription drugs, hearing and vision

services. Many Medigap products cover most or all of these expenses. That is why

Medigap premiums tend to be higher than the $4.92 monthly premium proposed by

Secretary Bowen. -

These uncovered costs can be catastrophic for low-income beneficiaries. While we

recognize and support the fact that S. 210 would leave coverage of these expenses to

the private sector, many elderly persons may not purchase needed additional private

coverage based on the mistaken belief that the new federal program would provide full

catastrophic protection.

6
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We believe a new federal program could be particularly problematic if it were

mandatory. A voluntary program such as S. 210 assures that no low-income

beneficiaries would be forced to drop their Part B coverage In order to afford the cost

of "catastrophic" coverage. However, the voluntary nature of the program proposed by

S. 210 could increase expenses through 'adverse selection." That is, persons who

expected to need 'catastrophic" protection might enroll disproportionately.

On the other hand, from our perspective, a voluntary program, such as embodied in S.

210, is preferable to a mandatory one. A voluntary government program does permit

the elderly to choose between governmental and private sector products.

In summary, because the private market is working well, we believe that the

government's role should be limited to a residual one for those for whom private

coverage is not affordable.

Alternatives to a New Federal Program

Congress could consider several alternatives to a new federal program. We would urge

to you consider expanding Medicaid eligibility; providing lower-Income beneficiaries

with greater purchasing power in the private market through subsidies or other

mechanisms; and providing for the expansion, promotion and adequate payment of

alternative health plans for Medicare beneficiaries.

In addition, we recommend Increased beneficiary education on the limitations of

current Medicare benefits and on additional benefits available through private Medigap

plans. Expanded beneficiary education could increase knowledge of Medicare's

coverage limits. A major study by Rice and McCall found beneficiaries' belief that
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"Medicare will cover everything' was the second most frequent reason why they do not

buy Medigap. State agencies in Washington, Wisconsin and Idaho already are operating

successful education programs and other states are considering this approach. The

Department of Health and Human Services could provide Information to newly enrolled

Medicare beneficiaries, Including comparisons of coverage, loss ratios, and exclusions of

private plans that meet the applicable state and federal standards. In addition.

beneficiary education could emphasize that neither Medicare nor Medigap are designed

to cover long term care.

Alternately, senior groups or Medicare contractors could provide educational outreach.

These programs could inform beneficiaries about existing options to minimize their

expenses, such as HMOs/CMPs, and could help beneficiaries compare the value of

Medigap policies. Secretary Bowen's report recommends education for long term care,

but that also would be a relatively Inexpensive approach to Inform beneficiaries of the

need for catastrophic coverage of acute-care expenses.

Long Term Care Catastrophic Protection

The lack of long term care protection is the largest catastrophic coverage gap for the

elderly. While Medicare and Medigap provide the elderly with reasonable protection

from catastrophic acute-care expenses, long term care Is the elderly's largest single

out-of-pocket health expense.

The private sector is beginning to respond to this need. The Blue Cross and Blue Shield

organization recently completed a major effort to determine the feasibility of long

term care insurance. Though multiple impediments exist, we believe insurance is

workable. Indeed, one Blue Cross and Blue Shield Plan has begun to offer this coverage,

and several other Plans have pilot programs.

8
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However, public awareness is needed. Neither Medicare nor Medigap were designed to

cover long term care but most elderly persona incorrectly believe these programs will

cover them. Thus, consumer education and financial incentives appear necessary.

Therefore, we strongly support the thrust of Secretary Bowen's recent

recommendations to protect the elderly from catastrophic costs of long term care by

having the federal government encourage private solutions through;

o Working with the private sector to educate the public about the risks, costs and

financing options for long term care, and the coverage limitations of Medicare and

Medigap.

o Encouraging personal savings for long term care through tax-favored Individual

Medical Accounts.

o Encouraging development of private long term care insurance through:

1) A 50 percent tax credit for persons over age 55 who purchase such insurance;

2) Favorable tax treatment for long term care insurance reserves; and

3) Removal of the DEFRA statutory barriers to employers' prefunding of long term

care coverage for retirees.

We believe these federal activities would result in substantially increased purchase of

private long term care insurance. In addition to protecting the elderly from

catastrophic expenses, widespread purchase of long term care insurance would reduce

federal and state expenses for Medicaid payments to nursing homes. We urge you to

explore these proposed governmental incentives for private sector solutions, and would

be pleased to work with you on this important issue.

9
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Summary

In summary, we believe that the private market has functioned well in providing acute

health care protection against major financial loss for the majority of Medicare

beneficiaries. We recognize that there are beneficiaries, however, who cannot afford

private protection. We urge that any new program focus on that segment of the

beneficiary population not adequately protected by current programs. Regarding long

term care, we also believe private insurance can play an important role. However,

governmental activities appear necessary to educate the elderly about the need for

protection, and to provide incentives for purchase of long term care insurance.

Protecting the elderly from catastrophic expenses can best be done through a

combination of public and private sector initiatives, and we look forward to working

with you as you pursue this important topic.

(533:1/21/87)
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Special Committee on

Aging, Consumers Union* appreciates the opportunity to present

our views on the issue of catastrophic health insurance for the

elderly. In November 1986, we sponsored a conference on "Ending

Poverty -- Issues for the Middle Class." One theme which

emerged from the conference was that inadequate access to health

care at a reasonable cost is a major barrier to escaping

poverty. Many working families live on the edge of poverty or

actually fall into it because they experience high, unreimbursed

health care costs. As many as 37 million people in our nation

face limited access to health care because they do not have

health insurance. consumers Union is committed to doing what it

can to contribute to an informed debate on the critical health

issues facing the 100th Congress. Today's hearings focus on

catastrophic health insurance for the elderly and long-term care

-- two huge gaps in the current health care system. I have

attached to this testimony an analysis we prepared in response

*Consumers Union is a nonprofit membership organization
chartered in 1936 under the laws of the State of New YOrk to

provide information, education and counsel about consumer goods

and services and the management of family income. Consumers
Union's income is derived solely from the sale of Consumer
Reports, its other publications and films. Expenses of
occasional public service efforts may be met, in part, by
nonrestrictive, noncommercial contributions, grants and fees.

In addition to reports on Consumers Union's own product testing,
ConsumerReorts, with approximately 3.5 million paid
carculat on, regularly carries articles on health, product

safety, marketplace economics and legislative, judicial and
regulatory actions which affect consumer welfare. Consumers
Union's publications carry no advertising and receive no
commercial support.
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to Secretary Bowen's proposals concerning the financing of

catastrophic illness.

There are three key points I will make in my testimony.

First, the private medicare supplement market ("medigap") has a

history of poor performance, and continues this tradition today,

despite piecemeal efforts at the state and federal level to

regulate it. Second, Consumers Union strongly supports

proposals that would expand Medicare coverage to include the

costs of catastrophic illness, and believes that sponsorship by

the federal government is warranted. Finally, Consumers Union

strongly urges you to consider the full range of options in an

effort to increase long-term care protection -- including both

voluntary long-term care coverage and mandatory long term care

coverage under Medicare.

Poor Performance of the Medigap Market

The experience with medigap is important to any discussion

of catastrophic health insurance. Its poor record argues in

favor of an expanded role for the federal government in

providing catastrophic illness expense protection. In addition,

reliance on the medigap model in developing proposals regarding

long-term care is misplaced.

In the late 1970's, abuses in the medicare supplement

insurance market were exposed by the House and Senate Select

Committees on Aging, by the Federal Trade Commission, and by
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several state insurance departments. In addition to marketing

abuses such as "loading up" (selling multiple overlapping

policies to vulnerable consumers), "twisting" (convincing a

client to switch policies, thereby increasing exclusions for

pre-existing conditions), "clean sheeting" (where agents ignore

applicant's health problems on the application form, but leave

the client vulnerable to having claims rejected later), the

Federal Trade Commission found that medicare supplement policies

very often had very low loss ratios (percentage of premiums

collected that are paid in benefits). Moreover, it was revealed

that people eligible for medicare supplement insurance policies

were understandably confused about how to evaluate the available

policies; and very little information about the worth of the

policies existed.

In response to the documented abuses within the medigap

market, the Congress passed Public Law 96-265, adding section

1882 to the Social Security Act. State insurance departments

have also attempted to regulate this market, though with varying

degrees of enthusiasm. Despite these efforts from federal and

state governments, the problems still persist. The General

Accounting Office recently reported that while the market has

improved somewhat, loss ratios of most commercial policies were

below the section 1882 targets, and averaged 60.2t in 1984.

(Medigap Insurance: Law Has Increased Protection Against

Substandard and Overpriced Policies, General Accounting Office

Report to the Subcommittee on Health, Committee on Ways and

Means, October 1986, p. 4J In addition, the report found that
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most-states do not monitor the actual loss ratio experience [GAO

Report, p. 25].

Just last year, the House Subcommittee on Health and

Long-Term Care estimated that older Americans waste $3 billion

annually on private health insurance because of duplicative

policies and low loss ratios. [Catastrophic Health Insurance:

The Medigap Crisis, Hearing before the Subcommittee on Health

and Long-term Care of the Select Committee on Aging, House of

Representatives, June 25, 1986, p. 146]

Consumers Union continues to find abuses in this

marketplace. On October.14, 1986, the San Francisco office of

Consumers Union (joined by eight other organizations) filed a

petition before the California Commissioner of Insurance to halt

the unfair and deceptive marketing of medigap insurance to

senior citizens., The petition claimed that unscrupulous agents

in California had:

(1) loaded up senior citizens with overlapping policies;

(2) caused seniors to cancel policies and replace them

with new ones creating lags in coverage;

(3) misrepresented themselves as being from government

agencies or independent senior organizations: and
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(4) exaggerated the coverage offered by policies and

failed to disclose the substantial limits and

exceptions to coverage.

The California Insurance Commissioner is expected to act

soon by granting a substantial portion of the petition.

State insurance commissions, the Department of Health and

Human Services, and Consumer Reports (in a June 1984 article

rating medigap policies) have attempted to educate consumers

about medigap policies and their limits. But despite these

efforts, consumers continue to be uninformed and purchase

duplicative and low value policies. Consumers are confused, and

for good reason. Medicare -- with its Parts A and B,

coinsurance, deductibles, skilled nursing facilities,

intermediate care facilities, benefit periods, lifetime reserve

days, physician assignment, etc. -- is an impossible maze,

defeating even the most educated consumers. It is no wonder few

consumers understand that Medicare largely fails to provide

long-term care coverage. Adding to this confusion, consumers

must comprehend a variety of private policies marketed to the

elderly (often through deceptive marketing techniques)-- medigap

policies, hospital indemnity policies, dread disease coverage.

It should come as no surprise that research shows that the level

of knowledge the elderly have about Medicare and private

insurance is extremely low. Based on the medigap market's

overall performance record, there is no justification to rely on

it for catastrophic or long-term care insurance.
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Catastrophic Protection within Medicare

Consumers Union strongly supports the concept of

restructuring Medicare to provide the elderly with protection

against catastrophic illness. Secretary Bowen's proposal

regarding catastrophic expenses of the elderly would greatly

benefit those individuals with the most severe medical

expenses. With Medicare paying less than one half of the health

care costs of the elderly, there is clearly a compelling need

for this protection. The cost of catastrophic illness on the

elderly often imposes a serious financial burden. Data

contained in Secretary Bowen's Report indicate that lot of the

elderly have out-of-pocket health care liabilities of $1000 or

more a year. [Bowen Report, p. 26] Additionally, this financial

burden doss not fall according to ability to pay. Expected

out-of-pocket expenditures represent a much larger percent of

income for low-income consumers than of higher income consumers.

[Changing the Structure of Medicare Benefits: Issues and

Options, Congressional Budget Office, March, 1983]

We recognize that a catastrophic insurance program of the

type proposed by Secretary Bowen would displace a portion of

nedigap policies and would force many medigap policies to

restructure their benefits. we welcome this shift to the public

sector, because we believe that an expanded Medicare can serve

consumers far better than the private medigap market.

Medicare's administrative costs are 3% [The Medicare and

Medicaid Data Book, Health Care Financing Administration, 1983,
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pp. 69,70), while administrative costs, marketing costs and

retained proceeds for commercial medigap policies average about

40%. The private market has tried, and has been given more than

enough time to rise to the challenge of serving consumers. But

after years of abuses and ineffective regulation, we believe it

is time to try another approach.

The Bowen proposal for catastrophic illness protection

continues to leave a sizable market left unfilled. We urge you

to consider a medicare-sponsored policy which would fill in the

remaining gaps instead of leaving the holes to medigap. An

expanded Medicare would save substantial marketing and

administrative costs and deliver more health benefits per dollar

to consumers. Further, a public sponsored program could

alleviate the labyrinthian search process for high value,

comprehensive coverage.

Further options for Long-Term Care Protection

Secretary Bowen's recommendations with regard to long-term

care stress public education, tax benefits for personal savings,

and tax subsidies to encourage the purchase of private

insurance. We urge you to consider additional options. We fear

that the private market will do no better with regard to

long-term care than it has done with regard to medicare

supplement insurance. Two options that we believe warrant

consideration are first, a voluntary Medicare Part C to cover

long-term care needs, financed in part by a premium paid by
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participants and in part by cost-sharing, and second, an

expanded Medicare to cover long-term care expenses for all

participants.

A voluntary Medicare Part C covering costs of long-term

care has several advantages over private market coverage. They

include: (1) lower administrative and marketing costs; (2)

greater value for money for consumers because loss ratios would

be much higher than equivalent private policies; (3) reduced

consumer search costs and confusion resulting from inadequate

information about the worth of products in the private market;

(4) increased access for all of the Medicare-eligible population

to long-term care coverage because no applicants would be turned

down due to poor health. (In contrast, the private market would

not be able to accommodate applicants that they believe are poor

risks).

The second option that should be considered is expanding

Medicare to cover long-term expenses for all participants. The

key drawback to this option is the significant amount of new

federal dollars that would be needed to finance it. (A good

portion of the expense would be a shift from Medicaid spending

to Medicare spending.) Through gradual phase-in of benefits and

significant cost-sharing (possibly a portion of social security

checks of those using long-term care services), the impact on

the federal budget could be reduced. A proposal along these

lines has been developed by the Harvard Medicare Project in

Medicare: Coming of Age -- A Proposal for Reform [Harvard

University, 19861.
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COMMENTS OF CONSUMERS UNION*
ON CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS EXPENSES

(DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT)

January 8, 1987

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Catastronhic Illness Expenses (Department of Health and

Human Services Secretary Bowen's Report to the

President) (hereinafter, the Report) identifies three important

segments of the health care problem facing Americans -- the need

for,

1. acute care catastrophic protection for the elderly;

2. long-term care protection alternatives; and

3. catastrophic health expense protection for the
general population.

The Report recommends (among other things):

1. restructuring the Medicare program to provide
catastrophic protection for the elderly with an
actuarially sound additional premium;

2. providing incentives through the tax system for
savings earmarked for long-term care expenses and for
the purchase of long-term insurance; and

3. encouraging state initiatives to extend catastrophic
insurance protection to the general population.

*Consumers Union is a nonprofit membership organization
chartered in 1936 under the laws of the State of New York to
provide information, education and counsel about consumer goods
and services and the management of family income. Consumers
Union's income is derived solely from the sale of Consumer
Reports, its other publications and films. Expenses of
occasional public service efforts may be met, in part, by
nonrestrictive, noncommercial contributions, grants and fees.
In addition to reports on Consumers Union's own product testing,
Consumer Reports, with approximately 3.5 million paid
circulation, regularly carries articles on health, product
safety, marketplace economics and legislative, judicial and
regulatory actions which affect consumer welfare. Consumers
Union's publications carry no advertising and receive no
commercial support.
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Consumers Union suV orts the recommendation to restructure

Medicare Part B to provide for catastrophic protection for the

elderly, financed by an additional premium. The proposal will

greatly benefit the elderly with the most severe medical

expenses, and is funded, appropriately we believe, by all

beneficiaries.

However, Consumers Union disagrees with several policies

contained in the Report. Section I of the following comments

describes the inappropriateness of using the private Medicare

supplement insurance market as a model for long-term care

insurance. In this section, we both explain why some of the

Report's recommended options are not desirable and identify

further options that should have been considered. Section II

takes issue with the Report's reliance on the tax system as a

mechanism to subsidize the savings plans and the purchase of

long-term care insurance policies. Section III describes why

the Report's treatment of the under age 65 population is

inadequate.

I. THE PRIVATE "MEDIGAP" MARKET HAS NOT WORKED WELL AND
SHOULD NOT SERVE AS A MODEL FOR THE LONG-TERM CARE
INSURANCE MARKET.

The Report attempts to form a "partnership" between the

private sector and the government, similar to the

medicare/medigap dichotomy, to facilitate access to long term

care insurance. In pursuing this partnership, the Report: (A)

fails to acknowledge or give adequate weight to the private

market's shortcomings; (B) recommends options that are destined
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to repeat the scandals that continue to exist in the medigap

market -- affecting not only the medigap market segment, but

expanding the pattern of abuses into the "long-term care" market

as well; and (C) totally ignores several very sound options that

place less emphasis on the private market.

(A) Shortcomings of Private "MedigaP" Market

In the late 1970's abuses in the medicare supplement

insurance market were exposed by the House and Senate Select

Committees on Aging, by the Federal Trade Commission, and by

several state insurance departments. In addition to marketing

abuses such as "loading up" (selling multiple overlapping

policies to vulnerable consumers), "twisting" (convincing a

client to switch policies, hence increasing exclusions for

pre-existing conditions), "clean sheeting" (where agents ignore

applicant's health problems on the application form, but leave

the client vulnerable to have claims rejected later), medicare

supplement policies very often had very low loss ratios

(percentage of premiums collected that are paid in benefits).

People eligible for medicare supplement insurance policies were

understandably confused about how to evaluate the available

policies; vety little information about the worth of the

policies existed.

In response to the abuses, the Congress passed Public Law

96-265, adding section 1882 to the Social Security Act.

Catastrophic Illness Expenses refers to this legislation (p.
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29), but fails to acknowledge that the market is, at best, only

marginally better now than it was in 1980. The General

Accounting Office recently reported that while the market had

improved somewhat, loss ratios of most policies were below the

section 1882 targets, and averaged 60.2% in 1984 (Medigap

Insurance: Law Has Increased Protection Against Substandard end

Overpriced Policies, Report to the Subcommittee on Health,

Committee on Ways and Means, October 1986]. Several companies

had loss ratios in the 20 to 40 percentile range; some were even

lower. Congressman Pepper held hearings on June 25, 1986 and

documented the continuing abuses and waste in this market

[Hearing on catastrophic Health Insurance: The Medigap crisis,

Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care, Select Committee on

Aging).

continued marketing abuses and average loss ratios of 60%

do not say much for the "value for money" being offered to

consumers in this market. We question why "value for money"

isn't a criterion used in the Report to evaluate the policy

alternatives.

(B) Inappropriate Options in the Report

With regard to long-term care protection, the Bowen Report

recommends (among other things):
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1. Work with the private sector to educate the public
about the costs of long-term care and the limitations
of coverage under Medicare and medigap supplement
insurance (p. 105);

2. Encourage personal savings for long-term care through
a tax-favored Individual Medical Account (IMA) (p.
107);

3. Encourage the development of the private market for
long-term care insurance through the establishment of
a 50% refundable tax credit for long-term care
insurance premiums for persons over age 65 (up to an
annual maximum of $100) (p. 109).

The analysis and recommendations contained in the Report

with regard to long-term care coverage for the elderly suffer

from the failure to consider the adequacy of the private market

to serve consumers well and from the failure to consider the

complete array of options available. The Report asserts that

the key reason a private market for long-term care insurance had

not developed until recently is because of the absence of

consumer demand (p. 104). This explanation does not reveal the

whole story. The private market probably can not work well for

this product because of the twin concerns that have deterred the

insurance industry from offering long-term care insurance:

adverse selection and moral hazard. "Adverse selection" would

occur to the extent that those who choose to insure will have a

better-than-average chance of needing long-term care services.

A very healthy 65-year-old is far less likely to choose to

invest in long-term care insurance than an unhealthy 65-year-old

of the same financial status. Insurance companies,

understandably from a profit viewpoint, aim to select the most

healthy for coverage. "Moral hazard" occurs to the extent that

people who have long-term care coverage are less likely to
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explore all alternatives to long-term care (e.g., assistance of

family members) and hence are more likely to use the coverage.

In other words, a person with custodial care needs who has

comprehensive nursing home insurance faces a different array of

choices than a person without such coverage. The existence of

the insurance coverage lessens the incentive to explore home

health care and other custodial care alternatives. Despite

these risks, a private market is emerging. But we don't yet

have information on what pricing policies, policy coverage

provisions, and underwriting practices insurance companies will

use to deal with these problems.

The experience with medigap policies -- averaging, as

noted above, loss ratios of only 60% -- is great cause for

concern. Can we honestly expect that long-term care policies

will have loss ratios more favorable to consumers than 60%? Is

it a wise expenditure of limited dollars of the elderly, and

subsidization from taxpayers, for policies returning 20%, 30%,

or even 60% of premiums in the form of insurance benefits?

Further the Report's reliance on education of consumers about

the risks of the high costs of long term care and on increasing

incentives to purchase private long-term care insurance is

inadequate. Further options should be considered. (See section

(C)(2) of these comments.)

(C) options Excluded from the Report

(1) Acute Care Coverage: The Report recommends that

Medicare be restructured to provide catastrophic protection
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(with a $2000 annual limit) for an extra premium of about $5 per

month. This option would displace a portion of sedigap policies

and would force many medigap policies to restructure their

benefits. (When Medicare cost-sharing amounts increase, medigap

policies often increase their coverage to fill in the increased

Medicare gaps; similarly, when Medicare benefits increase,

medigap policies need to adjust their coverage so as not to

duplicate the coverage Medicare provides.) We recognize that

the Report focussed on catastrophic care. However, if the

Report weighed the medigap market problems more heavily, we

believe it would have at least considered a more ambitious

expansion of Part B. What about a federal-government-sponsored

medigap policy? (This would merely expand the Report's

recommendation to cover deductibles, coinsurance, and possibly

drug costs that do not reach the catastrophic level of $2000 per

year). The Harvard Medicare Project recently made a proposal

for a Medicare-sponsored insurance policy. [See Medicare:

Coming of Age -- A Proposal for Reform, March 186, p. 19].

Under this program, marketing and administrative cost savings

would be significant. To preserve the partnership with the

private sector, the government could have private companies

compete to administer the program.

In order to preserye freedom of choice for consumers, two

levels of Part B voluntary coverage could be established; level

1 would include current plus catastrophic coverage; level 2

would include in addition the expanded medigap coverage. This
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adds to the complexity of Medicare, but simplifies the overall

task consumers face since they no longer would need to shop for

one (or multiple) private policy(ies).

(2) Long-Term Care Coverage: As summarized in section I

(B) above, the Bowen Report's recommendations with regard to

long-term care stress public education and subsidization of

private insurance. The Report's analysis should have considered

two additional options: (a) a voluntary Medicare Part C to

cover long-term care needs, financed in part by a premium paid

by participants and in part by cost-sharing and (b) expanding

Medicare to cover long-term care coverage for all participants.

(a) Voluntary Medicare Part C. Karen Davis and Diane

Rowland outline a proposal for a voluntary long-term care

coverage of the elderly in their book Medicare Policy: New

Directions for Health and Long-term Care [The Johns Hopkins

University Press, Baltimore, 1986, p. 110 -119.] Congressman

Pepper introduced H.R. 4287 in the 99th Congress, "to amend

title XVIII of the Social Security Act to provide for an

optional part C program to furnish comprehensive, catastrophic,

long-term, and preventive benefits through prepaid plans." Key

advantages of a government-sponsored program include: (1) low

administrative and marketing costs; (2) greater value'for money

for consumers because loss ratios will be much higher than

equivalent private policies; (3) reduced consumer search costs

and confusion that results from inadequate information about the
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worth of products in the private market; (4) increased access

for all of the Medicare-eligible population to long-term care

coverage because no applicants would be turned down. (In

contrast, the private market will not be able to accommodate all

applicants). Drawbacks would include a reduction in the array.

of choices available to consumers.

(b) Medicare coverage of long-term care. For the sake of

completeness, we believe that the Report should have included

analysis of the option of expanding Medicare to cover long-term

care coverage for all of the Medicare-eligible. The Harvard

Medicare Project discusses this option [See Medicare: Coming of

Age--A Proposal for Reform, pp. 20 - 31.] Even if this option

included cost-sharing, it is likely to require a significant

amount of additional money from the federal budget.

II. THE REPORT'S RECOMMENDATIONS PLACE INAPPROPRIATE RELIANCE
ON THE TAX SYSTEM.

Despite the tax policy established in the recent tax

reform act, some of the Report's recommended options involving

long-term care use the income tax system to subsidize the

purchase of insurance. (See section II (B) above for a brief

description of proposals for tax-favored Individual Medical

Accounts and tax credits for private long-term care insurance.)

Consumers Union supports the use of the tax system to promote

worthy social goals when (1) the social good to be obtained

exceeds the cost, and (2) the benefits and the costs of the

program are equitably distributed. We do not believe that the

recommendations in the Bowen Report regarding tax-favored IMAs

and tax credits for long-term care insurance meet these tests.
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Consider first the proposal for Individual Medical

Accounts (IMAs). Under the proposal "[i]ndividuals would be

permitted to deposit a certain amount of money (e.g. $1000

maximum) each year into a savings account restricted to use on

long term care expenses. Interest accumulations would be tax

free and withdrawals would not be taxed or penalized as long as

their use was for nursing home care" (p. 107). (In discussing

this option, the Report suggests that IMA deposits might be

excused from taxation (as are Individual Retirement Accounts) or

qualify the depositor for a limited tax credit (p. 78). "Fifty

percent of the interest on the account would be used to fund a

risk pool that would cover expenses incurred for nursing home

care after the balance in the account had been exhausted" (p.

78-79).

This proposal is very complicated and the Report fails to

analyze its likely impact. Our key concerns are: (1) The people

who are likely to fund an IMA are likely to be those with the

highest incomes. Low income families simply would not be able

to afford the contribution. Middle income families would be

likely to fund IRAs first (if eligible) and might then consider

whether to participate. The difficulty of predicting future

expected benefits of contributing to an IMA would discourage

participation. overall, we would not predict a very high

participation level; (2) the costs are borne by all taxpayers:

as federal tax revenues are expended on this program, all

taxpayers bear the cost. Hence, we believe that the IMA

proposal's costs may exceed its social good, and that its

benefits and costs are inequitably distributed.
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Similarly, the proposal for a 50% tax credit for long-term

care insurance premiums for persons over age 55 (p. 109) is not

likely to yield net social benefits. Our key concerns are: (1)

the private long-term care market will not perform any better

than the medicare supplement insurance has and the tax credit

will end up subsidizing insurance industry profits rather than

patient care (see section I above); (2) the policies are going

to be available only to a portion of the Medicare-eligible

population. They will not be available, in particular, to the

least healthy elderly, who are most likely to need long-term

care services; (3) the "tax expenditure" (i.e., lost federal

revenue) is likely to be considerable, and will be borne by all

taxpayers. In sum, the costs of this proposal may exceed the

social good, with inequitable distribution of the costs and

benefits.

The Report also recommends changing tax treatment for

long-term care insurance reserves, to make it more favorable to

the insurance industry (p. 109). This is based on a "trickle

down" theory that some of the savings might be passed through to

consumers. It is not clear that taxpayers should be forced to

pay the cost of what is at best a questionable savings to

consumers of private long-:erm care coverage.

The tax system creates subsidies that are hidden from

policy makers. It is interesting to note that the federal

government spends approximately the same amount on its

contribution to the Medicaid program as it does for the

exclusion from taxes of employer contributions for medical
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insurance premiums and medical care. Yet Medicaid for the poor

is considered a handout, while employer-provided health

insurance is a perfectly acceptable fringe benefit of employment.

III. THE REPORT'S CONSIDERATION OF THE UNDER 65-YEAR-OLD
POPULATION IS INADEQUATE.

Catastrophic Illness Expenses does not do justice to the

growing and severe problem of the lack of insurance for the

under 65-year-old population. This problem is worthy of a study

of its own. The Report recommends an array of options to

address the catastrophic illr.ess expenses of the general

population -- but the significance is illusory. The Report

merely reco-rends that states adopt certain measures. No

recommendation for federal assistance to the states or federal

incentives is suggested. It is unlikely that the

recommendations will lead to any real improvement in the under

65-year-old population's access to catastrophic health

insurance. A few specific comments:

(A) Catastrophic vs. Non-catastrophic Coverage. The

distinction between catastrophic and non-catastrophic coverage

needs is not always precise. For low-income families, a mild

but chronic health condition can pose catastrophic expenses.

Even for a moderate income family, chronic conditions that

require treatment year after year can impose a great financial

burden yet fail to qualify as "catastrophic" under

policy-makers' criteria.
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(B) State risk pools. If the goal is to increase the

adoption of state risk pools, it is not sufficient to merely

"encourage the formation of state risk pools to subsidize

insurance for those whose medical condition makes it impossible

or prohibitively expensive to get insurance." [p. 114].

Legislation is needed to provide states with strong incentives

to establish such risk pools.

(C) Medicaid Exoansion Option. One positive option

discussed in the Report is not recommended: "Permit all

individuals below some income level to purchase Medicaid

coverage on a sliding premium scale depending on income." [p.

87-. The Report estimates that if the plan included all people

under 125% of the poverty line, with premiums limited to 5% of

income could cost as much as $15 billion if all eligible people

enrolled. The Report fails to estimate the cost savings that

would be achieved: many people presently on AFDC and medicaid

are deterred from taking a job because they will become

ineligible for medicaid and will be unable to obtain affordable

health insurance. Note also that even this inflated cost

estimate is less than the present federal subsidy for the

exclusion from taxation of the employer-paid health insurance

premiums (which benefit primarily middle and upper-income

people).
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Consunmer
Unon

Pubtishcr of Consumer ReSors

February 17, 1987

Senator John Melcher, Chairman
Special Committee on Aging
United states Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6400

Dear Senator Melcher:

I appreciate your invitation to testify at the Special
Committee on Aging's January 26, 1987 hearing on catastrophic
health care costs. While my testimony of that date sets out
Consumers Union's overall position on catastrophic health
insurance, I would like to submit some additional comments in
response to the statement of the Health Insurance Association of
America (which was presented by Mr. Robert Shapland).

Consumers Union strongly disagrees with the HIAA portrayal
of medigap insurance as "a public/private sector success story"
and with the view that "the current combination of private and
public coverage is serving the public well." While it is true
that 70% of the elderly have purchased private health insurance
to supplement Medicare, this in itself is not indicative of a
healthy marketplace. Problems that remain in this market
include:

1. Dup lcivepolicies. Many Medicare-eligible
continue to be sold overlapping, duplicative
policies. Our San Francisco office identified a
79-year-old woman with five overlapping medicare
supplement policies, three nursing home policies and
one hospital indemnity policy, amounting to $6500 per
year in premiums. Other couples were found to have
$10,000 and $13,000 worth of overlapping medigap
policies.

2. Indqte information. The level of understanding
of just what Medicare and Medicare supplement
policies cover continues to be very low. For
example, 70 percent of the population over age 65
believes that Medicare would cover any long nursing
home stay, and half of those with medigap policies
believe that they are covered for long-term care
expenditures.

Washington Offi e
Suite 520. 2001 S Street. Norihwest -Washington. D C 20009 (202) 462-5262
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3. Deceptive marketinq practices. Throughout California
(and probably in other states as well), senior
citizens have been sent mailings that appear to be
official government notices of cuts in Medicare
benefits and the need to buy medigap insurance. In
fact, the mailings are from an insurance company and
firms which develop and sell sales leads to insurance
agents.

4. Hihco low value. Finally, Medicare supplement
insurance polices tend to be relatively high-cost,
low-value policies. Premiums range from $150 to
$1,500 per year. Loss ratios, the percentage of
premiums collected that are paid in benefits, average
60% for commercial medicare supplement policies,
according to a recent GAO report. This means that on
average the costs of marketing, administration, and
profits consume 40% of premiuma collected from
consumers. Mutual of Omaha, the company that Mr.
Shapland represents, had a loss ratio of 51.0%. This
is not a record to be particularly proud of,
especially in light of the target minimum loss ratio
of 60% that Mr. Shapland mentions. By way of
comparison, Medicare's administrative costs are 3% of
revenues. Displacing all or part of the private
market by an expanded Medicare promises to increase
consumers' value-for-money.

Consumers Union strongly endorses expanding Medicare to
cover the costs of catastrophic illness, and believes that
sponsorship by the federal government is warranted. We urge you
to remember the poor performance of the medigap market in
considering options for long-term care.

Thank you for the opportunity to present these additional
views.

Sincerely,

Gail Shearer
Manager, Policy Analysis
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THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary

FOR RELEASE AT 9:00 P.M. H2ST)
TUESDAY, JANUARY 27, 1987

THE PRESIDENT'S INITIATIVE ON
CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS COVERAGE

FACT SHEET

The President recognizes that catastrophic illness can debilitate
individuals and families financially, emotionally and physically.
In proposing new initiatives to protect against the financial
costs of catastrophic illness, the President ia looking for ways
to protect the millions whose present coverage is either
non-existent or inadequate.

Coverage Under Present System

The American health care financing system is a broad network of
private insurance mechanisms and public programs which, taken
together, protect the majority of persons from the financial
costs of catastrophic illness. Many people, however, still fear
that potential devastating Illnesses can destroy their financial
security.

In addressing the catastrophic illness problem in the United
States, there are three groups of people to considers the
general population under age 65, the elderly facing long-term
care expenses; and the elderly facing acute-care expenses. The
risks that these groups face are different, and programs to deal
with their problems must vary accordingly.

2. General Population Under Age 65

The majority of the general population is covered by
employment-related group health insurance with costs borne by
employers as one component of fringe benefit packages. A large
number of persons who do not work are covered for health expenses
by Nedicaid, a program designed for the elderly poor, the blind,
diaabled persons, and poor families with dependent children.

There are, however, an estimated 30 million people under the age
of 65 who have no health insurance at all, and 10 million who
have inadequate coverage for catastrophically high expenses.
Sany are self-employed or are employees of firms that do not
offer group health insurance to their employees. Federal, State,
and local governments annually spend several billions of dollars
to care for the uninsured.
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2. Elderly Americans Under Long-Term Care

The urgency of long-term care is an increasingly important policy
issue. By the year 2030, an estimated 8.6 Million Americans will
be over the age of IS. compared to 2.7 million in 1985.

About 1.4 million elderly now receive care in nursing homes, at
an average expense of over $22,000 a year. These costa are not
covered by Medicare or private Insurance, although many elderly
are under the impression that they are. Of the $32 billion in
1985 nursing home costs, less than 2 percent was paid by private
insurance. Of the remainder, half was paid out of savings of
patients and their families and the other half was covered by
Medicaid.

3. Elderly Under Acute Care

Virtually all elder Americans are entitled to acute care coverage
under Medicare. Nearly two-thirds also supplement their coverage
with so-called Medigap" policies purchased in the private
insurance market.

Medicare is designed as an acute care coverage program. Much of
the costs of physician services and of hospital stays under 60
days are covered. Longer hospital stays are not fully covered
and prescription drugs are not covered at all. Some Medigap
policies cover these additional expenses, but many do not.

The major source of fear for the elderly is that they could be
faced with expenses that are not covered either by Medicare or
Medigap. In addition, confusion often exists over what
acute care coverage the elderly have and do not have. Some
elderly buy too much insurance, while others believe they have
more coverage than they actually have.

Administration Proposal

The President's Initiative on acute care Catastrophic Illness
Insurance for the elderly is based on the following guidelines:

o we must provide meaningful protection against out-of-pocket
expenses that substantially threaten family savings;

o The importance of Medicare, Medicaid and Medigap should be
maintained and we should not encourage excessive use of
services;

o Any catastrophic illness coverage should be voluntary, not a
new government entitlement; and

o The proposal must be fully budget-neutral, without the
explosive potential of program expansions.

The President, in his 1987 state of the Union Address, spoke of
the 'specter' facing older Americans -- that of often having to
make an 'unacceptable choice between bankruptcy and death." The
President will submit legislation shortly to free the elderly
from the fear of not being able to meet the costs of catastrophic
illness.
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Pressing Concerns About Medicaret
The Patient Advocate's Perspective

Testimony Presented to
the United States Senate Special Committee on Aging

By Judith Stein HUlin
and

Charles C. Hulin

T. TNTRODUCTION

We are the Co-Directors of the Center for Medicare Advocacy, a
non-profit organization located in Willimantic, Connecticut which
provides legal representation to low-income elderly and disabled
people who have been unfairly denied Medicare benefits. We have
been assisting Medicare beneficiaries since 19771 from 1977 until
April 1986, we were the Co-Directors of Legal Assistance to
Medicare Patients, a project of Connecticut Legal Services, Inc.
During the past nine years, our colleagues and we have taken more
than 1,000 Medicare appeals to administrative hearing, winning
more than 70 percent. We have also litigated 22 class action
lawsuits in an effort to resist attempts by the Health Care
Financing Administration to restrict and deny illegally the
Medicare coverage to which Medicare beneficiaries are entitled,
and the health care services which Medicare beneficiaries
desperately need.

In our practice, we speak with many beneficiaries and their
families every day. We have also developed a large database
containing significant information regarding hundreds of
individual patients. All in all, we believe we have a unique
'window' on the real life situation of beneficiaries struggling
to arrange financing for the health care services they require.

Our experience over the years convinces us that our present
health care financing system is failing to finance the medical
care our citizens have a right to expect. First, certain crucial
gapa- in the Medicare program as written by Congress mean that

beneficiaries are for the most part unprotected against the
catastrophic cost of nursing home and home health care. Second,
the Health Care Financing Administration has taken steps to
restrict, radically and illegally, the degree of Medicare
coverage presently provided by law. The end result is a system
which leaves patients vulnerable to the enormous and destructive
cost of long term care. Forced to depend on their own limited
resources, beneficiaries, in a misguided attempt to economize,
will often deny themselves essential medical care. They become
poor and are forced onto welfare. They are unable to sustain
themselves in the community, and must enter institutions.

The final irony is the fact that a system which fails to protect
against the cost of catastrophic illness is profoundly
uneconomic. The present financing structure fails to assist
patients while they are financially solvent and still have a
chance to regain their health and live independently. Instead,
we encourage patients to become disabled, institutionalized, and
indigent, at which time the Medicaid program absorbs the enormous
cost of long term nursing home care. These huge Medicaid
expenditures would not be necessary had adequate financial help
been available when it was first needed.
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II. NURS-NG -OME CARE

The Medicare program pays for less than three percent of the
nursing home care our citizens need. Although Medicare nursing
home coverage is often unfairly denied, even if every patient
received the full coverage to which he or she is entitled, we
estimate that Medicare would cover no more than approximately 20
percent of all nursing home charges. The remaining 80 percent
would still have to be paid by the patient privately or, once the
patient is poor, by Medicaid.

Medicare nursing home coverage is restrained by several crucial
statutory conditions. First, coverage is available only if the
nursing home stay is preceded by a hospital stay of at least
three days. Thus the many patients who require nursing home care
without having first been acutely ill will be denied all
coverage. Second, Medicare pays only for a 'skilled nursing
facility' level of care. Unless a patient requires daily skilled
nursing or rehabilitation services, Medicare coverage will once
again be unavailable. Many people residing in nursing homes do
not require daily skilled care. Their institutionalization is
required because of their need for 'custodial' care such as help
with meals and feeding, ambulation, dressing and bathing, and the
accurate dispensing of prescription medications. These services,
although essential to a patient's well-being, are not considered
skilled, and no Medicare coverage is permitted. Third, even when
patients d2 need skilled care, as certified by their attending
physicians, HCFA's restrictive coverage policies lead to routine
Medicare denials based on the unsubstantiated pretense that the
care is 'custodiaI.'

Nor does private insurance assist with the cost of nursing home
care once Medicare coverage is denied. The 'supplemental'
insurance now available on the market is supplemental to
Medicare; such policies will pay the co-insurance for those days
for which Medicare coverage is granted. If Medicare coverage is
denied, the supplemental insurance coverage will also be denied.
Although there has been much talk about long term care insurance
which would cover nursing home expenses even where Medicare
coverage is not awarded, these policies are intended for people
still working. They will generally not be available to those who
are already aged or disabled.

The practical effect of the huge gap in Medicare nursing home
coverage is devastating. Every day we speak with beneficiaries
and family members who are undergoing the 'spend-down' process.
At a monthly rate of $2,000 or more, nursing home care will soon
exhaust the resources of all but the most affluent. In fact, a
recent study in Massachusetts showed that a typical nursing home
resident in that state was reduced to indigency after only 13
weeks.

III. ROME MHALTH CARE

As is true in the nursing home context, Medicare coverage for
home health care is often unfairly denied. Even if Medicare home
health coverage was granted in accordance with the statute,
however, a huge and destructive gap in the financing for home
health care would still exist. The Medicare Act stipulates that
home health coverage will be available only where the beneficiary
is confined to the home, and requires part time skilled care. If
a patient is able to leave the home without assistance, or if no
need for skilled care exists, no Medicare coverage is possible.
The effect of this limitation is to burden many beneficiaries
with the cost of the supportive services they require if they are
to continue living in the community. Many patients can live at
home if they receive just a few hours a week of assistance by
home health aides. Rome health aides can help with medications,
bathing, and meal preparation, for example. The private rate for
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aide services, however, usually exceeds $10 per hour. Even if an

individual needed aide services only four hours per day, seven

days a week, he would have to pay $1,200 per month or $14,400 per

year. This is a crushing burden for many people on limited

incomes. Because of their inability to afford these charges,

many patients either continue at home with dangerously inadequate

care, or are forced to enter nursing homes. Thus instead of

helping beneficiaries with the relatively modest cost of home

health care, our financing system will often force patients into

institutions where the huge monthly rates will soon be borne by

the Medicaid program.

IV. TNP&ATENT HOSPITAt REHABTLITATTON

For many years, Medicare patients in need of the kind of

multidisciplinary, coordinated rehabilitation available only to

hospital inpatients, have also been faced with restrictive

Medicare coverage policies. Too often these restrictive policies

result in patients being unable to gain access to this important,

restorative care or to patients being prematurely discharged.

Typically, the patient in need of hospital rehabilitation has

suffered a stroke, traumatic brain injury, paralysis, and/or

amputation. With an intense program of multidisciplinary therapy

(often including physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech

therapy, and rehabilitative nursing) provided by a team of

professionals and coordinated by a physician trained in

rehabilitation, these patients can often regain sufficient
independent function to return home.

Unfortunately, the Health Care Financing Administration often

denies coverage for this care on the basis of arbitrary rules and

erroneous conclusions. Patients are denied coverage because they

do not need three hours per day of physical and occupational

therapy (the '3-Hour Rule'), although they may need speech

therapy and other rehabilitative care. Patients are denied

because their amputations are 'only' bo2w the knee, or because

they 'only' have upper extremity paralysis. Many are denied

coverage on the unsubstantiated premise that they could receive

the intense, coordinated, multidisciplinary rehabilitation they

need at a skilled nursing facility or as an outpatient. The

Center is responding to this dilemma for elderly and disabled

patients in a variety of ways:

1. A new partnership has been formed between Gaylord

Hospital in wallingford, Connecticut, a free standing
rehabilitation hospital, and the Center for Medicare

Advocacy. Center staff are working in conjunction with

Gaylord Hospital to appeal unfair Medicare denials for

Gaylord's patients.

2. Individual appeals are being taken for patients

referred to the Center. Appeals are presently in

progress for patients denied Medicare who do not meet

the '3-Hour Rule' and who are below-the-knee amputees,

but whose physicians have certified that inpatient
hospital rehabilitation is medically necessary.

3. Center attorneys are continuing to litigate the class

action lawsuit, Ronoer v Bowen, H-80-99 (MJB) D. Conn

5/1/85. Hooperw has been certified as a class action
comprised of all Medicare patients in New England who

have been denied Medicare coverage for inpatient
hospital rehabilitation despite physician certification
that such care is reasonable and necessary. The United

States District Court for the District of Connecticut
has issued a series of decisions, the latest on may 1,

1985,. finding that the criteria used by HCFA to deny

Medicare coverage are void and of no effect for failure

to publish in the Federal Register because they include

more restrictive and burdensome criteria than exist In
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the Medicare Act. A copy of the Hooper decision is
appended here. The Secretary of the Department of
Health and Human Services responded to the court ruling
by publishing the same criteria as a Ruling' in July
1985. On behalf of the plaintiffs, the Center then
urged the court to find that the criteria as published
violate- the Administrative Procedure Act because they
were published without an opportunity for public
comment, and also to find that they violate the
Medicare Act because they establish criteria which are
more restrictive than the Act.

On May 13, 1986, the court Issued a pre-trial order
requiring the parties to attempt to reach a settlement.
Despite the Center's best efforts, and the support of
over 30 physicians and other rehabilitation hospital
specialists, the Health Care Financing Administration
refused to accept any changes to Medicare's coverage
criteria. The case has now been scheduled for another
court appearance.

4. The Center is producing written materials to help
Medicare patients, their helpers, and providers, assess
Medicare denials for inpatient hospital rehabilitation
and to appeal cases through the first stage of appeal,
the 'Reconsideration. center attorneys are also
speaking at gatherings of patients and providers
concerned with this issue of vital importance to the
elderly and disabled.

V. TNAPPROPRTAIE MEDICARE DENTALS AND TP TNEFFrICArV OF APPPAT

Even if it is not possible to extend current statutory
entitlements to meet the full cost of catastrophic illness,
certainly the coverage presently mandated by law should actually
be available in the field. Unfortunately, the Health Care
Financing Administration has taken steps to ensure that Medicare
skilled nursing facility, home health, and hospital
rehabilitation coverage is radically restricted.

The United States District Court for Connecticut has recently
recognized Medicare coverage abuses in the skilled nursing
facility area. District Court Judge Jose A. Cabranes issued a
Memorandum of Decision on April 23, 1986 in the case of Fox v.
Bowen (Civil Action No. 5-78-541 (JAC)), a class action lawsuit
originally filed in 1978. A copy of the FX decision is appended
here. Judge Cabranes found that although Medicare law requires
that coverage be granted to patients receiving daily physical
therapy treatments, the Health Care Financing Administration
actually awarded coverage 'to only a small number of patients who
demonstrate a rapid recovery of body function. Even these
patients generally receive no more than two weeks of coverage.'

Judge Cabranes found that RCFA uses arbitrary presumptions or
'rules of thumb' to deny coverage, rather than conducting 'an
individualized assessment of [a patient's] need for daily
physical therapy based on the facts and circumstances of his
particular case.'

The judge also noted that patients unfairly denied Medicare
coverage are forced to pay for physical therapy with their own
funds. As Judge Cabranes stated: 'in such circumstances, many
patients forego medically necessary physical therapy because they
or their families believe they cannot afford to pay for such
therapy themselves.' Loss of therapy jeopardizes the patient's
recovery. If 'more elderly persons receive physical therapy
after sustaining a stroke or fracture, fewer of these persons
would have to spend the remainder of their lives in nursing
homes." Moreover, if patients were able to live independently,
it would 'actually reduce the 'fiscal burdens' on the federal and
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state treasuries."

Judge Cabranes entered an order enjoining the use of arbitrary
and inflexible practices in determining a patient's entitlement
to physical therapy coverage, and requiring the Secretary of the

Department of Health and Human Services to give an individualized
evaluation of each patient's medical condition and therapeutic
needs. The judge also held that all members of the plaintiff
class are entitled to a reconsideration of their claims. The
Health Care Financing Administration, however, is resisting
implementation of this decision; to date no order is in place and
nursing home patients are still being regularly and arbitrarily
denied Medicare coverage despite their need for daily skilled
care.

Similar difficulties afflict beneficiaries attempting to secure
Medicare home health coverage. Recently, the Center for Medicare
Advocacy filed a lawsuit in federal district court in Bridgeport
on behalf of a disabled Stratford resident. The plaintiff in the
lawsuit, Mr. Robert Huda, is a 56 year old victim of multiple
sclerosis and stroke whose ability to continue living at home had
been threatened by Medicare's arbitrary denial of coverage for
home health aide services.

Mr. Huds has been able to live at home because he has been
receiving 25 hours of home health aide services each week.
Because Mr.. Huda is totally dependent upon others, aides must
feed and bathe him, protect him from choking, move him from bed
to chair, and, in general, assist him in all his activities of
daily living. Since Mr. Suda had no other help during the day,
home health aide assistance was mandatory if he was to avoid
nursing home placement.

The Medicare program, however, denied Mr. Huda coverage for his
home health aide services on the ground.that his condition was
'chronic,' a criterion of coverage which appears nowhere in the
statute or regulations. Mr. Suda initiated an administrative
appeal to challenge this denial. Because of delays in the
administrative process, however, it would have been many months
before an appeal decision was issued, and the home health agency
required concurrent payment if it was to supply aide services.
Mr. Huda could not afford to purchase this care. Although the
Medicare denial of coverage was completely without justification,
and the merits of Mr. Suda's appeal were of overwhelming
strength, he was likely to suffer irreparable harm before his
appeal was heard. Mr. Huda was, therefore, compelled to file a
federal court action asking the court to require the Medicare
program to make payment for the home health aide services Mr.
Suda required during the pendency of his administrative appeal.

On October 2, 1986, Federal District Judge Warren W. Edginton
issued a temporary restraining order requiring Medicare to grant
coverage for the 25 hours per week of home health aide services
Mr. Huda required. On October 6, 1986, Mr. Buda received notice
that the previous denials of Medicare coverage he had received
would be rescinded, and that coverage was likely to be available
for the indefinite future.

The Huda case epitomizes the dilemma in which many home health
beneficiaries find themselves. A Medicare denial is usually a
fait accomnli.' Few beneficiaries have the strength to
undertake an appellate process which will involve delays
exceeding twelve months between initial denial and administrative
hearing decision. Even if they are able to appeal, most
beneficiaries are unable to arrange non-Medicare financing of the
care they need while the appeal is pending. without adequate
care, patients are typically forced out of the community into a

nursing home. This would have been Mr. Buda's fate had he not
been able to locate legal assistance, and prosecute aggressive
legal action. Few beneficiaries have access to effective legal
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representation, however. It is our belief at the Center for
Medicare Advocacy that many hundreds of nursing home residents
now residing in nursing homes In Connecticut could be maintained
safely at home in the community if a fair degree of Medicare home
health coverage was made available.

VI. CONCLusInN

We applaud the Senate Special Committee on Aging for undertaking
this desperately needed examination of the impact of catastrophic
health care expenses. We are convinced that rational and
compassionate planning and legislation can devise a financing
structure which will avoid the senseless human and economic costs
of needless institutionalization and Indigency. We are also
convinced that Congress must take a more active role in ensuring
that the Health Care Financing Administration executes the
Medicare law in a way which accurately reflects Congress'
intention to meet the health care financing needs of our elderly
and disabled.

72-699 0 - 87 -- 5
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There is also no need, as the provider sug-
gests, to set up a different patient billing
department for the emergency room physicians'
billing services. The revenue offset is designed to
offset those costs incurred by the provider which
are not reimbursable costs related to patient
care pursuant to 42 CFR 405.451. The billing
revenues retained by the provider relate strictly
to the cost incurred in providing the billing
service. This is evidenced by the agreement
between the physicians and the hospital which
provides that payments to the hospital for the
billing services are to be in an amount which has

been determined by the parties to correspond to
the hospital's actual costs.

Accordingly, the decision of the Provider
Reimbursement Review Board that the Inter-
mediary properly reduced the provider's admin-
istrative costs by the billing revenue received
from the emergency room physicians is
affirmed.

This constitutes the final administrative deci-
sion of the Secretary of Health and Human
Services.

[¶ 34,619] Hooper v. Harris.
U.S. District Court, District of Connecticut. No. H-80-99 (MJB), May 1, 1985.

Medicare: Inpatient Hospital Rehabilitation Coverage
Medicare Part A coverage-Inpatient hospital rehabilitation coverage.-The earlier

decision of this court-that a 1976 HCFA Bulletin restricting coverage of inpatient hospital
rehabilitation services was a substantive rule and, therefore, should have been published in the
Federal Register-is reaffirmed. The Bulletin applied a restriction to Region I (New England)
intermediaries and hospitals that was not applicable nationwide through the Medicare Intermediary
Manual-this restriction refused coverage of rehabilitation services provided on an inpatient
hospital basis unless the patient's condition otherwise necessitated that the services be rendered on
an inpatient hospital basis. This restriction was used to deny coverage for rehabilitation services
provided in a hospital when such services could have been provided at a lower cost facility insofar as
the patient's condition was concerned, but where the services were unavailable at such lower cost
facilities. IHCFA is ordered to send notices to all affected intermediaries, hospitals, and PROs that
the policies contained in the Bulletin are not to be followed.

See J 1231.73, 13,510.035.
Notices, determinations, and appeals-Court jurisdiction-Exhaustion of administra-

tive remedies.-Exhaustion of administrative remedies is not required for jurisdiction in a case
involving a procedural challenge to HCFA's method of promulgating restrictions on the provision of
rehabilitation services on an inpatient hospital basis because: (1) plaintiffs were trying to correct a
procedural deficiency collateral to a claim for benefits, (2) pursuing administrative remedies would
b futile, and (3) irreparable injury was demonstrated in that many of the plaintiffs were too old,
sick, and poor to await the conclusion of a lengthy administrative reviewing process.

See 13,540.035.
The earlier decision in this case was reported at 1984-1 Transfer Binder T 33,528.

[Text of Decision]
BLUNIENFELD, District Judge: On November

17, 1983, this court approved Magistrate
Eagan's Recommended Ruling, filed September
21, 1983, on Cross Motions for Summary judg-
ment in this case, granting the plaintiffs' motion
for summary judgment and denying the defen-
dant's motion for summary judgment.' On Janu-
ary 5, 1984, the court issued a judgment
declaring Health Care Financing Administra-
tion (HCFA) Region I Bulletin No. 175 invalid.

The motions now before the court, all of which
seek to alter the judgment in some respect, were
also referred to Magistrate Eagan, who filed a
Recommended Ruling (hereinafter referred to as

"the Second Recommended Ruling") on Nov-
ember 21, 1984 .2 The defendant has filed objec-
tions to the Second recommended Ruling, and
the plaintiffs have filed a memorandum in sup-
port of the Second Recommended Ruling.

I. Factual Background

The pertinent facts are set forth in the Magis-
trate's Second Recommended Ruling at 2-4, and
are as follows:

The underlying case concerns the HCFA
Region I Bulletin No. 175. The Bulletin estab-
lishes criteria for Medicare coverage of inpa-
tient hospital rehabilitative services in
addition to criteria set forth in the Medicare

IThis Recommended Ruhing is a.tached as Appendix A
[see 194-1 Transfer 8inder 133,5281.

Medicare and Medicaid Guide

I The Second Recommended Ruling is attached as Appen-
dix B [omitted by CCHI.

$ 34,619

.1
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Act and in the HCFA Part A Intermediary
Manual, Section 3101.1!. The criteria for cov-
erage under §3101.11A provides that a
patient is deemed to require a hospital level
of care if he requires a relatively intense reha-
bilitative program, consisting of a multidis-
ciplinary coordinated team approach to
upgrade the ability to function as indepen-
dently as possible, which is reasonable and
necessary, Bulletin No. 175 added the
requirement that the patient's condition must
"also otherwise necessitate that the services
be rendered on an inpatient hospital basis in
order for coverage to be possihie under the
Medicare program." (Emphasis added).

The original complaint challenging the Bul-
letin was filed on February 13, 1980, as a
class action in which the plaintiffs sought
declaratory and injunctive relief. The defen-
dant Secretary of Health and Human Services
filed a Motion to Dismiss, in which she raised
the issues of jurisdiction and failure to.
exhaust administrative remedies. The motion
was denied on November 7, 1980. The plain.
tiffs' Motion for Class Certification was
granted on March 25, 1982, and the class was
defined to include-

.all persons residing in Health Care Financ-
ing Administration Region I, (New England),
who, pursuant to the defendant's unlawful
policy and practice, have been or will be
denied Medicare Part A benefits for inpatient
hospital rehabilitative services."

As noted previously, both parties filed
motions for summary judgment and the plain-
tiffs' motion was granted. In granting the
plaintiffs' motion, we found Bulletin No. 175
to be invalid on the grounds that the defen-
dant Secretary failed to publish agency policy
and a proposed rule imposing additional,
more restrictive coverage criteria, in violation
of the Freedom of Information Act, S U.S.C.
§ 552, and the Administrative Procedures
Act, 5 U.S.C. § 553, respectively. Judgment
was entered accordingly on January 5, 1984.

On January 31, 14, the plaintiffs filed a
Motion for a MWrt Specific Order "[in order
to assure that the court's judgment is imple-
mented and that their rights are properly
safeguarded." Memorandum in Support of
Plaintiffs' Motion for a More Specific Order,
p. 2. On February 29, 1984, the Secretary
filed her opposition to the plaintiffs' motion
and also filed a Request for Reconsideration
in which, in essence, she reargued jurisdic-
tional issues and the publication issue which

had been found for the plaintiffs. In June, the
defendant Secretary filed an additional
motion, this time a Motion to Alter or Amend
Class Certification. The impetus for this
motion was the supreme court s decision in
Heckler v. Ringer, [ - U.S. _J 104 S.Ct.
2013 (1984), which addresses jurisdictional
issues pertinent to this case. All matters
raised by the above motions have been fully
briefed by the parties. Id. (footnotes urnitted).

I1. Motion for Reconsideration

This court remains convinced that HCFA
Region I Bulletin No. 175 is invalid for lack of
publication in the Federal Register as required
by Section 552(aXIXD) of the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552(aXIXD) (1982). The
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) provides, in
part, that

(a) Each agency shall make available to the
public information as follows:

(1) Each agency shall separately state and
currently publish in the Federal Register for
the guidance of the public-

(D) substantive rules of general applicabil-
ity adopted as authorized by law, and state-
ments of general policy or interpretations of
general applicability formulated and adopted
by the agency; ....

A "statement[] of general policy" or an "inter-
pretation[] of general applicability" does not
come within the purview of Section 552(aXiXD)
if only a clarification or explanation of existing
laws or regulations is expressed, or if no direct or
significant impact upon the substantive rights
of any segment of the public results. Anderson v.
Butz, S50 F.2d 459, 463 (9th Cir. 1977) (citing
Lewis v. Weinberger, 415 F. Supp. 652, 659
(D.N.M. 1976)). See United States v. Hayes,
325 F.2d 307, 309 (4th Cir. 1963). As set forth
in the Magistrate's Recommended Ruling on
Cross Motions for Summary Judgment,
appendixed hereto, Bulletin No. 175 does not
merely clarify or explain existing law but estab-
lishes additional and more burdensome criteria
for Medicare coverage of inpatient hospital
rehahilitative services, which have had a direct
and significant impact on those seeking health
care benefits in Region I (New England). The
defendant in her motion for reconsideration
merely repeats arguments that have previously
been considered and rejected by this court and
the Magistrate.3 Accordingly, the defendant's
Motion for Reconsideration is denied.

3
The Secretary argues that the Magistrate erred in tind-

ing that Bulletin No. 275 establishes criteria for Medicare
coverage of inpatient hospitul rehabilitative care in addition
to the criteria set forth in the Medicare Act. The Secretary

1 34,619

points to sections of the Act which bar coverage it the
patient's needs could be met in a skilled nursing facility, or
if the inpatient care is not medically necessary. Defendant's

01985, Commerce Clearing House, Inc.
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III. Motion to Alter or Amend ClAss
Certification

The United States Supreme Court recently
determined in the case of Heckler v. Ringer, -
U.S. -, 104 S.Ct. 2013 (1984), that courts have
jurisdiction over claims arising under the Medi-
care Act only pursuant to 42 U.S.C. §405(g).4
For a court to have jurisdiction under section
405(g), the plaintiff must present a claim to the
Secretary prior to bringing an action in federal
court. Id. at 2025. Therefore, the Magistrate
determined that in this action the court has
jurisdiction only over those members of the class
who have presented claims to the Secretary
prior to pursuing their claims in court. Second
Recommended Ruling at 11. The Magistrate
therefore recommended that the class be rede-
fined as follows:

All persons residing in Health Care Financing
Administration Region I (New England),
who, have presented their claims to the Secre-
tary for Medicare Part A benefits for inpa-
tient hospital rehabilitation, based upon
physician certification of their need for and
their receipt of a relatively intense multidis-
ciplinary rehabilitation program with a coor-
dinated team approach to upgrade their
ability to function as independently as possi-
ble and who have not been awarded such
benefits. Second Recommended Ruling at
11-12.
Because the Magistrate's proposed amend-

ment to the definition of the class insures that
all class members will satisfy the criteria for
standing enunciated in Ringer, this court hereby
approves the redefinition of the class. Further,
for the reasons stated in the Magistrate's Second
Recommended Ruling, the court also approves
the Magistrate's determination that three of the
named plaintiffs. Lucy Anselmo, Theodore
Tann, and Margaret Gamble, are no longer
members of the class and thus cannot serve as
named plaintiffs.

The Secretary has also argued that none of
the named plaintiffs may pursue their claims in
federal coupt because they have not exhausted
their administrative remedies. The court finds
this argument unpersuasive. 42 U.S.C. §405(g)
requires exhaustion of administrative remedies
unless the Secretary waives the exhaustion
requirement, or the claimant's interest in hav-
ing his case resolved is so great that waiver of
(Footnote Continued)

Mlrmurandum in Support of Objcrtions to the Magistrate's
Recundl Rremmrnded Ruling at 7- O.

These costcntions e.nerlook the fact that Bulletin No. 175
prohibits ccserage for inpatient huspital rehabilitatie care
ces-n s-ec such -are has been determined to be medically
necessary or where the patients needs could tor be met in a
skilled nursing facility. unless the patient's condition also

Medicare and Medicaid Guide

the exhaustion requirement is appropriate. See
Weinberger v. Salfi, 422 U.S. 749, 766-67

(1975); Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 330
(1976). The factors to be considered in determin-
ing whether a claimant's interest in having a
case resolved is so great that waiver of the
exhaustion requirement is appropriate are: (I)
whether the plaintiff's legal claims are substan-
tially collateral to the demand for benefits; (2)
whether exhaustion would be futile; and (3)
whether the harm suffered pending exhaustion
would be irreparable. City of New York v. Heck-
ler, 742 F.2d 729, 736 (2d Cir. 1984) (Newman,
J.). See Eidridge, 424 U.S. at 330-31; Ringer, -
U.S.-, 104 S.Ct. at 2020-24. The plaintiffs do
not contest the Secretary's claim that the plain-
tiffs have not exhausted their administrative
remedies and that the Secretary has not waived
the exhaustion requirement. Rather, plaintiffs
contend that their interest in having their
claims resolved is so great that a judicial waiver
of the exhaustion requirement is appropriate.
This court agrees with the Magistrate that, in
this instance, judicial waiver is appropriate.

A. Collateral to Benefits
In City of New York v. Heckler, 742 F.2d 729

(2d Cir. 1984), the plaintiffs, a class of persons
with severe mental illness estimated to include
more than 50,000 New York residents, chal-
lenged an unpublished, informally-adopted
administrative procedure utilized by the Social
Security Administration that effectively
imposed upon the plaintiffs a presumption of
ineligibility for original and continuing disabil-
ity benefits. The court found that the plaintiffs'
legal claims were "substantially collateral" to a
claim for benefits because what the class com-
plained of was "fundamentally a procedural
irregularity," and because "[tlhe District Court
was not asked to and did not rule on the merits
of any of the underlying claims." City of New
York, 742 F.2d at 737.

As in City of New York, the plaintiffs in this
case complain of an unpublished, informally-
adopted administrative procedure that is "fun-
damentally a procedural irregularity." Simi-
larly, as was true in City of New York and not
true in Ringer, this court has not been asked to
rule on the merits of any of the underlying
claims. Compare City of New York, 742 F.2d at
737, with Ringer, 104 S.Ct. at 2021. If success-
ful in their challenge, plaintiffs will still have to
pursue their individual claims through the

outer-is n-cessialtes inpatient hospital care. This lan-
guagce clearly mstablishes criteria in addition to thosn et
forth in the Art, thereby triggering the publication require-
mcnts of the FOtA.

' See Ringer, 1o0s SCt. at 2021-23 btarring federal ques-
tion and mandamus jurisdiction in claims arising under
the Medicare Act).

V 34,619
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administrative process Therefore, this court
finds that the plaintiffs claim is substantially
collateral to a claim for benefits.

B. Futility of Proceeding Administratively
The court also finds that it would be futile for

the plaintiffs to pursue their claims in the
administrative forum. As in City of New York:

we discern no legitimate interest to be
advanced by requiring plaintiffs to travel
through the administrative maze as a prereq-
uisite of a judicial hearing. This is not a case
like ... Heckler v. Ringer, supra, where the
claim asserted could benefit from further fac-
tual development or from the agency's 'expe-
rience and expertise . As in Eldridge it is
not realistic to "expect that the Secretary
would consider substantial changes in the cur-
rent administrative review system at the
behest of a single aid recipient ... in an
adjudicatory context" 742 F.2d at 737
(citations omitted).

The Secretary contends that exhaustion of
administrative remedies would not be futile. She
supports this contention by noting that subse-
quent to the filing of this action, three of the
named plaintiffs (Anselmo, Tann, and Gamble)
received awards of benefits from administrative
law judges, and thus, "the remaining plaintiffs
and the unnamed class members '[stand] the
chance of prevailing in administrative
appeals.' Defendant's Memorandum in Sup-
port of Objections to the Magistrate's Recom-
mended Ruling at 23, citing Ringer, 104 S.Ct. at
2023, 2028. However, the plaintiffs' claim in
this action does not concern benefits, but instead
concerns what has already been described as
essentially a procedural irregularity. The fact
that some members of the original class have
been awarded benefits is not evidence of any
probability that the plaintiffs may be able to
compel the Secretary to invalidate Bulletin No.
175 on the basis of violation of the Freedom of
Information Act.

C. Irreparable Injury

To demonstrate irreparable injury, the plain-
tiffs must makf a colorable showing that the
ordeal of proceeding through the administrative
process would cause them injury for which retro-
active benefits would not fully compensate. City
of New York, 742 F.2d at 736. The Magistrate
found that the plaintiffs had demonstrated
irreparable injury. The court agrees with the
Magistrate's reasoning:

[These] Medicare recipients are old and
infirm by definition. The care that is at issue
in this case is "a relatively intense, multidis-
ciplinary rehabilitative program" designed to
upgrade the patients' ability to function as
independently as possible. The delay attend-
ant to the administrative process, given the
age and infirmity of Medicare patients,

134,619

imposes severe hardship on the claimants.
Lack of rehabilitative care may lead to irre-
versible loss of function and render the review
process meaningless. Second Recommended
Ruling at 10.

The Secretary points out that the Magis-
trate's position appears to be that some of the
plaintiffs will suffer irreparable injury because
they will not undertake to pay for the treatment
themselves. The Secretary then takes the posi-
tion that the inability to pay for treatment is an
impermissible consideration, citing Ringer. See
Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Objec-
tions to the Magistrate's Recommended Ruling
at 20-22. The Ringer Court denied standing to a
plaintiff who claimed that he did not go through
with treatment because of his inability to pay.
However, the plaintiff in Ringer was denied
standing not because severe financial hardship
cannot be a ground for finding an irreparable
injury, but because he did not initially present
his claim to the Secretary, and thus failed to
meet the nonwaivable element of standing
under section 405(g). Indeed, the Court in
Eldridge premised its finding of irreparable
injury on the claimant's "physical condition and
dependency upon the disability benefits."
Eldridge, 424 U.S. at 331.

In contrast to the plaintiff in Ringer, plain-
tiffs here have incurred liability for the cost of
treatment, and have presented their claims to
the Secretary, thus satisfying the nonwaivable
element of the standing test. Because these
plaintiffs are in need of a course of rehabilita-
tive treatment over a period of time, it is likely
that they will exhaust their personal resources
while the administrative process grinds on.
Plaintiffs' inability to continue treatment would
result in severe and irreparable injury to them.

Because plaintiffs here have met the nonwaiv-
able standing requirement by presenting their
claims to the Secretary, the court finds that
Ringer is not controlling on the irreparable
injury issue and that Eldridge permits a finding
that plaintiffs' inability to pay for continued
treatment constitutes irreparable injury suffi-
cient to support waiver of the exhaustion
requirement.

IV. Motion for a More Specific Order

The plaintiffs have moved for an order speci-
fying steps the Secretary must take to impIe-
ment the Magistrate's and this court's finding
that Bulletin No. 175 is invalid. The Magistrate
has recommended the following order:

1. That the defendant notify all HCFA
regional offices, all HCFA Region I
intermediaries and all HCFA Region I hospi-
tals that Bulletin No. 175 has been declared
invalid by the United States District Court
and that it is no longer in effect.

01985. Commerce Clearing House. Inc.
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2. That all HCFA documents which include
the coverage criteria found in Bulletin No.
175 are hereby declared void and of no effect,

3. That the defendant notify all HCFA
regional officers, all HCFA Region I
intermediaries and all HCFA Region I Hospi-
tals that to the extent that HCFA Intermedi-
ary Manual § 3101.11 incorporates Medicare
coverge criteria found in Bulletin No. 175, it
is void and of no effect. Second Recommended
Ruling at 14-15.
The plaintiffs have offered sufficient evidence

to indicate that the Secretary has not taken
sufficient steps to rescind the challenged policy
statement contained in Bulletin No. 175, and
that her officers have placed barriers in front of
those making inquiries concerning Bulletin No.
175. Since the Magistrate's order simply gives
precise effect to the ruling that Bulletin No. 175
is invalid, it is hereby approved.

The plaintiffs have also requested this court
to order the Secretary to notify all Professional
Review Organizations (PROs) in Region I that
Bulletin No. 175 is invalid. Annette Kasabian,
Chief of the Medical Review Branch of the
Region I office of the Health Care Financing
Administration, stated in her affidavit that "by
January 15, 1985, 1PROsJ . .. will have assumed
fal]l Medicare review authority over all Medi-
care certified rehabilitation hospitals in
Region I.` [Second Affidavit of Annette
Kasahian.] If the PROs and not the
intermediaries are to be the Medicare reviewers
of future inpatient hospital rehabilitation, then
they should receive notice of the invalidity of
Bulletin No. 175 as well. This is particularly

true since, according to the plaintiffs, the PRO
criteria for rehabilitation hospital coverage
adopt the Intermediary Manual and Bulletin
No. 175 standards.

Therefore, it is ORDERED that the defen-
dant notify all Professional Review Organiza-
tions in Region I that: (1) Bulletin No. 175 has
been declared invalid by the United States Dis-
trict Court and that it is no longer in effect; (2)
that to the extent that HCFA Intermediary
M~anual § 3101.11 incorporates Bulletin No.
175, it is void and of no effect. This coui
FURTHER ORDERS that all court-ordered
notification ordered be completed by the Secre-
tary 90 days from the date of this ruling.

The plaintiffs have also requested that the
court require the defendant to notify all claim-
ants who have been denied Medicare coverage
for inpatient hospital rehabilitation since Janu-
ary 1, 1976 (when Bulletin No. 175 was issued),
or 1980 (when this lawsuit was filed), and to
provide an opportunity for a second de novo
administrative hearing. Since this request has
not been submitted to the Magistrate for consid-
eration, the court declines to rule on this
request. The court will refer plaintiffs' request
to the Magistrate if the request is made in
motion form.

As amplified and modified by the foregoing,
the Magistrate's Recommended Ruling on
Plaintiffs' Motion for A More Specific Order,
Defendant's Motion to Alter or Amend Class
Certification, and Defendant's Motion for
Reconsideration is accepted and approved.

SO ORDERED.

[¶ 34,6201 Community Convalescent Center of Naperville, Incorporated v. Aetna Life
and Casualty Company.

PRRB Hearing Dec. No. 85-DZ5, Mar. 19, 1985 (cost reporting period ending Oct. 31, 1982).

Medicare: Space Costs of Physical Therapy Department
Provider reimbursement-Cost data and cost finding-Cost finding schedules-Alloca-

tion of space costs to physical therapy departmnent.-A corridor in the basement of a skilled
nursing facility could not be included by the provider in allocating the space costs of its physical
therapy department. Even though the provider had claimed that the corridor was used exclusively
by physical therapy patients for gait training, substantial evidence demonstrated that the corridor
is a common area that affords equal access to all who use it. The weighting proposed by the
intermediary, resulting in an allowance of a portion of one-half of the corridor space for the time the
physical therapist could have been involved in gait training, was not appropriate according to the
averaging principle generally applied under Reg. Sec. 405.453.

See ¶ 6480.
Issuc: Summary ofFacts:

Has the Intermediary properly determined The provider is a skilled nursing facility. The
the space used by the Physical Therapy Depart- provider filed its cost report for the year ended
mient? October 31, 1982, claiming a length of corridor

for use by the Physical Therapy Department. In
the Notice of Program Reimbursement (NPR)

Medic-are and Medicaid Guide s 34,620
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in federal court as a claim arising under federal
law. 28 U.S.C § 1331 (1982).

We have said that a provider's right to reim-
bursement results from "a statutory business
relationship. Case v. Weinberger, 523 F.2d
6O02, 67 (2d Cir. 1975). Although the relation.
ship may be effectuated by means of a provider
contract, all rights to reimbursement arise
under the applicable statutes. just as we held in
Case, 523 F.2d at 609-10, that some obligations
of providers are statutorily determined (e.g.,
compliance with safety standards), so are a pro-
vider's rights statutorily determined, unless
those rights are explicitly provided for in the
agreement. Having determined the appropriate
statute of limitations period, we turn to an anal-
ysis of whether there are any triable factual
disputes concerning when the claims accrued.

B. No Triable Factual Issues
Because of the three-year limitations period,

all claims accruing prior to March 23, 1978 are
time-barred. The district court found that all of
appellant's claims had accrued before that date.
With regard to those claims for improper deduc-
tions, Hollander does not dispute that these
deductions were made between 1970-76 and
that he knew the deductions were made at that
time. A claim alleging damages arising from
these deductions accrues when notice is pro-
vided of the deductions. Rand v. Brezenoff, 555
F.Supp. 532, 533 (E.D.N.Y. 1982). Since appel-
lant conceded that he knew of the deductions no
later than 1976. the limitations period for the

last claim accrued in 1976, and all claims are
now time-barred.

With respect to the rejected claims, appellant
relies on the Chief Accountant's affidavit.
Although certain that the claims had been
rejected prior to March 23, 1978 the Chief
Accountant could not provide the exact day of
notification. Appellant asserts that because the
dates of notification are unknown, a factual
dispute exists as to whether the claims were
processed or rejection notices sent.

Appellant's latest claim could not have beensubmitted after May 1976. His cause of action
accrued on the date that he knew or should have
known that the claims were rejected. Id. at 533.
In Rand, the court noted that providers must
resubmit their original claims for reimburse-
ment if they have not recevied responses on
their initial filings. Failure to receive a response
within six months of filing a claim puts a pro-
vider on notice of a failure to reimburse, and it
then has the burden to either resubmit or refile
its claim. Id. at 534. At that point, a provider's
cause of action for that injury has accrued. Id.
Thus, six months alter submitting its last claim
for reimbursement, appellant's cause of action
accrued on all claims which were either rejected
or for which appellant had received no response.
November 1976 is therefore the cut-off date and
this action filed in 1981 is untimely.

III. CONCLUSION

The order is affirmed.

|( 35.374] Blanche o, Representative of the Estate of Walter Fox. et al v. Bowen.
US. District Court, District of Connecticut. Civ. No. 1H-78-541(JAC), Apr. 23, 1986.

Medicare: Entitlement to Physical Therapy Services
Notices, determinations, and appeals-Exhaustion of administrative remedies judicialreview of legality of Intermedfary Manual provisions.-A U.S. district court has jurisdiction tohear beneficiaries' claim that sections of the Medicare Intermediary Manual and administration ofbenefits for skilled physical therapy services under those sections by intermediaries are statutorilyand constitutionally deficient. The Secretary of HHS contended that the district court lackedjurisdiction over such an action pursuant to the provisions of 42 U.S.C. Sec. 405(g), which requiresthat a claimant exhaust administrative remedies before proceeding to federal court.
A US. court of appeals has held that judicial waiver of the exhaustion requirement isappropriate where irreparable harm exists, exhaustion would be futile to vindicate procedural rights,and the claim is at least "substantially" collateral to the entitlement Lo benefits. With respect toirreparable harm, the beneficiaries have raised a colorable claim that recovery of retroactivebenefits would not be fully compensatory, Many of-the beneficiaries who discontinued their physicaltherapy prematurely so as not to exhaust their personal financial resources will never be able toachieve as complete a recovery as would have been possible had their benefits not initially beendenied. Next, the beneficiaries complain fundamentally of a procedural irregularity and not of theSecretary's substantive standards of eligibility. Therefore, the beneficiaries state a claim that issufficiently collateral to the benefit claims of its members to permit waiver of the exhaustionrequirement. Finally, the beneficiaries have also satisfied the futility requirement because in theinstant case, although exhaustion might have resulted in recovery of benefits for some members ofthe class, the administrative process cannot vindicate the procedural rights asserted in this case. It

Medicare and Mledlcald Gulde ¶ 35,374
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is unrealistiec ii cxjlet the 'erretary to ttonider substantial rhanges in thrierret adminitn sratiVe

review sstem at the hchsi't of iangle heneficiary.
Sect I 13.;40.035.

Medicare Part A coverage-Extended care serviee-Slkilled physical therapy-Suffl-

ciency of coverage.-The S9ecretary ,t HIllS's practice of dcnying skilled physcal theorapy henefits

under Part A of Medicare on the basis of arbitrary presumprsits or "ruies of thumnl violates

Medicare statutes and regulations, and the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitutitn. Under the

Secretary's procedures, as outlined in the Medicare Intermediary Manual. intermediaries actually

awarded coverage to only a small number of patients who demonstrated a rapid recovety of hody

functions, and even those patients generally received no more than two weeks of coverage.

The applicable regulations and the relevant portions of the Manual clearly contemplate that

each patient will receive an individualized assessment of his need for daily skilled physical therapy.

based aos the facts and circumstances of his particular case, It is contrary to the regulations for an

ntermediary to deny benefits on the basis of informal presumptions or rules of thumb that are

atprtied acrrtsa the board withoust regard to the medical conditions or therapeutic requirements of the

jndividual patien. Therefore, the Secretary is enjoined from using arbitrary and inflexible practices

in determining a patient's entitlement to physical therapy coverage and is further required to give

an individualizetd evaluation of eaich ptieitnt's medical condition and therapeutic needs.

Seel 1325.

[Text of Decisionj vices are covered under Part A of Medicare only

Intsroductions if the patient receives "skilled nursing care ...
or other skilled rehabilitation services, which as

CABERANEs, District judge: This action chalt- a practical matter can only be provided in a

5enges practices and procedures that allegedly skilled nursing facility on an inpatient ba-si

have been used by the Secretary of the United 42 U-SC J 1395(aX2XC).
States Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices ("the defendant" or "the Secretary"), to The Secretary may contract with private

deny Medicare benefits for physical therapy to a organizations (known as 'fiacal intermediaries")

ceried cbass of elderly Connecticut residents for aissistance in the administration o the Medi-
('the plaintiffs").1' ~care Act.3 'he intermediaries determine the

p(sintiffs". Pamount of Medicare reimbursement payable to

The plaintiffs contend that the defendant's SNFs and other service providers. 42 U.S.C.

btased procedures for reviewing Medicare claimsn 1395h(a). See generally Kraemer vI Heckler,

sand his practice of routinely denying Medicare 7 Fld 214 214-217 (2d Cir 1984) ("Krae-

coverage for certain categories of physical ther- jwr') (general description of Medicare pro

spy rendered by skilled nursing facilities gram). A decision by an interredisry denying

("SNFa") violate their rights under Part A o coerge under Pars A of the Medicare Act is

Title XVIII of the Social Security Act ("the aubjecttoadministrtiveand judicial review 42

Medicare Act"), 42 U.S.C. I 1395-1395, and USC ,1395ff
the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment
to the United States Constitution. The Medicare The plaintiffs request that the court enjoin

Act entitles members of the plaintiff class to and declare illegal the defendant's methods for

payment of the "reasonable and necessary" determining eligibility for physical therapy cov-

costs of ° thoapital extended care services fo erage under Par A of Medicare and impose a

to Ifdys during any spell of illness," 42 new set of procedures in their place. In addition,

SC. I I 1395d(aX2), 1395y(s)X). These ser- the plaintiffs ask that the defendant be required

Siac the Wa ofit this aink, the sme at the dept- Ringer. 466 U.S 602 OfW) ("Rise) in odner is Meet

set woic the defedasis b Seresry hsu bmen chasid tbe nasaw bte jsrisldieesl mqeiertmi oa 42 U SC.

is the United States Det1naminat of Heti sod lorian *4Ot5t). a eba amust hoae been pnised is the SeKe'

Servica("tIIIH)e ary), Se fPtitifts Umppwsed Motiona he hotdtrtioa df

27he original tclb consisted of '.11 Com a U tChla efisitiat ftied Aprl 19. I3 ad granted Apeit 2Z
heaeteim~~~~~~In MsLWC 56k a she COAtia ', vamaski. 442 U.S WS2 Rit

wheA eiissaaat to the 5ticiK and prwtka d the defendant (19791 (fu srtias istintsinable ptrtsat to 42 USC.

wth ans cha^ngesd hemi. haw bee a wint e tX 1140Otts)-sones taShet m shpatthrdcist itted to

Idestiea Pasn A estended care eonaie tar phyrical the- tINK ste meet the etntfrlta td Ithat siol"

spyb siat eeheltitatit service sand whale ls'eelw t t

tueat tn wmeiery am less thea Sl t~ See ftla S t
fMelieh fer Clais nirttatlise tstled My S. t96 Ra~ting 

5
Tocr fiscal intertndiarien sdaie the Mediare Act

esDetesatt'5 Mclass for Summnatry jestgmst fl ted A tttIn Caeticatt. See Cetifiet!d Otfiil Trmsreipt ot Trial

9, lOSS) ("J3 smtaiiy Jadersest llang") at t5 ni. Byrea ('Tr.L") et 201. Secosa the iatrsdisres r ageants the

est d1 the, pntest the driiltom at he pleistitf lassas deWeadant. their practircs see legilly imrtaia to ideta

es asnroid by dektetim at Ite widt "ar writ te h as*a datL See lnaemer Y. Heekkr 737 F2d 214, 215 1Zd Cir.

r 3s 7 d the batdng ad the Ssixm CCOls is Heler V, 154n'ouseIfct

¶ 35,374 .lA Conec ltrigHua n
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to reconsiler thrir claims for physical therapy
benefiis that presiuusly were drnied.

Ulpn a cunsideration of thc lill record ol this
case, including the testimuny and exhibits
offered at the four-day nun-jury trial and the
post-trial lindings and memoranda submitted by
the parties, the court enters the following find-
ings of fact and conclusions of law pursuant to
Rule 52(a), Fed. R. Civ. P.

I. Findings of Fact
A. Descriplion of the Plaintiff Class

1. There are approximately 20.00 patients
residing in Connecticut's 220 SNFs. Certified
Official Transcript of Trial ("Tr.") at 143. The
typical patient is in his early to mid-80. Tr.
143, 313. Many of these patients, perhaps as
mainy as 50 percent, require physical therapy
services in the nursing home. Tr. 192, 257.

2. Members of the plaintiff class often receive
physical therapy as treatment for strokes, frac-
tured hips, and other broken bones. Tr. 12. 246,
4041.

1 3. The typical class member is afflicted with
multiple disabilities that may complicate and
prolong his rehabilitation. Tr. 50, 283, 31141Z,
316. See 42 C.F.R. 140933(aXI) (recognizing
thatt patients with multiple disabilities often
require more extensive nursing or rehabilitation
serices than do piknts with a single disabil-
ity).

BL Plaintilfs'Need for Skilled Physical Therapy
4. Physical therapy is a skilled profession. A

physical therapist can achieve greater success in
the rehabilitation of a patient than can a person
who is untrained in physical therapy. Tr. 50 75.
283-284,293,337.

5. Patients vary considerably in the extent
and the speed of their response to a program of
physical therapy. Tr. 316. See Plaintiffs'
Exhibit 26 (Health Insurance Manual 13
"HIIIM-13"1) at 03101 88(c), (d). for example,

some stroke patients may respond slowly to
physical therapy during their first weeks in the
nursing home because of the effects of medica-
tion and emotional trauma. Tr. Z2-24. It is
therefore difficult to predict the physical ther.
apy that will be required by a particular patient
based on the experience of other patients. Tr.
22-24,288.

6 The court credits the uncontroverted testi-
mony of the plaintiffs' medical experts that
daily skilled physical therapy is often required

*Th detedoat's clai that ane of the ptintiro wit.
et teatitad that "dl tbeanpy mi4ht na banv bea

Deeosar fLr * pnicsdar ptiht in the -not-ght-br-
ie4' uS nf rrlitatit , wC Defendant's Piw-Tria
Meldsndfta st 20 A s7. e ont serately relkce the
eesd. sce Tr. 295-2%. Ihe th witss mated that daily

Medicare and Medicaid Guide

during each uf the ftllussing stages of the
patient's rchabililatiun:

(a) Patients often need daily skilled physi-
cal therapy during the 'non-weight-lsaring"
stage of rchabilitation. Tr. 52. 278-279. 285,
315.' This is the stage at %%hich the patient
cannot place his weight on his injured Ieg or
foot. Such therapy may be necessary, for
example, to prevent the patient's joints from
stiffening and his muscles from wasting while
his injury heals. Tr. 51, 285.

(b) A patient whose arm or leg haS been
amputated may often require daily skilled
physical therapy during the period before he
is fitted for a prosthesis. Amputees who do sot
receive physical therapy during this period
may develop wasted stumps and contracEturs
in their hips and may have a more difficult
time when therapy eventually is begun. Tr.
84S.

(c) A patient may require daily skilled
physical therapy in order to maintain as well
as to increase body strength and function. Tr.
317. For example, a patient with a hip frac-
ture may require daily skilled physical ther-
apy to prevent the remainder of his body from
deteriorating during the period in which he is
immobilired.

(d) A patient may require daily skilled
physical therapy even if he is able to "ambu-
late (that is; walk with the assistance of a
walker or crutches) for up to SO feet with
supervision. Tr. 318-319.

(e) Passive "range of motion" exercises
(that is. exercises in which the affected body
part is moved by another person) may require
the skilled supervision of a physical therapist
on a daily basis. Tr. 73-74, 337.

(f) A patient may require daily skilled
physical therapy for a period in excess of two
weeks. Tr. 322.

C. Defendant 's Practice of Denying Medicare
Coverage

7. The defendant grants Medicare coverage
for physical therapy to only a small number of

L tients who demonstrate a rapid recovery of
b function. Even these patients generally
receive no more than two weeks of coverage. Tr.
13-14, 22,54,282,344.

& The defendant may deny coverage for daily
skilled physical therapy es-en when such therapy

therapy w idiea sad retfued t.,oree that thre days of
thapy per wee wotid have be adotate. Id In any
ev the wit '. s estimony addrssed to the cueoi a
Specific jatient rather thas ta the eass of all 6te-ts in the
"ssightbesring stae rehabifitatin.

1 35,374
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has been ordered by the piatient's treating physi- D. 7he Effects ot Plaintiffs of Deniafs of

dan. Tr. 33. 239.240. Benefits
defendants cover- ~17. Skilled physical therapy can enable many

9. it is the defendant's prsctice to deny c er- lderly patients to leave the nursing home and

ge for physical therapy received during the ruin to the community to live independentlY.

Anom weligbeinmg" stage of rehabiltaton. Tr .T 282-2B4. 313, 315.316. Indeed. as one of the

13, 51-52. 71. 285 315. plaintiffs' experts testifired credibly, if more eld

10. t isthedefedant prctic to eny erly persons received skilled physical therapy
to. It is the defendant's practice to decny after sustaining a stroke or fracture, fewer Of

coverage for physicia therapy administered to these persons would have to spend the remain-

a Itmputees who have not yet been fitted with der of their lives in nursing homes. Tr. 3146 326.

prostheses Ti. 70-71,S4-JS 18. Patients who are denied Medicare cover-

11. It is the defendant's practice to deny age are responsible for paying for their own

coverage to patients receiving "maintenaifnt" physical therapy through insurance, personal

physical therapy. Tr. 317.318. avvinp or contributions from family member
Tr. 50. 5, 164, 211. In such circurnstance

12. It is the defendant's practice Lo terminate many patients forgo medically necessary physi-

overagie for physical therapy when the patient cal therapy because they or their families

is sbk to walk with the supervision of an aide, believe that they cannot afford to pay for auch

Tr. I. However, as was established by uncon- therapy themseves. Tr. 8, 21. 26-27 43-44.

tauverted expert testimony. such patients still 49-50, 56-57
may not recove r fully unless they recive addi- 1.Ap--' eoey b dzd

tional skilled physical therapy on a daily bsis. 19.MAApatiet's r vy be jeopardized,
according to the ceedible awunconstovet-

Tr. 20. 84 testimony of the plaintiffs' medical expert if

13, Itfisothe dfendanyl ts p ractice toes terminate the patient forgos medkicly necessary Physicat

Iv gt ioc the dp tient's able tocmae 0 therapy during the ween s immediately lollowing

fee with supervtision. ti.n 1 i Hoever, a sw his injury or illness. Tr. 25-27, 56-57, 283.284.

estaished by dse d typiexper testimony, an 2Nthe In some cases, a patinsreoer is o rnh

distancie oui thatapatient isablentof aMbulatewieth ited by the ermoional distres that may rIt

copervist isi not. tb itienlf deterinatcuived o hi from a dental of Medicare coverage. T r. 252

need for datilyt bi ctkilledp therapy. Ti. 318. 20. ATcordingl .the denial of medically nec-
essary physical the py benefits has significant

14. It is the defendant's practic ert e physioloical, emotional and financial implica-

coverag for physical therapy that consists o tions for many memberb of the plaintiff class.

Passive "Tran0g1e-motion" exercises. T it4ndns 7orod e Determinatio7n6

pymeindnt'frsuc Co rvkerag De eouldnot btoes

15. The reason typically advanced b an 21. The SNF is responsible as an initial mUt-

Intermediry to justify t dicare ter for determining whether a newly admitted

coverage is that the physical therapy required patient is to receive Medicare coverge Ti. 13,

by the patient is not "skiled." Tr. 74-75. How- 144. 48; HIM.13 a*to3439.1). If the SNF'

ever, as was established by credible expert testi- decides that the services to be received by the

mssny, the intermediaries often deny coverage pentcar e redi by Medice, but th ter

without giving ad te consideration to the mediay ate eveises the p's dec e

physical ttherap k til resmqured in a particular SNF must absor b the co at o h if

case.Tr. 102. 311, 313, 344.5 it"nwbrcude epce okota

16. Before acting on a claim. SNt personnel made. under rt A of Meir 42USC

may telephone the intermediary to discuss I 1395pp(b), Ti. 64.
whether the patient is covered by Medicare- Tir

28.29. 240-241, 328329, 220-221. However, the 22. An SN!' that grants a claim for Medicare

testimony at tnal revealed few instances in the intermedisry

which these informal communications signifi- with extensive documentation of the patient's

cantly affected an intermediary's coverage medical condition, the services rendered to the

determintions. Tr3 1921. patient, and the extent of the patient's recovery.

11 hb &teuedaat clais tbat one witnss' tessmimy that a,,sseu that rnnmbd his oae-.tmdins that "ktr as

he~5d55.a tae win -skitr~ 55 Ias ai-twis concept ing asd .,inll nihabiltit~icat ws iees M, dteni to Put.

bit WarsY "is luaply a thembicid be) whic they sr twea.1 cimeics~as ac r~ic, -fwtucsihed di-etly hYw

amperrepdi ytoa' s=a rincd becuausdseiinmdi dn a d( l cl $ic as ylrusicat thee

ac ,hdr.an 'cthe estaiode ,lticit,e i -skil.l Dees Wm Csic49.3she3 Ipenwe li V )Se

dasa. Poat-Trial Maeasortfl8W at isis9 a A.. This area. asnul' 42 1I..403ta1lerpa .pin.Se

aaest is w~inha _5it insim ew ath. Iarmtsirroy by sIw Tr. 340.21.-
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Tr, 212-213; P'laintiff Exhibit 2f (Dl-iiritiw of
Jererniah Flynnt it mniploye of the defendant
["Flynn lpmnsition'I) at 10t The intermediary
may decide on the basis of this information to
revcrsc the SNF's initial award of coverage to
the patient. Tr, 147-148. The SNF may then be
liable fur the cust of any services erroneously
rendered to the patient.

23. However, when the SNF denies a claim for
Medicare coverage, the SNF is not required to
provide the intermediary with any information
concerning the patient's condition (aside from
his admitting diagnosis) or the treatment that
may have been ordered by the physician or
rendered by the SNF. Tr. 214-215; Flynn Depo-
sition at 2021, 30. The SNF is required to
provide additional documentation to the inter-
mediary only if the patient seeks reconsidera-
tion of the SNFs denial of benefits. Accordingly,
ain SNF's denials of coveage are rarely, if ever,
questioned by the intermedary unless the
patient has requested reconsideration. Tr. 29,
147, 329.

24. The Secretary formerly provided a cover-
age determination procedure, sometimes called
a "presumption of non-liability." whereby the
SNF was presumed not to have known or tO
have had reason to know that the services pro
vided to a patient were not covered under Medi-
care, The SNF was entitled to this
"presumption of non-liability" only if it met a
"denial rate criterion" established by the Secre-
tary. HIM-13 § 3433. The "denial rate crite-
rion" was satisfied if, of the total number of
days of care deemed by the SNF to be covered
by Medicare, no more than 5 percent were later
denied coverage by the intermediary. RIM-13
§ 5 3433, 3434. An SNFs denial rate would typi-
cally rise when one of its decisions to grant
coverage was reversed by the intermediary if its
denial rate rose above S percent, the SNF would
lose its "presumption of non-liability" and
would be liable for the cost of any further cover-
age allowed by the SNF but later denied by the
intermediary. Tr. 52, 145-146; HIM-13 §3433.
An SNF could at lease theoretically have lost its
"presumption of non-liability" by erroneously
denying coverage in more than 10 percent of its
total claims, see HIM-13 §34392; however,
there was no evidence that an SNF waS ever
threatened with the loss of its 'presumption of
non-liability" for denials rather than awards of
coverage. The "presumption of non-liability"
was eliminated by the Secretary in revised regu-
lations that took effect March 24, 1986. 51 Fed.
Reg. 6222 (Feb. 21, 1986).

Z5. Because SNFs were more likely to lose
their "presumption of non-liability" by errone-
ously granting coverage than by erroneously
denying coverage, see Findings of Fact Z2-24,
supra, some SNFs tended to decide "questiona-
ble" claims by "erring always on the side of
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do tving, rather than adlwing rovsrage in
udeft to th ei, trpfe umloiot of non-
liability. lr. 148-149. 328.

F. AdIminilrt i,- RtHvit (tof lA-nialh of lknt fits

26. letween January 1, 1977 an I Seenimher
30. 1979, the number of initial cerrage dleter-
minations issued by Medicare iniermediarics fur
patients residing in Connecticut nursitg homes
was 74.815, or 2267 cach month. Plaintiffs
Exhibit 11 (Defendant's Answers to Plaintiffs'
First Interrogatories) at 4. Approximately 98
percent of these determinations were denials.
Tr. 186, 167. Plaintiffs' Exhibit IS.

27. A substantial percentage of these denials
were for physical therapy benefits. For example,
a former administrative law judge at the Social
Security Administration Office of Hearings and
Appeals in Hartford, Connecticut, who ruled on
approximately 300 Medic-are cases between
1972 and 1982, testified credibly that approxi-
mately 250 of these cases concerned claims for
SNF coverage in which physical therapy was an
"important component" Tr. 95. He granted
additional coverage in 75 percent to 80 percent
of the physical therapy cases; typically, he gave
the claimants "most, if not all" of the relief that
they had requested. Tr. 102-104.

Z8. In addition, the record contains two
surveys of cases in which inital denials of Medi-
care coverage to SNF patients were appealed by
Legal Assistance to Medicare Patients. Of these
503 cases 292, or 58 percent, involved claims
for physical therapy. Tr. 257, 192; Plaintiffs'
Exhibits 14,20. Of the 292 cases in which physi-
cal therapy coverage had been denied, 82 per-
cent were eventually reversed on appeal to the
intermediary, the Secretary or a federal district
court. Tr. 193, 259, Plaintiffs' Exhibit 20.

Z9. Few denials of Medicare coverage for SNF
services are ever appealed. For example, in the
period from January 1, 1977 to September 30,
1979, only 2.4 percent of all SNF initial deter-
minations were appealed for reconsideration by
the intermediary and only 0.3 percent were
taken to a subsequent hearing before an admin-
istrative law judge. Defendant's Answer to
Plaintiffs' Interrogatories at 5, 6 (Plaintiffs
Exhibit 12, 13)- The failure of many SNF
patients to appeal their denials of benefits is
attributable in significant part to their age and
ill health. Tr. 184, 344-345. See also David v.
Heckler, 591 F.Supp. 1033, 1044 (E.D-N.Y.
1984) (Weinstein, CJj) (taking judicial notice
that 'numerous erroneous determinations (of
Medicare Part B benefits) are not appealed"
because of "the difficulty of the elderly in deal-
ing with bureaucratic hurdles").

30. It often takes more than a year to appeal
a denial of Medicare benefits. For example, the
family of one of the plaintiffs saited sixteen

j 35,374
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mq,,)ih. h II it nii ind ,tcia ,l iN.,senher
1977 and it SOilr-.trv i zieion rantinghbene
fit, ih; ,I' 1,h 1979. 'Isil It Ixhihit I tTran-
scrip in i) . If Wl;dit r F,. This delay is not
atypiirl. I pml ifs' EV.0hiis 14 20.

I1 Conclusions of Law

A. Jurisdiction

As a threshold matter. the defendant, relying
on the decision of the Supreme Court in ieckker
v. Ringer, 466 U.S. 602 (1984) ('Ringef), con-
tends that the court lacks jurisdiction over this
action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. , 405(g).

6

Section 405(g) requires that a claimant
exhaust administrative remedies before proceed-
ing in federal court. See Ringer. supra, 466 US.
at 617. There are two requirements for exhaus-
tion under Section 405(g): First, there is the so-
called "nonwaivable" reqoirement that a claim
for benefits previously must have been
presented to the Secretary. See id.; Mathews v.
Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 328 (1976); City of New
York v. Heeckterm 742 F2d 729, 735 (2d Cir.
1984) (Newman, J.) ("City of New York"), afrg
578 F.Supp. 1109 (ED.N.Y. 1984) (Weinstein.
CJ.), cert. granted 106 S.Ct. 57 (1985). There
can be no doubt that the members of the plain-
tiff class, who by definition have had claims for
Medicare benefits denied by the Secretary, have
satisfied the presentment requirement. See
Ringer, rupra, 466 US. at 617; City of New
York supra, 742 F2d at 735; Plaintiffs' Memo-
randum in Response to Defendant's Memoran-
dum on the Significance of City of New York v.
Heckler (filed Jan. 7, 1985) at 3-4 (describing
defendant's denial of plaintiffs' claims); Reconm-
mended Ruling on Motion to Dismiss (filed Dec.
19, 1979) ("Motion to Dismiss Ruling") (Eagan.
M.) at 3 adopted by endorsement ruling
(entered Dec. 26, 1979) (Clarie, C.J., to whom
this case originally was assigned).

Second. there is the so-called "waivable"
requirement that a claim for benefits must have
been fully pursued ast the atdministrative leveL
See Ringer. 5Upri, 4t66 US at 617; City of Ncrw
York, supr;, 742 F.2d at 735. This exhaustion
req4uirement may bte dispensed with by the
courts in appropriate circumstatnces. Siee Ringer,

suupr.' 4ttd, i S. at t :,rit Nif -V ,rk. supra
742 F.2d1 717,.

'Thr' * i itnriasc i ,,-hith -,.rh judicial
waiver" of the vxhituion ruiremtent may be
appropriat, %srs describhd h v our Court of
Appeals in (;l of c V.rk. cast decided
after Ringer. I'he eourl held that.

Itihe Supreme Court has adoptelld a 1 rctical
approach to section 405(g)'s exhaustion
requirement. The Court has approved judicial
waiver where plaintiff's legal claims are col-
lateral to the demand for benefits, where
exhaustion would be futile, or where the harm
suffered pending exhaustion would be irrepa-
rable. ... In the absence of express guidance
[from the Supreme Court as to whether futil-
ity, collaterality and irreparable harm must
all be present for judicial waiver of the
exhaustion requirementi. we have taken the
view that no one factor is critical. (citation
omitted) We have adopted a more general
approach, balancing the competing considera-
tions to arrive at a just result under the
circumstances pesentd. City of New York,
supn. 742 F.2r at 736.

In that case, which involved a challenge to an
Improper presumption used by the Secretary to
determine eligibility for Social Security disabilty
benefits, the Court of Appeals held that judicial
waiver was appropriate where irreparable harm
existed, exhaustion would have been futile to
vindicate procedural rights and the claim was at
least "substantially" collateral to the entitle-
ment to benefits. Id. at 73&737. The court will
consider the application of each of these three
criteria to the facts of the instant case.

First, with respect to the issue of irreparable
harm, the court holds that in the instant case, as
in City of ,ew York. supra, 742 F2d at 736, the
"claimants have raised a colorable claim that
recovery of retroactive benefits would not be
fully compensatory." Many of the plaintiffs who
discontinued their physical therapy prema-
turely so as not to exhaust their personal finan-
cial resources will never be able to achieve as
complete a recovery as would have been possible
had their benefits not initially been denied. See
Findings of Fact 19, 20. Moreover, for some of

a 42 USC. I 405() prsides. in Psoti-eLt Pars

AMY irsdiidlua. cIte any ros decision df the Scrary
mae after a hearing to whkche was a panrtY, irrpective
ad the aemmst in sctetreenY. WY obtain a rree Of Reb
decisi s by d civil actim enemwed within siAty days Atlr
the matiting to him f seticte of seb dedhsw ae within rsorb
farther tiee as the Seretary maY allaws Saa1b aKLIONS shall
e btret hts the distrte cot ot tets United States trf tin

jidieuil iainet in whikb the plaintiff resids or baa is
peinripl pirs of _sse. orr. i he dor ea" rse M" r bave

his prindipdf ae rt he bnos within any such ufidial
dirit. is the United States Distric CAurt far the Disrrit
df Columbsa.
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'lit. r5fiw is rk eprpirallk so the Medicare An by 42
WM c 1 395ff.

The Sdelndans p isy (and unssccstaully) challenged
the corsurt's jritdictis seer this aeioa, tee ReKsmeoded
Ruliti ng Maxim to Dieisa (tfled De 19.1 979) fEagans
M.) at2.7, doordt'entrswement fli entered De 26
1979) ICisei. C. to whom tshi case eriginally wal
apged). To the eates that the ipplktabte to. baa chraged
sitc the desist of dfendans s mots to dism;is the tane
ot atillis matter Jurindiction, pepey may he entertuined
at Ojffiulcttrm See Ruate 2fh)3i) Fed. F. tCM P. Holeer.
to the etet Oth th sae legal cila arteri ee rrt$1eani.
the c,,lit, rfting ia Ihe . of the eas.
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the LLilift it the in-mant case. rs ftr ome of
the pidatift ill Citv 1;f New '-k, ''thk trauma
of having h l-tfiti cut off" may itscli have

triggerletli a severe medical sethack" that can-
not be *uretl hy an eventual award of henefits.
578 F. Supl. at Il 18. See Findings of Fact 19,
20. Finally, the court has louttd it, tbt instant
case, as the district court found in City of New
York, that lh]iccaosc of their disahility, many
members of the [plaintiff) class were inc3pable
of challenging the hureaucracy." 578 F Supp. at

118, and therefore were unable to avoid the
permanent loss of their benefits. See Finding of
Fact 29.

Second. the court holds that the claims of the
plaintiff class are at least "substantially" collat-
eral to the benefit claims of the individual class
members. See City of New Vork, supra, 742
F2d at 737. The instant case is clearly distin-
guishahle in this respect from Ringer, supra, 466
U.S. at 615616, where the Court found that the
respondents were merely claiming that they
should be reimbursed for certain surgical proce-
dures and that, if the respondents prevailed,
'only essentially ministerial details will remain
before [they] would receive reimbursement."
The court has previously concluded in the
instant case, however, that the "planitiffs do not
allege that use of a new eligibility standard will
automatically entitle them to benefits or physi-
cal therapy." Motion to Dismiss Ruling at 4-S.
See generaly David v. Heckkr, 591 F.Supp. at
1039 ("[tlhe instant case is distinguishable
(from Ringer) since plaintiffs seek prospective
relief against a continuing illegal practice rather
than specific benefits").

It is true that the plaintiffs' challenge to the
defendant's practice of denying Medicare cover.
age for certain categories of physical therapy is
not wholly collateral to the plaintiffs' individual
claims for benefits. However, this claim is simi-
lar to the claim of the plaintiffs in City of New
York that was held to be "substantially" collat-
eral to their claims for benefits and therefore to
.present an appropriate circumstance for
waiver." 742 F2d at 737. In City of New York,
the plaintiffs argued that the Secretary
employed an across-the-board presumption
instead of making the required individualized
determination of each claimant's eligibility for
disability benefits: in the instant case, the plain-
tiffs argue that the Secretary denies Medicare
benefits on the basis of informal "rules of
thumb" that fail to take into account each
claimant's individualized need for the daily
skilled physical therapy to which he is entitled
under the applicable statute and regulations.
Accordingly, the court holds that in this case, as
in City of New York, "the (plaintiff) class ...
complains fundamentally of a procedural irregu-
larity and not of the Sccretary's substantive
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standards of ,ligihitittv. il. at 737. and there-
I re hat t Iti a . aim that is sufficiently coIlat-
eral to thr benefit claims of its members to
lwrmit ais i oie exhaustion requirement

Finally, the court holds that the plaintiffs
have also satisfied the futility requirement
because in the instant case as in Oitv of New
York, supra. 742 F.2d at 737, "lajlthough

exhaustion might have resulted in recovery of
... benefits for some members of the class, as
was also true in 11Mfathews v. Eldridge], the
administrative process cannot vindicate the pro-
cedural rights asserted in this litigation." It
would be just as unrealistic in this case as it was
in Mathews v. Eldridge and City of New York
to "expect that the Secretary would consider
substantial changes in the current administra-
tive review system at the behest of a single aid
recipient ... in an adjudicatory contex."
Mathews v. Eldridge, supra, 424 U.S. at 330
City of New, York. supra, 742 F.2d at 737. There
is no evidence in the instant case that the Secre-
tary has "consider[edl substantial changes" in
his procedures for evaluating claims for physical
therapy benefits despite the frequency with
which his initial denials of such benefits have
been reversed by administrative law judges and
federal district courts. See Findings of Fact 27,
28. Indeed, the aged and infirm have been
offered no assurance that the Secretary will ever
consider such changes no matter how many
more denials of physical therapy benefits are
reversed on appeal.

Accordingly, after 'balaneing the competing
considerations [of futility, collaterality and
irreparable harm] to arrive at a just result
under the circumstances presented," City of
New York, supra, 742 F.2d at 736, the court
concludes that the plaintiffs have met the waiv-
able as well as the nonwaivable requirements for
jurisdiction pursuant to 42 USC. § 405(g). It is
therefore unnecessary to consider the planitiff'
claim that the court may also exercise manda-
mus jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28
U.S.C. § 1361.

i. Merits

the plaintiffs make two claims on the merits.
First, they allege that the intermediaries prac-
tice of routinely denying allegedly meritorious
claims for physical therapy coverage violates
applicable statutes and regulations. Second,
they claim that the defendant's former vwaiver
of liability" procedure is impermissibly biased
because it has encouraged SNis to deny alleg-
edly meritorious claims. It is asserted that these
practices, alone and in combination, have
deprived the plaintiffs of a protected psoperty
interest without due process of law in violation
of the Fifth Amendment to the United States
Constitution.

135,374
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I. Thc Intirmediaries Practice of Dening
Physical Therapy laims

The testimony at trial established a practice
on the part of the intermediaries of denying
physical therapy benefits under Part A of Medi.
care for maintenance therapy. for non-weight-
bearing therapy administered to fracture
patients, for passive "range-of-motion" activi-
ties, for patients who can ambulate 50 feet with
supervision and for amputees who have not been
fitted with prostheses. See Findings of Fact 9,
10, 11. 12. The testimony also established that
the intermediaries generally allow Medicare
coverage for no more that than two weeks of

physical therapy Ir. Finding af Fact S. The
court holds for the foilosintg rvastns that thes
practices deny paticnls coverage fur skilled
physical therapry that otherwise might he cov-
ered by Medicare, see Finding of Fact 6. and are
contrary to the applicable law and regulations.
The high rate of reversal of intermediary deni-
als, see Findings of Fact 27. 28. is indicative of
the incorrectness of the intermediaries' prac-
tices.

The Secretary has promulgated regulations
with respect to the physical therapy services
covered by Medicare. See 42 C.F.R.
§ 409.30-409236!7 In addition, he has published a

-

7lh cousrt. mreting "ario, ciratenges by the plaintiffs.
pevioay has uphield the idity of she deIendst's regut.-
ims Summary jf ment Ruling at 4.10l

42C.F.R. J409.35prvides. nlraTicA
(a) DLefaitms As Lsed in shis eettaa "skilled auirnat

andasiXted rehabilitatioen tsnetsera s r that

(l) Art orded by physican;
(2) Require the skills od teckosal, or prodeasieel peo

at such as registred nursa licensed practical (ocat l
alr phyria thrapits mneuptisei thenrpixst. and
speeck Pathologists ce awdioicwisti nd

(3) ArM iWked directly by, r under the aupeenision of,
ratch persose.

(b) Spearfi Condtitinrrs fW meeting k-f ofdrar* require.
ma2ts

(1) The henrelriory must require slltted nursWin or Asiled
enuhilittison jrrvices r both. on a daily basts.

(3) The daily killed ,,i must he roes that. as a
practical matter. ran only he prnidel in a SNF, rn an
Inpatient basis

42 C.F.R. S409.32 t-nvid.:
(&) The erice must bhe s inherently ormptex that it a.a

be safety and effectively performed only by. or under the
pervsun of. Professirat or technical personnel
'b) A e.oditian that dues not rdinanly require skilled

serice may require them because af special medical crn-
prieatnsL Under thase circumstances, a service that is
so,,ally sun-skilled tsuch as those listed in 1409-32(d)) may
he c eordrd skilled because it must he perfirmed or super-
nised by skilfed nursing e re habilittoO personnel.

(e The restrtiron Poteintial of a patirnt Ls bot the
deciding factor in determining whether skilled services are
needed. Even If full reccerry or medical impne t is nao
Possible, a patient msy need skilled services to Peenot
further deterioration or prev current -hiis, ...

42 CFR. I409J3 poide, inter lis:
(a) Servckae ht ctuld qualify as either skilled tursig tf

skiled beahbitiamn s c
(tl) Ovtf man agrment nrd evalouatss d arme pie= The

devepment. mnangetnent. and etlutaticat oSf patient cmre
plan hhed on the phyicin's ades constitute skilkd sec-
tere oh-en. becaue of she patents physical or mental

condition, thosei ciirie requite the Involvement d tchni
cal nr professional peronnel in order to meet the patients
nerds, promote recvers. snd ensut medial stely. This
-olid include the nr temgtvnr t Id pIon involving only
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oriety f psrat rare servics whe, in kits o the
patient's condition, the aggrgte of those srvices reikrts
the ievveens of tecinical or proiesional peCsnet. For
aromple n agintr paient witth a hiaty dt diabetes ml-

tilos and amninars Ptri -ha in mennerini froan an -Pna
eedsction of a fraroe, at the neckt ohe fb. oar reqtirs,
amoy other servie e d shin arm. approqpiate seal
mediconaes. a daetk diet, an neeinat pagrant to p-
seve esatetolert snri kady cendijtss. and tiservot Ir.
deect siins of detersios_ in hi sr her scodition or
cempcatloas reoling (rma restricted, hut incrensing
mobility. Although sny of sh rmeqired servios cold be
ptrformed by a properly itrsled persn. uch a Person
would not hew the ability to derMistd r tse reotrionubip
between the srvices nd rlsorte the ultimat effect of -m
rce o the otter. Since the nature at patiert's cbodta.

ag, and immobilty create a high potential for serios
compticatinn. nuck so e nderstandiog is esentilaes t ure
that patient's revery and safety. Under thes vircm
stances the mangement of the pan of eur wuld requirte
the skilln t a nurse even thouih the individual sericr arre
ntr skilted. killed planning and masexarment acivities are
oa aosy specifically identified in the patient's clinical
rcord therefoare if the Patient's overall rnition wdd
support a froding that remry and salesy ran be rssorod
only tti e total crer is plann managed. and evaluatd by
technical or prdlesLt perocl. it wouli be approprlte
to inter that skilled rices ar being Provded.

(2) 'bseion nd a nd rel d she ptkit changirg
condtion. Obanrvstikn and assessment cositute Adilld
wrvies hn the shills of a technical a profetsional person
are motoined so identify and eluate the pasinstb nerd for
modulication of treatment for additinl medical procedurs
antd his or her condition bn stabilird. . Ulkewie. surgicat
patients transferred from hspitl to a skilled nursing
facility while in the complicated mnstabilirrd past-operative
period. ejr. after a hip Prosthesis r starrt surrgery. may
need cantinsed cime skilled monitoring for posopr-ative
compticatie. XDO andverse reaetion.

(c) Ser'inrc hich or-b d quality as rxilkd rh.lition
orv~

(I) Onig assessmrnm of tehahiatidn need snd poem-
tint: Srvkes oncumrrot ith the m-asge-tn a a patient
core plun, including tests *nd mesurements t rngnxe of
motion, strnSth, bahnce, cordinsion. enduranc,. tune-
tionsr bitty, activi of doily ijvint perceptul deficits.
peech and language m hst.ing dirsrd-r;

(21 7terapeutic re tisa or . nctisti Therapric eor--
cise or activitis wichhe b se the tspe d xrerir
employed or the ctrditirm af the patient. mont be peroed

019e6, Commerce Clearing House. Inc.
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health Insurance Atanual 13 (ilI1-13:
which is intendl%] to guide intetmcdiaries u
(Footnote Continued)

by r ans-& ithe sp iion d * qualified phygal tti,,spo
ix tccnni.t8l lh-lnymst o rtne the aity of th patien
aWn she drivei the tncent;

(3) Gait entnhetm and tlaining: Cait evaliation an,
training furihd to rslome fumtnsts ins . patient b.
ability to olk h.. tons mied by rloeiat, m. ivrl

(4) Rae of monia tenemsm Range orf..n i sen
Which ac pan of the acive timen d * operri d
mtate which han imlted in lhe brn of. mue ikesn of
miilfty (a eWiden tb * *tenhepsst. noes sheie thi
degree of mion flilt nd the degree to te ruittedit

(3) Maintenance therapy Maniotalne theapy. w
Lke iperiliied kioledge and jeatmenl d a qtualfied ther
agpist is rquied to design and esuatiLb na maiones
progrmt beaed on an initial rehnsation ad peniaie miw

eemenet of the patnent's needs, nd cseistent with the
petient's empaity WA tniee ...

(d) P1to al ame wn,,cem Pinenela Sam kneics iebi do
One few-g the akiU of qualilied tehnical or prefeltiosal
personnel ar s ahilod et-ices -es stoen the cinoe.
ttnitn ecieid in #40932(b) Penleiat ar-serie
inelute, bat -r not linited to. the (olltwingr

(i3) Gnerel nwevinion of enci- whicb bau ben
tuoght to the patient: including the actual carrying out of

mainteatne peiraun ie. . the perfnraante of dhe rpei.
tine onertine required to maintain tunction, dr son enqui
the sWils d a thespnp nod Wo-Id not contnoitote skilled
r habilitation aieee (ntm pantnrranh frI of thi ntkhe)
Similarly. rpltious eoncimn to itopen gait tainttiu
gtangthk. or endrannot; pnauive ervise to maintin ang
od moOtiol in Parntvcd ntrositie. thkh are not ne ated to
a PctiFit for of lunction; and i1iv setkinrg de net
ltantitute killed rebabilitatico -eki

42 CF.lL J40934 pe-eides int hei:
(a) To mtet the daily hain retqirment spedfied in

f409.31(bXI). the foilowingS feoqueny i requird:
li) Skilled nuning wneie or nlitted rhlubililali.. alt.

vites maut he needed and provided 7 days * neek er

12) An inO cniorpt. if skilled ehbilitnia, sm sr
not avaiable 7 days a reek,. tbse serviek- mum be nteded
nnd prdedW at last 3 days. .n .

'Saromary juagment - grated in Ia-o of defendant
an the Iemne of a ther HIM-l3 ond penloted in vil.
tiona dpplicabte bk itocn and fe egolimes Seue n
nnaJsyJnt.'nt Rtulingat 14.

HIM 13 f31018 p ed, o n pertinint pan:
A. Gncel-To be c.vred pbylreal therapy serthe

mertice.ot relte directly and pepirkca11 to an nttine
rTitten tnartnent regimen, cta~biutd by thtaphykian

afM any seedd onstatulian with the qoaliirvd iysienl
the-ritt and mout he reaobl and ntry to the
treatment of tie individual's illness inojoy.

B Reaonabl, and JvNezn To be ec-Oidrlred neuoa-
ble and -tesnay the ..olieg mtIisian moot be mt:

(a) Thle evime muos be consded undr . At.d stan.
dAts of medical prnoct ln he a shrrifi ad edrrett
treatmet 1, the trtient's c-onitiun.
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delermining whether individual claims for pay.
mene are to be covtered hy Melicare. The appli-

_ .

u thl the .eeerni most he of snh t kvre of tomplnity nnd
I phuatiati or he ,ndlitoat of the lt.ituie muot be sWth

that the sevic -uicrl ton bhe atey ad effctiely
peroratied onty hy * qusliied physito theespst or amden
kin natneovisio. Servire wkith do nct require the preform,
r ant or apelrii ofd. phyitol ' heCiSnt are no cunid-
reed rtasmubit ur new e y physical therapy serc eveln
if they ar pectoemend or snpervined by . physitl tlerspist.
(When the intermedfiay determins the nnvicoe onhed
K ert of s type that mold have been Wrly nd dffectbly
Performed omly by a quaaified pbynkcl therapist wn under
his saenrvion. it rhonad Prate that Xsb servicet wen
peoely sspeied. Hotnrn, this anoumptico Is rebuttabie
sand If to the coare, at proccnnif g caims. the inteediary

r findr tat physical therspy services *ar am being tiranhed
noter pe sape.relni., the intarsmallasy shonld deoy sbe

W fc) Three mut be nn expctaion that the enaditicn W
itne ~oltn'tly inn * sbIr (and geneliy pdc
able) peeled of time bheod x, the anamient made by the
phybician of the pastients eestnWois pi l ater any
sneeded wnolItatio, with the quntifted pyales therapist nr
tLb services moDU be rcsaa to the establisihemnt f s rate
nod offetie maintenar prognam required is cotrcicso
with. specific ditesu atute. and

(d) The smount. frequenty. and duratnoa of the neevice,
most he -nhe.

1. Rsratirnin, Te-ape. T. onUtiltue physial theopy a
nervic muut among other thinog. be re bte nnd nos
toy to the treatment of the indiidna'. illn ((ne t Ifn
individ.al s eapected rstoue n psentist -lid be iraig.
niieunot in rlaion to ihe eent andw l d tioo of physil
therapy se-ice ms qiceld is arhieve -h potrtil. the
phys,;-l therapy a-nMu no he eh, sieknd tenabie and
nereaary. n additar there mnu . be an eperation that
the Ptienlts codition sill imporen in g nenraly prefict-
able period of siri. Ifeier if st any point in the trent.
aent of a illns, it determined that the tae tirom
will nrt rtn eria. the erices ilt no longer bhe enaidend
reasonable tnd nts *nd they. tberele. ihould be
eschaed eni er rage undee 142 U.S.C . 1349t )tahttj.

2. Aainteace Prisim. The reptitie ris required
to miibains lantion generally do not involewmplex and
snhistict-td physical ihelrpy procedue.. .and conne
qtuntly the judgmet nd skit d a qu-lilied physitnl thera-
pist arc not required fr saety snd eletitteos.
Hnes-roe, in remain innnnees the Steliard h-ledge
and judtenlm uf a qasilied-physical therpi msty be
requirtd to establis a minrtenance pngranm For eautmpte
a PAebinna patint s he an not been r a d etentiv
phySkaal heape pwtnrm may rtqnime the ervice of
physicatl theapis to determin whet type dof oeeines sill
cocorih ure the MnMs to maintnin the psirnt's prsent INo-
tiona ir-s-e.

In sa-h sinatoni the initial esluatin o she patient'
need., the dtitring by the qualiiol phyacol itNherapist of
mio-Nence petrne whbkh is apprpiatle to the ciaty
and eranc d the patint sod she i-e mlet ohietices d

she phyvskin. the intcalaa of the patien or suprt
petnel. re. aide, ur nursin perctnf ito fIanity mom-
t."t ot rr phiMat thra i s heine tarnished on retri.-
hint;d.t h ,acinent the persema -d suchinrequent

N 35,374
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cable regulations and the relevant portions of
IIIM-13 clearly contemplate that each patient
will receive an individlualized assessment of his

need for daily skilled physical therapy ha.srd on
the facts and circumstances of his particular
case.

For example, the regulations authorize cover-
age for physical therapy "exercises or activities
which, because of the type of exercises employed
or the crondition of the patient, must he per.
lormed by or under the supervision of a quali-
fied physical therapist or occupational therapist
to ensure the safety of the patient and the
effectiveness of the treatment." 42 C.F.R.
§409.33(cX)2) (emphasis added). The regula.
tions similarly provide that maintenance physi-
cal therapy will quatliy for Medicare coverage
-when the specialized knowledge and judgment
of a qualified therapist is required to design and
establish a maintenance program based on an
initial evaluation and periodic res-sessment of
tde patient's needs, and consistent with the
pAtients capacity and tolerance." 42 C.F.R.
§409.33(cX5) (emphasis added). The regula-
tions likewise allow coverage for "[riange of
motion exercises which are part of the active
treatment of a specific disease state which has
resulted in a lss of, or restriction of, mobility
(as evidenced by a therapist's notes showing the
degree of motion lest and the degree to be
restored)" 42 CF.R. *409.33(cX4) (emphasis
added).

It is clearly contrary to such regulations for
an intermediary to deny benefits on the basis of

(Footnote Continued)

roevateation, u may be required muld r-retittr phyic

Whenr a ptient bau beets under a restorative Ptrysicat
theapy pmngo, the physical therapist atud rostuarty be
reevahfatln the croditi and -di-atil' any earrcie vro-
gram in ikh the patient is egaged. Consequetly, When
is h trmne that no hirtler restoration is Psesibte. the
pstai thapit shod hs- already designed thr essint.e
tasnen pnm reqeired iusd instructed the Pitient. up-
prtivr, perseesf tor ramily anember here physical
therpy hi bt funaishd oan - utpti-nt bats) in the
earytni; orit dt thr f em. Therefor, where a maint
rnee n prbram na nt bestis he athil after the tior tise
physmCal theramn pr ra ha beend esapetr ii wuild not
te gtdert o asna rd ray th xbe treatet a
he patienta ee abtion std oud itti eashaed torap boyerage

wider 142 t&C. I l2957yiaXtll

C Aiwdicatli at . skatde The fritim ir- dithUasiai

Ia teiur tihe apphiyk i at hie aheve geidetinr tn th
mawn gamato medaitina atnd praredoora. astiaird in thre
treatrrent at paticitt

2. Gait Tranintn Gait restitution a*nd training tarnished
a patient whese sinliy tar math baas been impiriedl by searaF
ttagei masenr. or siriett hrnaeeatity requires the rthts
dt a qu lilied tPhys ia therapit. H t rae. il gait rcaluati~ss
and training canno resastorty bh otXetrd sr impro r
atgnificantty the patient's ability to -ath. seth ri,
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informal presumptions, or "rules ol thumb,"
that are applied across the hoard without regard
to the mcdical condition or thcrapeutic require-
ments of the individual patinit. Cf. City of New
York, supra. 742 F.2d at 732 733 (enjoining
administrative practice of employing a pre-
sumption in Social Security disability determi-
nations that was inconsistent with applicable
law).

This is not to say that all or even most of the
class members who were denied coverage for
physical therapy as a result of the
intermediaries' inflexible and arbitrary prac-
tices ought to have received coverage. However,
the Secretary cannot permit his intermediaries
to use blanket rules not supported or authorized
by any applicable law or regulations to deny
what otherwise might be meritorious claims.

The various arguments offered by the Secre-
tary in support of the intermediaries' practices
are unpersuasive and unsupported by the record
of this case, In his Post-Trial Memorandum
(filed July 13, 19B4) at 20? & n 7 the Secretary
argues that physical1 therapy benefitsi are not
available for pattients in the "non-weight bea7r-
ing" stage of rehabilitation and for amputees
who have not yet received prostheses, because

such patients do not require daily thcratpy and
because Pars B of Medicare may provide cover-
age for three days a week of therapy for patients
who have purchased this optional health insur-
ance. For one thing, the intermediaries' pre-
sumption that such patients never require
skilled physical therapy on a daily basis is

."uld net be cosaiTered ressonabie and neersetry. Repti-
tkua eacreises ts improve pit or maintlin trenthi and
enduranc nd sstituive "aking. s=h as pniAdd in sap-
port tsr feeble or Utable patients., re appr iely p-
sided by aeppeetire peramnol. eg.. aides or narsing
personnel. arid do not require the atiltl of a quaifired ptysi-
at1 theraopst.

4. Riange of Miion TeaIs Only the qualified physics
therapist nay perfrm range of motOn teu and, terer-,
such tes mosltd emotiotte phpysie therspy.

5- Therapik EZerrt. - Therapeuttic esere which
muit be performed by or under the sp-rnision of the
quatitied physIa terapist due either to the type at
eerrise tmplneyd or to the condition at the patent wold
monsritute pbysil therapy. Range of motion esertistr

require the skills d .quatifrt physical therapst tonly wn
they are part o the etire tretment af a specit diase
whikh baa resoitit in a he. or restriction at moility (as
eviidened by physical therpy sers ah the degree a
motion inst and te ,tnree o be restore.d) ett serh eor.
ties, either brinie rf their natere [mi the condition of the
patint mai aonty her rnrnrd srty and tketiiy by or
uster ;th seprnision of a qautifiedt physirat therapist.
Cketallv. rangne d mntion eirehs hich are mst retaird no
the reete~ttion at a speific loss at sunction bt rather ate
related in the nmaintnan of fortiat tr a2) de n.t
requir tb thus1 of a quaifid physical thepist.

09B6, Commerce Clearing Houset Inc.
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inronii, ri oilh ihe uiii.. .r ...i,-il i-iinitolny
of the plainit' nme-diral rpwrle Sir Fi inding of
Fact 6. For anllhcr, ihi denid;mlC i rgument
that Irartial coecrage of a given service under
Part B of Medicare somehow foriteiio full cov-
erage of that sevice under Plart A of Medicare
appears to conflict *vith the regulator- require.
ment that, in determining whether skilled nurs-
ing or rehabilitation services can "as a practical
matter" be provided only by an SNF, "the
availability of Medicare payment for those ser-
vices may not be a factor." 42 C.F.R.
§ 409.35(a).

In addition, the Secretary contends that any
conflictbetween the plaintiffs' experts and the
intermediaries with respect to the need of a
given category of patient for daily skilled physi-
cal therapy is nothing more than a "bona fide
professional difference of opinion." Defendant's
Post-Trial Memorandum at 16 & n-5. However,
the only evidence offered by the defendant in
support of this proposition, see Tr. 75-76, is
limited to the question of whether coverage
ought to be provided for range-of-motion exer-
cises. The defendant has offered no evidence of
any "bona fide professional difference of opin-
ion' concerning non-weight-bearing therapy,
maintenance therapy, therapy for amputees
who are awaiting prostheses or therapy for
patients who can ambulate 50 feet with supervi.
sion. Furtherriore, even assuming for the argu-
ment that some professional difference of
opinion exists with respect to range-of-motion
ex rcises, the regulations expressly provide cov-
erage for such exercises whenever they are "part
of the active treatment of a specific disease
state which has resulted in a loss of, or retric-
tion of, mobility" 42 C.F.KR § 409.33(cX4).

Finally, the defendant maintains that the
in term iaries' denials of coverage cannot be
characterized as arbitrary because employees of
an intermediary sometimes are available to dis-
cuss individual coverage decisions with employ-
ees of an SNF. See Finding of Fact 16;
Defendant's Post-Trial Memorandum at 16-17
& n.5. However, in the absence of any evidence
in the record that these discussions have caused
intermediaries to alter their coverage decisions
in more than isolated instsnces, see id, the couat
cannot find that these occasional informal corn-
munications between SNFs and their
intermediaries afford the plaintiffs the individu-
adized determinations of their eligibility for
skilled physical therapy to which they are enti-
tled under the applicable regulations.

In order to determine whether the
intermediaries' improper denial practices vio-
late the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amend-
ment, the court must apply the balancing test
enunciated by the Supreme Court in Afath ewas v
Eldridge, snpra. 424 U.S. at 335. That test

Medicare and Medicaid Guide

requires tile court to i-omiditcr tre fiii ri lac-
tars:

[flirst. the prina e in irest tha will he
affectil hi th- ifficia art irsn wrond, the risk
of an erroneuus reprivstiorn rf suth interest
through proccilures oscr. and the prohable
value, if any, of additional or substitute pro
cedural safeguards; and finally, the Govern-
ment's interest, including the function
involved and the fiscal and administrative
burdens that the additional or substitute pro-
cedural requirement would entail. See Krae-
me-, supra, 737 F.2d at 221 (applying
Mafthews v. Etdridge balancing test in due
process challenge to Secretary's "presumption
of non-liability' procedure).

The private interest at stake in this action is
highly significant. A denial of a Medicare claim
for physical therapy benefits has important
physiological, psychological, and financial impli-
cations for the plaintiffs. See Findings of Fact
17-20. As the Court of Appeals held in Kraemer,
which also involved the denial of Medicare bene-
fits to SNF patients, the irivate interest in such
cases is particularly great because the costs of
SNF care "can financially cripple all but the
very wealthy" in a matter of weeks and "dimin-
ish! the probability that a patient could choose
to continue receiving medical care." 737 F2d at
Z22.

The risk that the plaintiffs will erroneously be
deprived of their Medicare benefits is great
indeed, as is demonstrated by the high perrent-
age of decisions denying physical therapy cover-
age that are reversed on appeal. See Findings of
Fact 27-28. In addition, many other patients
with potentially meritorious claims are physi-
cally or mentally incapable of pursuing an
administrative appeal. See Finding of Fact 29.
See also David v. Heckler, supra, 591 F.Supp. at
1044 (holding that even a 33 percent reversal
rate established a "substantial" risk that plain.
tiffs would be erroneously deprived of Medicare
Part B benefits and that "numerous erroneous
determinations [denying benefits] are not
appealed"). It is clear that additional safe-
guards win significantly reduce the risk that
members of the plaintiff class will continue to be
erroneously deprived of their benefits.

Finally, alternative procedural safeguards
designed to ensure that Medicare coverage
determinations are made on the basis, of the
individual patients medical condition and ther-
apeutic requirements rather than on the basis
of arbitrary and inflexible presumptions, see
Section IIC, infrta, will entail no greater "fiscal
and administrative burdens" for the govern-
ment than are contemplated by the applicable
law and regulations. Furthermore, these safe-
guards, by ensuring that members of the plain.
tiff class receive the medically necessary

1 35,374
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physical therapy to which they may he entitled
under Medicare, may actually reduce the "fiscal
burdens" on the federal and state treasuries by
enabling more elderly persons to live indepen-
dently outside nursing hitnmes. See Finding of
Fact 17.

Accordingly. foe the reasons siated above, the
court concludes that the dcfendant's practices of
determining eligibility for skilled physical ther-
apy benefits under Part A of Medicare violate
the Due Process Claus of the Fifth Amend-
ment.9

2. Ibe Secretary's Procedures for Reviewing
SNF Coverage Decisions

The plaintiffs also contend that the Secre-
lary's "presumption of non-liability," see Find-
rngsf Fac. 23, 24. has caused the SNFa' initial
determinations of Medicare coverage to be
impermisslibly biased against the granting of
benefits. In support of this claim, the plaintiffs
have offered testimony that some SNF person-
nel have tended in "questionable" situations to
"'effIl always on the side of denying, rather than
allowing" coverage in order to preserve their
"presumption of non-liability." See Finding of
Fact 24.

The Secretary has sirsce the conclusion of this
trial promulgated regulations that terminated
the "presumption of non-liability" effective
March 24, 1986 See 51 Fed Reg. 6222. Accord-
ingly, the plaintiffs' challenge to the Secretary's
"presumption of non-liability" procedure must
be deemed moot.

It appears that the new regulations have not
eliminated certain other practices that were
criticized by the plaintiffs in connection with
their chalenge to the "presumption of non-lia-
bility." For example, the intermediaries presum-
ably may continue to scrutinizre SNFs' atwardsi of
coverage more thoroughly than SNFs' denials of
coverage. Sec Findings of Fact 22,Zi. Hoewever.
the record contains insufic~ient evidence to per-
suaide the court that the Secretairy's eurrent
precedures for reviewing SNF coverage determi-
nations operate in a manner that is impermissi-
bly biased against the members of the plaintiff
class.

Moreover, to the extent that the SNFs may
have fell undue pressure in the past to deny
arguably meritorius claims for physical therapy
coverage, any such pressure is likely to be
reduced substantially as a result of the remedy
to be provided in this action, It is to this ques-
tion that the court now turns.

C R'etl,-l

The issur of relief has not i1Ken extensively
briefed by the tartics to this action. Hloever,
the plaintiffs have suggested that the Secretary
be required to adopt a presumption of Medicare
coverage whenever the patient's treating physi-
cian prescribes a program of daily physical ther-
apy; the Secretary could rebut this presumption,
according to the plaintilffs by offering substan-
tial evidence (based on more than a "paper
record") that the services prescribed by the phy-
sician are not covered by Medicare. The court
finds that such a procedure is unsupported by
any statutory or regulatory authority and is
likely to saddle the government with "fiscal and
administrative burdens" beyond those that
would be appropriate under the balancing test
of alhews v. Eldridge; indeed, the effect of
such a procedure could be to permit doctors to
dispense Medica re benefits without the con-
straints of intermediary review.

Although the plaintiffs are not entitled to the
remedy that they have requested, they are enti.
tled to some relief. Accordingly, an order shal
enter declaring unlawful the intermediaries'
improper practices of denying claims for physi-
cal therapy benefits, enjoining the future use of
such practices and instructing the Secretary
properly to supervise determinations of physical
therapy coverage made by his intermediaries.
Members of the plaintiff class whose claims
were denied based on practices of the
intermediaries that have been found to be
unsupported by applicable regulations, see Sec-
tion IIB(l), sopr', a*nd who have not prevailed
on appeal, are entitled to reconsideration of
their claims. See generally City of New York,
supra, 742 F2d at 739-740.

The parties shall confer and submit to the
court, by no later than June 20, l986, a pro-
posed judgment effectuating this decision. The
proposed judgment shall include a description of
the procedure that is to be used by the Secretary
in reconsidering the plaintiffs' caims for bene-
fits.

Conclusion

The court has jurisdiction over this action
pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 405(g). The plaintiffs
ore entitled to judgment with respect to their
challenge to the intermediaries' improper prac-
tices of evaluating claims for physical therapy
benefits under Part A of Medicare. The plain-
tiffs' challenge to the drfendant's "presumption
of non-liability" has been rendered moot by the
defendant's termination of that procedure. By

"T t paiatiiffit, Iyini -Jenf ' CAUX.a4 576 F24d I
(2d Cir. 195). tl itise an nial protectio n a ula, ainig
thi ihce dbty Pe* ho pes a ther 4elh ad Mr4-
car, rammerr aiaey isrise atil. *hilb ths abo do
roAt Appeal aOe peemanetnoy de pi-d (-ara Althourh
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the -aan nre4 not rech ia .i. clm in igti5t at titonition
o6 the plinltilfl ar taseo cahalkinir to the 4ilrts, lnd '
ea.-ere trr 4tl niiojcn prees the -oan oarn sn p-a-
is that Je / . C' O5NO ir detot di4hinjoiui h , boib
krelly alnd touno Iro. It'. lb, -at h.,
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no later than June 2(). l)914 ili pan i-, hal II ii st) orderei.
submit a prcsiwxrd judlgmtcmi i siorni u sh this
decisinn toerther with ;.ny . 'ri , *.rders
and supporting mcmrr3nda.

I1 35;3751 Fifty Residents of Park Pleasant Nursing Home v. Commonwealth of Penn-
sylvania.

Pennsylvania Commonwealth Court. No. 2905 C.D. 1984. Jan. 10, 1986.
Before: RocEss. MACPHAIL, Judges, and BARBIERI, Senior Judge.

Medicaid: Level-tf-Care Change
Pennsylvania-Notice, hearing, and appeals concerning benefit-Level-of-care

change-Adequacy of agency notice.-Even though agency regulations forming the basis for the
reduction in the level of care rendered to fifty nursing residents are valid, agency determinatimnt
reducing the residents' level of care are reversed since notices sent to those residents of the
recommended reduction were inadequate under both federal and state regulations. First, no reason
was given for the intended reductions in each of the residents- level of care and no specific
regulations supporting the recommendations were cited. Further, references to the ag ency s regula-
tbins that were listed in the notice concerned inspection of care procedures, not 0he le initios of
silled care which were relied upon in making the recommendations. Finally. the notice was devoid
of detail and contained no explanation of the basis for the proposed evel-of-care reduction.

See! l4 765.15 14,765.41, 15.632.

(Text of Decision] (a) For an individual service provided to
RoGERs, judge: This is the appeal of fifty the recipient to be considered a skilled care

nursing home residents of the Park Pleasant service, the service must:
Nursing Home (residents) who have been receiv- (i) Be needed by the patient on a daily
ing skilled nursing care under the Medical As3si- basis.
tassce Pregratt.' Following an annual inspection, . .
the Pennsylvania Department of Public Wed. (ii) Be ordered by a physician.
fare's (DPW) Inspection of Care tetm recoin. (iii) Require the skills of, and be provided
mended that the care of the appellant residents either directly by or under the supervision of,
be reclassified from skilledi to intermediate, medical professionals.
DPW sent notices to the residents recertifying Be provio t pe o d
them in accordance with the recommendation. (iv) Be provided to the patint n dai
'The residents appealed this determination nd sis.
two days of hearings were held at which the (v) Be one that can only be provided, as a
hearing officer upheld DPW's recommendations. practical matter, in a skilled nursing facility
The hearing officer's decision was affirmed by on an inpatient basis.
DPW's Office of Hearings and Appeals. The . * * -
residents filed a request for reconsideration (vi) Be documented i the recipient's medi.
which was denied by DPW's Executive Deputy cal record daily.
Secretary The residents have filed a petition for (vii) Be included and not excluded as a
review of the order of recertification, asking us skilled care service in the Skilled Nursing
to remand their cases for reevaluiation because, Care Assessment Handbook. 55 Pa. Code
as they assert, DPW's procedures were contrary t 1181, Appendix E lI(n).
to law and its own regulations. The residents claim that these criteria do not

The residents first claim that the DPW regu- allow for an analysis of the patient's condition
Lations which formed the basis for the reduction as a whole, which has been found to be necessary
in the level of care to them must be invalidated by those courts interpreting a similar provision
since `(these] regulations examine only the defining "skilled nursing facility services" in the
treatment and services provided in determining Social Security Act, which states in pertinent
whether care is skilled or not." The DPW regu- pars:
lations classify skilled care services as follows: [Tihe term 'skilled nursing facility ser-

I1. SkilledCare Serv'ics. vices" means services which are or wert

Ttle XIX .1 the Sreil Oeeonizl A" (Medirso)d 42 Syvmoi. thich ehoe no pnkipte muss: comsp sith Itk
USC f f t396 1396c The Stenlirid Pgs. is . mg.ers.. nquirenmnt. o the Sobl Seurity Act snd reglttio
Live ledenturate araueosmest. .nd stoes trth as iti proims4ated th-ee.

Medicare and Medicaid Guide i 35,375
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JACQUELYN M. K MITT April 21, 1987

Senator John Mpelcher, Chairman

united States Senate Special Committee on Aging

G-33-Dirkson Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Attention: David Schulke

Dear David:

Thank you for your kind note involving the January 13, 1987

judgement in I I include a copy of the judgement

here, together with a brief memo desc/ibing its significance.

Let me know how i can assist further.

Yourji tUl

Charges C. lin
Attorney at Law

CCH:ewd

Enclosure
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MEMORANDUM RE: SIGNIFICANCE OF THE JUDGEMENT ISSUED IN FOX V.
BOW- ON JANUARY 13, 1987.

Jose A. Cabranes, U.S. District Court Judge for the District of
Connecticut, has issued a detailed Judgement to effectuate the
Memorandum of Decision and Order entered in Fox v. Bowen, (Civil
Action No. H-78 541)(JAC), on April 23, 1986. In the April 23rd
Memorandum, Judge Cabranes ruled that the Medicare
administration's practice of arbitrarily denying Medicare skilled
nursing facility coverage to Connecticut's residents requiring
daily physical therapy treatments violates the Medicare statute
and regulations and the due process clause of the United States
Constitution.

The recent Judgment, filed on January 13, 1987, provides for both
retroactive and prospective relief. Every living member of the
Plaintiff class, including those patients denied Medicare nursing
home coverage as early as October 1978, will be notified of the
Court's ruling by first-class mail, and offered the opportunity
to request a good-faith, individualized redetermination of their
entitlement to coverage, free from the arbitrary rules of thumb
and presumptions formerly used by the federal government to deny
benefits.

In its Jud"ment the District Court provides for the appointment
of a Special Master to oversee Medicare's nursing home coverage
determination process. Subsequent to the entry of the Judgement,
the Court appointed yale Law School Professor Robert A. Burt to
be the Special Master. Professor Burt will conduct a training
seminar for all Connecticut intermediary and provider personnel
during which he will explain the rulings of the court, including
the requirement that beneficiaries receive an individualized
assessment of their entitlement to skilled nursing facility
benefits.

Following the completion of the training seminar, Professor Burt
will receive copies of all redeterminations issued by Medicare
fiscal intermediaries for members of the Plaintiff class
(Connecticut residents who received daily physical therapy
treatments in skilled nursing facilities), as well as copies of
all initial coverage determination issued by skilled nursing
facilities during a six month trial period. In addition,
Professor Burt will undertake an in-depth analysis of randomly
selected cases on a sample basis to determine whether the rulings
of the Court have been properly implemented. This analysis will
include examination of the actual medical record in the sample
cases. Professor Burt is also empowered to interview patients,
nursing home personnel, and attending physicians, concerning the
sample cases he selects.

After the six month trial period is completed, Professor Burt
will report to the Court concerning whether the government has
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reformed its decision-making process so that patients receive
individualized assessments of their entitlement to coverage made
in accordance with the Medicare statute and regulations.

Implementation of the new nt in EX should have
revolutionary implications for patients seeking Medicare skilled
nursing facility coverage. The Health Care Financing
Administration, the federal agency which administers the Medicare
program, will be required to disclose the decision-making process
in hundreds, or even thousands of cases. If the coverage
decisions rendered are arbitrarily unfair (as they have usually
been in the past) that fact will be clearly revealed to the
Special Master and to the Court. If the Health Care Financing
Adminstration fails to reform its decision-making process,
further, and mure drastic, court remedies are likely.
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1I 36,0301 Blanche Fox. Representative of the Estate of Walter Fox, et al. v. Bowen.
U.S. District Court. District of Connecticut. Civ. Nu. 11-78-541 (JAC). Jan. 13, 1987

Medicare: Entitlement to Physical Therapy Services
Medicare Part A coverage-Extended care service-Skilled physical theray-Suffi-

ciency of coverage.-Inasmuch as it was previously determined that the Secretary of H HS and his
agents acted illegally by arbitrarily denying Medicare skilled nursing facility benefits to patients
receiving daily physical therapy treatment between October 1978 and April 1986 the Secretary
must grant retroactive and prospective relief to the class of beneficiaries involved. Therefore, the
Secretary must give written notice to all living members of the beneficiary class of their right to
request that their claims for Medicare skilled nursing facility benefits be redetermined. In addition
to a personalized notice by first class mail, the Secretary must publish a generalized notice to the

*benituuy-clss in five newspapers r ether publictions having general diatribtioqn within the
State of Connecticut. at least two of which must be publications whose target audience is the elderly.
Further, the Secretary must provide written notice to all providers and intermediaries of the
judgment of the court, and a special master is appointed to assist in administering and evaluating
the relief herein ornered.

See ¶ 1325.

For a related matter between these Lame parties; see 19g862 Transfer Binde rl 35.374.
[Text of Judgment] i. Retroactive Relief To The PlaintiffCass

The court hereby enters the following judg- A. The defendant will give written notice to
ment to effectuate the Memorandum of Deci- all living members of the plaintiff class of their
sion and Order entered in this case on April 23, right to request that their claims for Medicare
1986. skilled nursing facility benefits he rcdetermined.

The precise method of notification (including,
but not limited tu separate notice, or notice

' SWI exptr- Wo opinion coIcerning Wcodstoetks due pro-
cc" auneent Wetleae it to the diserit -nart to cun ite
that ire in the tistl infncy

1 36,030 C1987, Commerce Clearing House. Inc.
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included as part of a periedic Medivarc Part It
noit ic) is left to the defendant s discretion pro-
sided. however, that such noticc be by first class

mail and contain a response sheet and a
stamped, self-addressed envelope to facilitate
reply.

B. In addition to the personalized notice
described above, the defendant will publish a
generalized notice to the plaintiff class in five
newspapers or other publications having general
distribution within the State of Connceticut, at
least two vi which must be publications whose
target audience is the elderly.

C. The sutice to plaintiffs described above
-hall inform plaintiff, that:

i. The United States District Court in Fox v.
Bowsen. Civil Action No. H 78-541 (JAC), has
determined that the Secretarv of Health and
Human Services and his agents have acted iMCe-
italiy between Octtewr 1978 and April 1986 hb
arbitrarily denying Medicare skilled nursing
tacilitv benefits to patients receiving lailv phy'-
,al thcraps treatment-

2 Any Connecticut resident who se:s ienied
Medicar, slilled nursing facility henefits
hetec-ri October 1978 and the present. despite
hi:. r h,- rereipt of daily physic al therapy
reatmeot. is a member of the plaintiff class,

andi! i- en ictad to have his or her claim cedeter-
mined Iv the defendant.

3. Any member of the plaintiff class. or his or
her reprcscniative, desiring such a redetermina-
tion should indicate that fact on the respitnrc
sheet enclosed with the notice, and rcturn the
response sheet to the defendant in the self-
addressed envelope enclosed.

D. The response shirt shall indicatcethc plain-
tiff's name and address, the name of the skilled
nursing iacility and] the dates of skilled nursing
facility care at issut.

E. In making the redetermination, the defen-
dant will ensure that every plaintiff receives an
individualized assessment of his or her entitle.
ment to Medicare skilled nursing facility cover-
age in ic orhl;,nni with the Memurandum of
l)Dci.iun ivued bs the court on April 23. 1986.
Slecitjircalie, the lefenid ia t silt adhere ii the

oioloing turm,.

I. Th- defendant will nut employ arhitrary
presutnptiins or rules of thumh in urder to den%
coverage such presumptions include the defen-
dant's pcactice of denying skilled nursing facil-
its (tst-rage:

lot p t.irot. r ttuirinc nmaintenanci t Iherap:

h ior i ,t- n vsghi searmin thirapi a dtninis

teredl to fracture patients:

M oicr and Medicin d. mGuiden atiiesl

Medicare and Medicaid Guide

1. ifir patients who can ambulate 50 feet with
sulurvTi ilOr

e. fur amputees who have nut been fitted with
prostheses;

f. for those Iatients who rcquire daily skilled
physical therapy for a lpriod in excess of two
weeks.

2. The certification and orders of the attend-
ing physician will be given due consideration In
any redetermination where the defendant denies
Medicare skilled nursing facility coverage
despite the attenlding phvsicians certification
and orter that dlail physical therapy be given,
the defentdant shall describe with particularity
why the care involved is nut covered by the
Me dicarv program.

F. Copies of all redietermination decisions
shall be sent to plaintiffs counsel, and toi the
special master dccribed in Section 11. C. helow.

IL. Pruspectiie Relief

A. The defendant sill provide written notice
to all skilled nursing facility pruviders ( provid.
ers") of scrvices and all intermediaries, inform-
ing them that.

I. The United States District Court in foe *-
Bu-en. Civil Actiot Nu H 78-541 (JAC). has
driermintid that the Sccretary of Health and
Human Surt icea and his agents have acted iiec
gally hetween October 1978 and 1980 in arbi-
trarily denying Medicare skilled nursing facility
benefits to patients receiving daiy! phi ical
therapy treatments.

2. In making such determinations, providers
and intermediaries shall henceforth ensure that
every plaintiff receive an individualized assess-
ment of his or her entitlement to Medicare
skilled nursing coverage. Specifically, providers
and intermediaries sill adhere to the follosing
norms

a. Providers and intermediarics will not
emplu- arbitrarc presumptions or rules of
thumb to deny coverage: such presumptions
include providers and intermediaries prac.
tier of denying skilfei nursing facility cover-

1. to palicist rcqsui iong maintenaitce therapy;

2. for non-weieht bearing therapy adminis,
treed to frac ure patients;

3 for passive Ta lice tof m ii iin a ti i tie s

4. for patients who can ambulate 50 feet with
superisiont;

Ifm amo muiieS I.l, h;,is 1,: isr ii ittied with

te ior th os p atents ssh o retquire t lil kttil(
ph yvic:l theralw fii .1 rio"rt in esies' .ii Swt

¶ 36.030
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Is I , Ie I t r[Ii iiI a II tI a, I ., I .:Ir , I! I.i- ;1 I I endt1

i l'liX 'I irl " ilt Itt "i t.pl din' ( n'i lrc r itein.
iln' .leti rininaitio, ihrt ilc prm tle~r or inicr

mudiar' durtsi: Mcc;,re 'killed nursing fadilit
rovusrai:t leiii the ti :nlinglini p ician't crii-
Waion and urder tha dalv phvsicai ther li

he gihen. the providir or inicrinediarv shall
d-cribl %ith prit latriv * hY the czr'

its ,l i s l tiii ertlO i t !ii NI;¢lic are pro-
gr;, m

3. Iroviders will supiP Ii st 'icid I maStir
descrilbed htlow uith opiu; is all ow erage
dctrmination nwtics cit ihtr dcni.l nuitwic, or
claims ifr cei vcaKe) i"sud Ih 'provider, for
ncirbe-r of the plaintifi cl;ss itt adldition. the

providu rS w ill itpply thei .fkcial master in eeert
aa utith an information htI to ontaining the

I iient s primar3 ail s otd arv diairnuses. and
indlicating the frequency u.f p;h mica therapi
treatments oriered hs the paiticnt s attendlingr
ph!''ican.

iS Thte tri shall aipsrind a pciil naslivr i:,
a -i't adlministetriing aitl ii aliatii' the relie
If-IN hIL- hbV thi- Judgmiiit. On 01 before lit.
I ;h da.' follki,,g the laitc i tli Judmlnlgn.
thi parties 'hall ulmii. j .insl -r seplmateu I
the itanie ant iio~lfiaii izzen. ii inhsloa hlZ: ill

ine it) undertake the dluitif m pecial master
'jp':ifi('d in thi- Judgment Aiter .uch nomina-
itpn. hl the p:artie. the court sha i issue an
Order appointing a slecial laster

C. The special mastcr shall have the following
dut ics;

I The ,pMcial nias ter hall conduct a seminar
fur all itrttrmcilia "r and provider personnel ii
Coinnecticut At thc seminar, the special
master will explain thc rulings of the court,
including the requirement that all members
of the plaintiff class receive an individualized
assessment of their entitlement to ikilled
nursing facility benefits.

2. The special master "ill rv(vici C colpis of all
skillcd nursing facilitv coverage determina-
Lion nutitec (either denial notices or claims for
coverage) issued by providers for members of
the piaintiff class, together with the addi-
tiptal infurmatioin set forth in Sectit:
[iflAH13 aue

3. rhe special noaster ill chpss- a ra ndium
sample of claim denials ior further analvsis.

such ma thlo ofi i-tei ip ant ircqviic>-
tfii ea ti Isi atl the rca',onabIc discrtrion ol
ilic ml ial isir For pJurlxise of such fur.
lie mat i the slic eisI master will ohtain
ulpises f the tertinent medical recortd nni, at

hi or her distrt tn. may int eri" rwiso itnel
it the pri, httr the plaintiff involsed. and the

attendtng phjyirian, as appropriate, to deter-
mine whether plainliffs are receiving the indi

idualized determinatinns called for by this
Judgment and ttther rulings tf the court.

4. The slecial m.:stcr will receive copies tf all
rctdeterminatiun decisions. as set forth in Sece

tt ji I}1*Ft als\'i.

. All Ihw ume:nart material collected by the
special matter * ;il he made available for
intlK5cion t y th, pIartic

6 After the pmial saster ha, collected the
infotrmation sfm ified alav. fur a lixriewl of six
mimth, the t p-iialI master will submit a fur.
mal written rcelri III the court. with copies to
tun-. let bidm g khe lsical master's find.
ing,. lihch h tl tiloude the pruportion of
grants and denial, of Medicare coverage for
plaintiits reciiving daily physicial therapy
treatments (with respect to redete4minations
in accordance with Section I and determina-
tioa~ %tahl respaci to Section 11). and stating
shlther. it th special master's opinion, the
plaintiff class a, a whole is receivitg individu-
alized determinations as called for by the
rulings of the court.

D After receipi of the special master's writ.
ten repxrt, the court will schedule an eviden-
tiary hearing at which the special-msaster will be
available for examination, if requested by either
or buil) of the parties or by the court. After such
hearing, the court ma% issue ,uch further orders
as are approipriate or necessary in the circum-
stalies.

E. The special master shall be compensated
for services at the rate of $40 per hour, such
compensation it he included in recoverable costs
uildcr Fed. R Cii .P 4id). In no event shall
cor .,eltsa ion i l t hi- a mount of $3 i00.

It is 'p i,rdli-r,-dl

(I 36.031) GAO Report on the Needs of the Elderly in Relation to Rising Federal Cost.
Ceni'ral Acrr-ttuning Offirc R(eierr N~o C.\()'lkl).81,-13V Siptcmber 30. 1986. Subject.

M-i'-'ingI the Nt'cdts of the Elthrty While Re'Pnh((ti c, Rito iing Fk ic rAl (-sts

Medicare/Medicaid: Elderly Needs and [-eaith Care Costs

Medicare and Medicaid-Health care costs of the elderly-Catastrophic illness insur-
ance.--Over the nest st -irid -irs. prsors ms ir thi Chi"!' coiUi d ,m, on ner increasing review

'1 36,031 � 1987. Cornmerce Clearing House. Inc.
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March 13, 1987

The Honorable John Melcher
U. S. Senate
Room G-233 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

RE: January 26, 1987 Hearing -
U. S. Senate Special Committee on Aging

Dear Senator Melchar:

Because of the delay in getting a copy of the Harvard Report and its

length, it has been some time since I promised to supply you with
some information. But first of all, we want to thank you for the
opportunity you gave the health insurance industry to contribute to
your committee's examination of the catastrophic health insurance
needs of the elderly.

The following information is in response to your request:

1. A copy of the National Association of Insurance Commissioners'
model act regarding standards for long-term care policies along
with a draft model regulation implementing this model act. The
model act has been finalized by the NAIC while the model regula-
tion is in the process of being reviewed by the NAIC.

2. Some information regarding long-term care policies currently
available. This information was gathered by an industry advisory
committee as a part of their report to the NAIC which addressed
the market development of long-term care insurance.

3. A copy of the Buyer's Guide for Medicare Supplement policies.

This Buyer's Guide is required to be given to purchasers of
Medicare Supplement policies.

4. A copy of a page out of a paper developed by Carol Kelly,
formerly of H.H.S. which provides some information regarding the

affordability of long-term care insurance for the elderly. It
should be noted that her paper assumed a premium of $450 per
year. The reasons that this premium is considerably lower than

* Lkmd io ea. =o-N h*d., a fr t dop.y C-- C-ne * Co-sL, 4d
Co.M 8 bus: F-9,on L4. B- oC C-,Y UE T Le-T n cbu 5 Co *e -, Wod C-, Cod.
a htaow B O11r0 F"~ M,,..r~ C-P",p s,,-, o M~oI of 0.Or. B,.d, U KokpO,. P~r. Br1. Po.o-
k1. B& S reO~se .M Cfwf O lnmf (B Ltd.n L.- I 6-4t, d B L UI d Wodd fV, (B,-.r-e -1
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the $1,200 which is mentioned later in this letter are because
it represents the premium at age 65 as opposed to the premium
for the composite of all ages above 65, benefits are limited to
$40 per day as opposed to providing for full charges, and
benefits are limited to care received in a skilled nursing
facility.

Additional insight regarding affordability of private long-term
care insurance is gained by comparing an average premium (e.g.,
$1,200) with income figures contained in "Aging America, Trends
and Projections" prepared by your committee. For example, page
41 shows that the median income in 1984 for persons age 65 and
over was $7,349. Table 3-1 graphically displays distributions
by level of income and I presume that more definitive data was
available to support this graph. I am also attaching a table
which shows a distribution of income by size, age, and sex for
1983.

You also asked for some information regarding the cost of long-term
care insurance, especially if there was a spend-down deductible
provision. In response, I have gathered some information which
might be helpful in giving you a rough idea of the costs involved.

The figures that I found are for the year 1984. These figures show
the following expenditures in 1984 for people aged 65 and over for
nursing home charges:

Total Charges .$.. . . . . . I . . . . . . . . 525,105,000,000
Portion Paid by Patients (Out-of-Pocket). . . . 12,569,000,000
Portion Paid by Private Insurance
and other Private Sources. . . . . . . . . . . 469,000,000
Portion Paid by Medicare. . . . . . . . . . . . 539,000,000
Portion Paid by Medicaid. . . . . . . . . . . . 10,418,000,000
Portion Paid by Other Govt. Programs. . . . . . 1,110,000,000

Since there were approximately 28.5 million persons over age 65 in
1984, this means that the total cost of nursing home care per person
over age 65 was approximately S$So in 1984. Since the average cost
per stay in a nursing home was around 522,000, a $2,000 deductible
would still leave $20,000 out-of-pocket. In other words, it would
reduce the cost that would have to be met by some insurance program
by 2/22 or 9%. Since the cost per person was $880, a $2,000 deductible
would reduce this to $800. This means that an average insurance
premium to cover nursing home costs after a $2,000 deductible would
cost $800 for claims and possibly another $400 for marketing and
administrative expenses, making the total premium $1,200.* This is
a rough estimate of the average premium if all 28.5 million partici-
pated in a program that paid 100% of charges in excess of $2,000
without limit. Actually, premiums would probably vary by age at
issue and reflect the impact of some underwriting selection and
limitations on daily benefit levels.

*This is for individual insurance. Group policies would involve
lower expenses and premiums.
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All Of these figures are based on 1984 data and would have to be

adjusted upward for the inflation that has taken place since 
that

time.

I have reviewed the Harvard report entitled "Medicare: Coming 
of

Age, A Proposal for Reform" and find that it discusses many 
avenues

for controlling Medicare costs that call for additional analysis 
and

possibly testing of their practicality. Here, increasing price

competition among providers might have been included.

Regarding proposed changes in Medicare's benefit structure, I

believe they may have overlooked the fact that the vast majority 
of

the elderly have supplemental insurance via private plans or Medi-

caid. Further, their suggestion that Medicare be expanded to cover

annual physical exams should be supported by studies of their 
impact

on health rather than assumptions. Also, the statement that private

Medicare Supplement plans duplicate Medicare benefits is false as I

stated at your hearing.

I believe their concerns regarding the viability of private 
long-

term care insurance are unfounded. First, their statement that

younger citizens are unwilling to purchase such insurance is 
not

supported by any study and is made at a time when citizens have

misunderstandings regarding Medicare benefits for this care...

Second, private plans cover home health care contrary to their

statement. Finally, the report overlooks the funding of private

insurance on a group basis which entails minimal administrative

expense.

One final observation is that the report does not make suggestions

that would help the aged file claims under the Medicare program.

From personal experience, I suspect that few of the elderly under-

stand the claim filing system and this creates problems for them.

One solution would be to require all providers to file the claims

for their Medicare patients.

Senator Melcher, again we appreciate the opportunity to present 
the

views of the health insurance industry and want you to know that 
you

should feel free to call on us if we can be of further service in

this matter.

Sincerely yours,

Robert B. Shapland
Vice President and Actuary

028718/mm
Encls.
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ATTACHMENT FIVE

Draft: 12/9/86

LONS.-TERM CARE INSURANCE MODEL ACT

Table of. Contents

Section 1. Purpose

Section 2. Scope

Section 3. Short Title

Section 4. Definitions

Section 5. Limits of Group Long Term Care Insurance

Section 6. Disclosure and Performance Standards for Long-Term Care
Insurance

Section 7. Administrative Procedures

Section 8. Severebility

Section 9. Effective Date

Section 1. Purpose

The purpose of this Act is to promote the public interest, to promote the

availability of long-term care insurance policies, to protect applicants

for long-term care insurance as defined from unfair or deceptive sales or

enrollment practices, to establish standards for long-term care insurance,

to facilitate public understanding and comparison of long-term care

insurance policies, and to facilitate flexibility and innovation in the

development of long-term care insurance coverage.

Comments: The purpose clause evidences legislative intent to protect the
public while recognizing the need to permit flexibility and innovation with
respect to long-term care insurance coverage,

Section 2. Scope

-2-
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The requirements of this Act shall apply to policies delivered or issued

for delivery in this state on or after the effective date of this Act.

This Act is not intended to supersede the obligations of entities subject

to this Act to comply with the substance of other applicable insurance lews

insofar as they do not conflict with this Act, except that lasws and

regulations designed and intended to apply to medicere supplement insurance

policies shall not be applied to long-term care insurance. A policy which

is not advertised, marketed or offered as long-term care insurance or

nursing home insurance need not meet the requirements of this Act. This

Section makes clear that entities subject to the Act must continue to

comply with other applicable insurance legislation not in conflict with

this Act.

Section 3. Short Title

This Act may be known and cited as the "Long-Term Care Insurance Act.

Comments: This section is self-explanatory.

Section 4. Definitions

Unless the context requires otherwise, the definitions in this section

apply throughout this Act.

A. "Long-Term Care Insurance" means any insurance policy or rider

advertised, marketed, offered or designed to provide coverage for

not less then 12 consecutive months for each covered person on an

expense Incurred, indemnity, prepaid or other basis, for one or

more necessary or medically necessary diagnostic, preventive,

-3-
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therapeutic, rehabilitative, maintenance, or personal care

services, provided in a setting other than an acute care unit of e

hospital. Such term includes group and individual policies or

riders whether issued by insurers, fraternal benefit societies,

nonprofit health, hospital, and medical service corporations,

prepaid health plans, health maintenance organizations or any

similar organization. Long-term care insurance shall not include

any insurance policy which is offered primarily to provide basic

Medicare supplement coverage, basic hospital expense coverage,

basic medical-surgical expense coverage, hospital confinement

indemnity coverage, major medical expense coverage, disability

income protection coverage, accident only coverage, specified

disease or specified accident coverage, or limited benefit health

coverage

B. "Applicant" means:

(1) in the case of an individual long-term care insurance policy,

the person who seeks to contract for benefits, and

(2) in the case of a group long-term care insurance policy, the

proposed certificate holder.

C. "Certificate" means, for the purposes of this Act, any certificate

issued under a group long-term care insurance policy, which policy

has been delivered or Issued for delivery in this state.

0. "Commirsioner" means the Insurance Comissioner of this state.
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Drefting Note: Where the word "Commissioner" appears in this Act, the
appropriate designation for the chief insurance supervisory official of the
state should be substituted.

E. "Group long-term care insurance" means a long-term care insurance

policy which is delivered or issued for delivery In this state and

issued to:

(1) One or more employers or labor organizations, or to a trust

or to the trustees of a fund established by one or more

employers or labor organizations, or a combination thereof,

for employees or former employees or a combination thereof or

for members or former members or a combination thereof, of

the labor organizations; or

(2) Any professional, trade or occupational association for its

members or former or retired members, or combination thereof,

if such association:

(a) la composed of individuals all of whom are or were

actively engaged in the same profession, trade or

occupation; end

(b) Has been mainteined in good faith for purposes other

than obtaining insurance; or

(3)

-5-
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An association or to a trust or to the trustee(s) of a fund

established, created, or maintained for the benefit of

members of one or more associations. Prior to advertising,

marketing or offering such policy within this state, the

association or associations, or the insurer of the

association or associations, shell file evidence with the

Commissioner that the association or essocietions have at the

outset e minimum of 100 persons and hove been organized and

maintained In good faith for purposes other than that of

obtaining insurance; hive been in active existence for at

least one year; and have a constitution and by-laws which

provide that (i) the association or associations hold regular

meetings not less then annually to further purposes of the

members, Cii) except for credit unions, the association or

associations collect dues or solicit contributions from

members, and (iii) the members have voting privileges and

representation on the governing hoard and committees. Thirty

(30) days after such filing the association or associations

will be deemed to satisfy such organizational requirements,

unless the Commissuioner makes a finding that the association

or associations do not satisfy those organizational

requirements.

(4) A group other then as described in subsections ECl), E(2)

and E(3), subject to a finding by the Commissioner that:

(a) The Issuance of the group policy is not contrary to the

best interest of the public;

-6-
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(b) The issuance of the group policy would result in

economies of acquisition or administration; and

(c) The benefits are reasonable in relation to the premiums

charged.

F. "Policy means, for the purposes of this Act, any policy, contract,

subscriber agreement, rider or endorsement delivered or issued for

delivery in this state by an insurer, fraternal benefit society,

nonprofit health, hospital, or medical service corporation, prepaid

health plan, health maintenance organization or any similar

organization.

Drafting Note: This Act is intended to apply to the specified group and

individual policies, contracts, and certificates whether issued by
insurers, fraternal benefit societies, non-profit health, hospital, and
medical service corporations, prepaid health plans, health maintenance
organizations, or any similar organization. In order to include such
organizations, each state should identify them in accordance with its
statutory terminology or by specific statutory citation. Depending upon

state law, insurance department jurisdiction, and other factors, separate
legislation may be reQuired. In any event, the legislation should provide

that the particular terminology used by these plans and organizations may
be substituted for, or added to, the corresponding terms used in this Act,
The term "regulations" should be replaced by the terms "rules and
regulations" or rules as may be appropriate under state law,

The definition of "long-term care insurance" under this Act is designed to

allow maximum flexibility in benefit scope, intensity and level, while

assuring that the purchaser's reasonable expectations for a long-term care
insurance policy are met. The Act is intended to permit long-term care
insurance policies to cover either diagnostic, preventive,. therapeutic,
rehabilitative, maintenance, or personal care services, or any combination

thereof, and not to mandate coverage for each of these types of services.
Pursuant to the definition, long-term care insurance may be either a group

or individual insurance policy or a rider to such a policy, *e.g, life, or
accident and sickness~ The language in the definition concerning other

then an acute care unit of a hospital is intended to allow payment of
benefits when a portion of a hospitel has been designated for, and duly
licensed or certified as a long-term care provider or swing bed.

-7-
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section S. Limits of Srow Long Term Care ZIturmice

No Group Long Term Care Insurance Coverage may be offered to a resident
of this state under a group policy issued in another state to a group
described in E(4M, unless this state or another *tete having statutory
and regulatory Long Term Care Insurance requirements substantially
similar to those adopted in this atete has made a determination that
such requirements have bean et.

Section 6. Disclosure and Performance Standards tor Long-Temr Care

Inmurance

A. The Commissioner may adopt regulations that include standards for full

and fair disclosure setting forth the manner, content, and required

disclosures for the sale of long-term care insurance policies, terms of

renewability, initial end subsequent conditions of eligibility,

nonduplication of coverage provisions, coverage of dependents,

pre-existing conditions, termination of insurance, probationary

periods, limitations, exceptions, reductions, elimination periods,

requirements for replacement, recurrent conditions, and definitions of

terms.

Cements: This subsection permits the adoption of regulations establishing
disclosure standards, renewability and eligibility terms and condition6,
and other performance requirements for long-term care insurance.
Regulations under this subsection should recognize the developing and
unique nature of long-term care insurance and the distinction between group
and individual long-term care Insurance policies.

B. No long-term care insurance policy may:

(1) Be cancelled, nonrenewed, or otherwise terminated on the

grounds of the age or the deterioration of the mental or

physical health of the insured individual or certificate

holder; or,
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(2) Contain a provision establishing a new waiting period in the

event existing coverage is converted to or replaced by a new

or other torm within the same company, except with respect to

an increase in benefits voluntarily selected by the insured

individual or group policyholder.

C. Pre-existing Condition

(1) No long-term care insurance policy or certificate shall use a

definition of "pre-existing condition" which is more

restrictive then the following: Pre-existing condition means

the existence of symptoms which would cause an ordinarily

prudent person to seek diagnosis. care or treatment, or a

condition for which. medical advice or treatment was

recommended by, or received trom a provider of health care

services, within the limitation periods specified in (a) and

(b) below:

(a) 6 months preceding the effective date of coverage of an

insured person who is 65 years of age or older on the

etfective date of coverage; or

(b3 24 months preceding the effective date of coverage of an

insured pereon who is under age 65 on the effective date

of coverage.

-9-
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(2) No long-term care insurance policy may exclude coverage for a

loss or confinement which is the result of a pre-existing

condition unless such loss or confinement begins with the

periods specified in (a) or (b) below:

(a) 6 months following the effective date of coverage of an

insured person who is 65 years of age or older on the

effective date of coverage; or

(b) 24 months following the effective date of coverage of on

insured person who is under 65 on the effective date of

coverage.

(3) The commissioner may extend the limitation periods set forth

in subsections 5[C] el and (2) above as to specific age group

categories in specific policy forms upon findings that the

extension is in the best interest of the public.

[4] The definition of "pre-existing condition" does not prohibit

an insurer from using an application form designed to elicit

the complete health history of an applicant, and. on the

basis of the answers on that application, from underwriting

in accordance with that insurer's established underwriting

standards.

Comments The definition of pre-existing condition is consistent with the
requirement of Section 5 of the NAIC Model Regulation to implement the
Individual Accident and Sickness Insurance Minimum Standards Act.
Companies now selling long-term care insurance generally use much shorter
pro-existing condition periods then those authorized, in part for business

-10-
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and competitive reasons. It is not anticipated that competitive forces
would permit significant lengthening of such periods.

D. Prior Institutionalization:

No long-term care insurance policy which provides benefits only

following institutionalization shell condition such benefits upon

admission to a facility for the same or related conditions within

a period of less then thirty (30) days after discharge from the

institution.

E; The Commissioner may adopt regulations establishing loss ratio

standards for long-term care insurance policies provided that a

specific reference to long-term care insurance policies is

contained in the regulation.

f. Right to Return - Free Look Provision:

(I) Individual long-term care insurance policyholders shall have

the right to return the policy within ten C1D) days of its

delivery and to have the premium refunded if, after

examination of the policy, the policyholder is not satisfied

for any reason. Individual long-term care insurance policies

shall have a notice prominently printed on the first page of

the policy or attached thereto steting in substance that the

policyholder shall have the right to return the policy within

ten (10) days of Its delivery and to have the premium

refunded it, after examination of the policy, the

policyholder is not satisfied for any reason.

-I-
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(Z] A person insured under a long-term care insurance policy

issued pursuant to a direct response within thirty (30] days

of its delivery end to have the premium refunded if, after

examination, the insured person is not satisfied for any

reason. Long-term care insurance policies issued pursuant to

* direct response solicitation shall have a notice

prominently printed on the first page or attached thereto

stating in substance that the insured person shall have the

right to return the policy within thirty (30] days of its

delivery and to have the premium refunded if after

examination the insured person is not satisfied for any

reason.

6 An outline of coverage shall be delivered to an applicant for an

individual long-term care insurance policy at the time of

application for an individual policy. In the case of direct

response solicitations, the insurer shall deliver the outline of

coverage upon the applicant's request, but regardless of request

shall make such delivery no later than at the time of policy

delivery. Such outline of coverage shell include:

(1) A description of the principal benefits end coverage provided

in the policy;

(23 A statement of the principal exclusions, reductions and

limitations contained in the policy;

-12-
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E. Affordability of Long Term Care Insurance

The potential affordability of long term care insurance to the elderly has been

projected by ICF, IAc. in a study performed under contract to the DHliS Office of

the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (1935). Based on data from the

Census Bureau's 1931 Current Population Survey, ICF, Inc. estimated that between

*4741% of elderly aged 6$-69 could potentially afford to purchase a long term care

policy similar to that currently being offered by Firemarns Fund. The estimated

cost of such a policy if purchased at that age would be $450 per individual per year.

The lower bound of the estimate is based on the assumption that this cost would

represent less than 5% of cash Income annually for those elderly having at least

$3,000 in asts. The upper bound represents those elderly having at least 53,000 in

assets for whom such premium payments would represent less than 10% of annual

cash income. On oehalf of the Brookings Institution, ICF is currently updating its

analysis of the elderlyls available income and assets in relation to need for long

term care services using data from the 1982 Long Term Care Survey. These

analyses should provide valuable indicators of the potential for adverse selection on

the part of the elderly who have the financial means to purchase LTC insurance.

F. Elderly's Interest in Long Term Care Insurance

Finally, a number of data sets are available which provide information on the

elderly's interest in and motivations for purchasing LTC insurance. One such

dataset whose existence is not widely known consists of a nationwide survey of

2016 non-Institutionalized Medicare beneficiaries conducted in October, 1932. (La

Tour et. al, in press.) Respondents were given standard HCFA descriptions of
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Sectlon 7. Administrative Procedures

Regulations adopted pursuant to this Act shall be in accordance with the

provisions of (clte section of state Insurance coda relating to the

adoption and promulgation of rules and regulations or cite the state's

administrative procedures act, it applicable).

Comments. Thin section is self-explanatory.

Section S. SverabilIty

It any provision of this Act or the application thereof to any person or

circumstance is for any reason held to be invalid, the remainder of the Act

and the application of such provision to other persons or circumstances

shall not be affected thereby.

Comments: This section is self-explanatory.

Section 4. Effective Date

This Act shall be effective (insert date).

-14-
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NAIC LTC ADVISORY COMMITEE
EXPOSURE DRAFT

LONG-TERM CARE NSURANCE MODEL REGULAT!ON
DECEMBER 7, 1986

Table nf Crtpitc

Section a Purpose
Section 2. Authority
Section 3. Applicability and Scope
Section 4. Definitions
Section & Policy Definitions and Terms
Section 6. Policy Practices and Provisions
Section 7. Required Disclwure Provisions
Section 8. Requirements for Replacement
Optional Rating Provision

.ectini *. PtI==

The purpose of this regulation is to imiplement (cite section of law which sets

forth the NAIC Long-Term Care Insurance Model Act), to promote the public

interest. to promote the availability of long-term care insurance coverage, to

protect applicants for long-term care insurance as defined from unfair or

deceptive sales or enrollment practices, to facilitate public understanding

and companrson of long-term care insurance coverages, and to facilitate

flexibility and innovation in the development of long-term care insurance.

S&Cinni I Auzthority

This regulation is issued pursuant to the authority vested in the Commissioner

under (cite sections of law enacting the NAIC Long-Term Care Insurance Model

Act and establishing the Cmmissioner's authority to issue regulationsl)
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Itiem ' A;Vlicahility nd

Except as otherwise specifically provided, this regulation applies to all

long-term care insurance policies delivered or issued for delivery in this

mate on or after the effective date hereof, by insurers, fraternal benefit

societies, nonprofit health, hospital and medical service corporations,

prepaid health plans, health maintenance organizations and all similar

organizations.

Drafting Note: The regulation, like the Model Act, is intended to apply to
policies, contracts, subscriber agreements. riders and endorsements whether
issued by insurers, fraternal benefit societies nonprofit health, hospitaL
and medical service corporations, prepaid health plans, health maintenance
organizations and all similar organizations. In order to include such
organizations, regulations should identify them in accordance with statutory
terminology or by specific statutory citation. Depending upon state law and
regulation, insurance departnent jurisdiction, and other factors, separate
regulations may be required. In any event, the regulation should provide that
the particular terminology used by these Plans, organizations and arrangements
(e.g, contract policy- certificate subscriber, member,) may be substituted
for, or added to, the corresponding terms used in this regulation.

Section 4- fkfiiitifrw

For the purpose of this regulation, the terms long-term care insurance, group

long-term care insurance, commissioner, applicant, policy and certificate

shall have the meanings set forth in Section 3 of the NAIC Long-Term Care

Insurance Model Act.

Drafting Notw Where the word "Commissioner" appears in this regulation. the
appropriate designation for the chief insurance supervisory official of the
state should be substituted. To extent that the model act is not adopted, the
full definition of the above terms contained in that model act should be
incorporated in this section.
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Setinzn IS. Poicyx D~efinitieno aid Tern

No policy may be advertised, solicited or issued for delivery in this state as

long-term care insurance unless the definitions of terms set forth below, if

used in the policy, conform to the requirements of this section.

As 'Medicare" shall be defined as "The Health Insurance for the Aged Act,

Title XVIII of the Social Security Amendments of 1965 as Then Constituted

or Later Amended," or "Title 1, Part I of Public Laws 89-97. as Enacted by

the Eighty-Ninth Congress of the United States of America and popularly

known as the Health Insurance for the Aged Act." as then constituted and

any later amendments or substitutes thereof" or words of similar import.

B. 'Mental or Nervous Disorder" shall not be defined more restrictively than

a definition including neurosis, psychoneurosis, psychopathy, psychosis,

or mental or emotional disease or disorder.

C -Skilled Nursing Care", 'Intermediate Care", Personal Care", 'Home Care",

and other services shall be defined in relation to the level of skill

required, the nature of the care, and the setting where care must be

delivered.

a1 "Skilled Nursing Facility", "Extended Care Facility", Intermediate Care

Facility", "Convalescent Nursing Home", "Personal Care Facility", "Home

Care Agency", and other providers of services shall be defined in relation

to the services and facilities required to be available and the licensure

or degree status of those providing or supervising the services. The

definition may require that the facility be appropriately licensed or

certified.
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Drafting Note State laws relating to nursing and other facilities and
agencies are not uniform. Anrdingly, specific reference to or incorporation
of the individual state law may be required in structuring each definition.

Comments This section is intended to specify required definitional elements
of seveal terms commonly found in long-term care insurance policies while
allowing some flexibility in the definitions themselves.,

Secwfm 61 Pnlicy P seiVs aAnd Prnvictnnc

A. Renewability- The terms "conditionally renewable". "guaranteed

renewable', and "noncancellable" ahall not be used in any individual

long-term care insurance policy, without further explanatory language in

accordance with the disclosure requirements of Section 7. No such policy

issued to an individual shall contain renewal provisions less favorable to

the insured than "conditionally renewable'.

1. The term "conditionally renewable" may be used only when the insured

has the right to continue the long-term care insurance in force by the

timely payment of premiums and the insurer has no unilateral right to

make any change in any provision of the policy or rider while the

insurance is in force, except that the insurer may revise rates on a

class basis and may decline to renew by class, by geographic area or

for stated reasons other than age or deterioration of health.

2. Mhe term "guaranteed renewable" may be used only when the insured has

the right to continue the long-term care insurance in force by the

timely payment of premiums and when the insurer has no unilateral

right to make any change in any provision of the policy or rider while

the insurance is in force, and cannot decline to renew, except that

rates may be revised by the insurer on a class basis.

72-699 o - 87 -- 7
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3. The term "noncancellable' may be used only when the insured has the

right to continue the long-term care insurance in force by the timely

payment of premiums during which period the insurer has no right to

unilaterally make any change in any provision of the insurance or in

the premium rate.

BL Limitations and Exclusions: No policy may be delivered or issued for

delivery in this state as long-term care insurance if such policy limits

or excludes coverage by type of illness. treatment, medical condition or

accident, except as follow:

1. Pre-existing conditions or diseases

2. Mental or nervous disorders, however this shall not permit exclusion

or limitation of benefits on the basis of Alzheimer's Disease;

3. Alcoholism and drug addiction

4. Illness, treatment or medical condition arising out of:

aL war or act of war (whether declared or undeclared>,

h. participation in a felony, riot or insurrection;

C. service in the armed forces or units auxiliary thereto;
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d. uicide (sane or insane), attempted suicide or intentionally

elf-inflicted injury, or

C. aviation;

5. Treatment provided in a government facility (unless otherwise required

by law), services for which benefits are available under Medicare or

other governmental program (except Medicaid), any state or federal

workers' compensation, employer's liability or occupational disease

law, or any motor vehicle no-fault lav; services provided by a member

of the covered person's immediate family; and services for which no

charge is normally made in the absence of insurance; or

6. Territorial limitations

Other provisions of this regulation shall not impair or limit the use of

waivers to exclude, limit or reduce coverage or benefits for specifically

named or described pre-existing diseases physical condition or extra

hazardous activities. Where waivers are required as a condition of

issuance, renewal or reinstatement, signed acceptance by the insured is

required unless on initial issuance the full text of the waiver is

contained either on the first page or specification page.

D. Extension of Benefits: Termination of long-term care insurance coverage

shall be without prejudice to any benefits payable for

institutionalization if such institutionalization began while the coverage

was in force and continues without interruption after termination. Such
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extension of benefits beyond the period the coverage was in force may

be limited to the duration of the benefit period, if any, or to payment of

the magimum benefits and may be subject to any policy waiting period.

Sectin, 7 RCQUired Dislc1iru Proviginn

A. Individual long-term care insurance policies shall contain a renewal.

continuation or nonrenewal provision. The language or specifications of

such provision must be consistent with the type of policy issued. Such

provision shall be appropriately captioned, shall appear on the first page

of the policy, and shall clearly state the duration, where limited, of

renewability and the duration of the term of coverage for which the policy

is issued and for which it may be renewed.

B. Except for riders or endorsements by which the insurer effectuates a

request made in writing by the insured or exercises a specifically

reserved right under an individual long-term care insurance policy, all

riders or endorsements added to an individual long-term care insurance

policy after date of issue or at reinstatement or renewal which reduce or

eliminate benefits or coverage in the policy shall require signed

acceptance by the individual insured. After the date of policy issue, any

rider or endorsement which increases benefits or coverage with a

concomitant increase in premium during the policy term must be agreed to

in writing signed by the insured, except if the increased benefits or

coverage is required by law. Where a separate additional premium is

charged for benefits provided in connection with riders or endorsements,

such premium charge shall be set forth in the policy.
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C A lang-term cra insurance policy which provides for the payment of

benefits based on standards described as "usual and customary".

"reasonable and customary" or words of similar import shall include a

definition of such terms and an explanation of such terms in its

accompanying outline of coverage.

D. If a long-term care insurance policy or certificate contains any

limitations with respect to preexisting conditions. such limitations must

appear as a separate paragraph of the policy or certificate and be labeled

as 'Pre-existing Condition Limitations".

E. Right to Return - Free Look Provision:

1. Individual long-term care insurance policies shall have a notice

prominently printed on the first page of the policy or attached

thereto stating in substance that the policyholder shall have the

right to return the policy within ten (10) days of its delivery and to

have the premium refunded if, after examination of the policy, the

policyholder is not satisfied for any reason.

2. Long-term care insurance policies issued pursuant to a direct response

solicitation shall have a notice prominently printed on the first page

or attached thereto stating in substance that the insured person shall

have the right to return the policy within thirty (30) days of its

delivery and to have the premium refunded if after examination the

insured person is not satisfied for any reason
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artinM B Requirmnts for Rplnmacwt

A. Individual and direct response solicited long-term care insurance

application forms shall include a question designed to elicit information

as to whether the insurance to be issued is intended to replace any other

accident and sickness or long-term care insurance policy presently in

forme A supplementary application or other form to be signed by the

applicant containing such a question may be used.

B Upon determining that a sale will involve replacement, an insurer, or its

agent, other than an insurer using direct response solicitation methods

shall furnish the applicant, prior to issuance or delivery of the

individual long-term care insurance policy, a notice regarding replacement

of accident and sickness or long-term care coverage. One (l) copy of such

notice shall be retained by the applicant and an additional copy signed by

the applicant shall be retained by the insurer. The required notice shall

be provided in substantially the following form:

NOTICE TO APPLICANT REGARDING REPLACEMENT

OF INDIVIDUAL ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS OR LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE

According to (your application) (information you have furnished), you intend

to lapse or otherwise terminate existing accident and sickness or long-term

care insurance and replace it with an individual long-term care insurance

policy to be issued by (Company Name) Insurance Company. Your new policy

provides ten (10) days within which you may decide without cat whether you
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desire to keep the policy. For your own information and protection, you

should be aware of and seriously consider certain factors which may affect the

insurance protection available to you under the new policy.

1. Health conditions which you may presently have (pre-existing

conditions). may not be immediately or fully covered under the new

policy. This could result in denial or delay in payment of benefits

under the new policy, whereas a similar claim might have been payable

under your present policy.

I2 You may wish to secure the advice of your present insurer or its agent

regarding the proposed replacement of your present policy. This is

not only your right, but it is also in your best interest to make sure

you understand all the relevant factors involved in replacing your

present coverage.

3. If, after due consideration, you still wish to terminate your present

policy and replace it with new coverage, be certain to truthfully and

completely answer all questions on the application. Failure to

include all material medical and other information on an application

may provide a basis for the company to deny any future claims and to

refund your premium as though your policy had never been in force.

After the application has been completed and before you sign it,

reread it carefully to be certain that all information has been

properly recorded.
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The above "Notice to Applicant" was delivered to me On:

DATE

(Applicants Signature)

C_ Insurers using direct response solicitation methods shall deliver the

notice regarding replacement of accident and sickness or long-term care

coverage to the applicant upon issuance of the policy. The required

notice shall be provided in substantially the following form

NOTICE TO APPLICANT REGARDING REPLACEMENT

OF ACCIDENT AND SICKNESS OR LONG-TERM CARE INSURANCE

According to (your application) (information you have furnished) you intend to

lapse or otherwise terminate existing accident and sickness or long-term care

insurance and replace it with the long-term care insurance policy delivered

herewith issued by (Company Name) Insurance Company. Your new policy provides

thirty (30) days within which you may decide without cost whether you desire

to keep the policy. For your own information and protection. you should be

aware of and seriously consider certain factors which may affect the insurance

protection available to you under the new policy.
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1 Health conditions which you may presently have (pre-existing

conditions) may not be immediately or fully covered under the new

policy. This could result in denial or delay in payment of benefits

under the new policy, whereas a simila claim might have been payable

under your present policy.

2. You may wish to secure the advice of your present insurer or its agent

regarding the proposed replacement of your present policy. This is

not only your right, but it is also in your best interest to make sure

you understand all the relevant factors involved in replacing your

present coverage.

3 (To be included only if the application is attached to the policy.)

If, after due consideration, you still wish to terminate your present

policy and replace it with new coverage, read the copy of the

application attached to your new policy and be sure that all questions

ame answered fully and correctly. Omissions or misstatements in the

application could cause an otherwise valid claim to be denied.

Carefully check the application and write to (Company Name and

Address) within thirty (30) days if any information is not correct and

complete, or if any past medical history has been left out of the

application.

(Company Name)
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(pinnal Rasting &mdsninn

Benefits under individual long-term care insurance policies shall be deemed

reasonable in reation to premiums provided the anticipated lcs ratio is at

least 5596 for conditionally renewable policies, 50% for guaranteed renewable

policis and 45% for noncancellable policies. In evaluating the anticipated

loss ratio, due consideration shall be given to all relevant factors.

including:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

L.

Statistical credibility of incurred claims experience and earned

premiums;

The period for which rates arn computed to provide coverage;

Experienced and projected trends;

Concentration of experience within early policy duration;

Expected claim fluctuation;

Experience refunds, adjustments or dividends;

Renewability features

All appropriate expense factors:
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9. Interest

10. Experimental nature of the coverage

11. Policy reserves

12. Mix of business by risk classification; and

13. Product featurs such as long elimination periods, high deductibles

and high maximum limits.

Drafting Note: This optional rating provision is designed to serve as a
benchmark for those states deciding to use loss-ratios to determine
reasonableness of benefits in relation to premiums.
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COMPABI:SZN OF LC#C TE" CAiE -OLICIES
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CONPASISOM OF LONG TERM CARE tlCIES
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COWaPAISON Of LOSt TERM CARE POLICIES
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COMPAPISCR or LOtC TECR CARE POLICIES
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COMPARISON OF LONG TERM CARE POLICIES

CARRIER BLUE CROSS OF NORTH DAKOTA

SKILLEO NURSING CARE
DAILY BENEFIT $35
TIME LIMITATION 630 days Call types)

RESTRICTIONS Nonparticipating provider * SO*
Reduction in payrent to participating
provider if insufficient funds

INTERMEDIATE CARE
OAILY BENEFIT
TIME LIMITATION 630 days Call types)

RESTRICTIONS Nonparticipating provider S0:;
Reduction in payment to participating
provider if insufficient funds

CUSTOOIAL CARE
DAILY BENEFIT
TIME LIMITATION ^*NONEt

RESTRICTIONS

HOME HEALTH
DAILY BENEFIT
TIME LIMITATION "NONE'

RESTRICTIONS

ELIMINATION PERIOO 100 days (one time)

$ MAXIMUMS (if any)
_- _- _ _- _- - _- _ _-_- _ _- _- -_- _ _ _- _ _-_- - _- _ _- _- - _- _- - _- _ _-_- - _-_- - _- _ _- _- -_- _ _- _ -_ _ -_ --_-_ _ -_ _ _ -_ --_- _ _- _
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COGPARISON OF LONG TERM CARE POLICIES

CARRIER BLUE. CROSS OF NORTH DAKOTA

EXTENSIONS

PRE-EXISTING EXCLUSION all/iBO days

OTHER EXCLUSIONS services that could be provided
in a lesser care facility cr at home
any days that qualify for SNF
benefits under Medicare or a SC
Hospital Service contract

WAIVER OF PREMIUM

EvIDENCE OF INSURABILITY short form medical
cim exp of current BC insureds

RENEWABILITY
F E E' _ __ _ __ _ _ _ -- -- -- --- - -- -------- ---

POLICY FEE?

OTHER 10 day free look
sold by agent
provider pays BCNO a one time
paymient of $20/bed

… _- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- - -- -_ - - -- - -- -

PREMIUM RATES (monthly cost for $41/day benefit - 20 day elimination period)

65 $40.9S
6S-69 $51.35
70-74 $SS.4S
75-79 $64.1S

$76. 20
(above rates if Subscriber.also
carries BC Medicare Extended or
other plan)
If subscriber carries BC Regular
Cov., rates s $12.20 for all ages

RATE BASIS attained age (no max)
… ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

- 144 -
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SOME BASIC THINGS YOU SHOULD
KNOW

Medicare pays a large part of your health care
expenses. It does not pay them all. There are linets
on some omered services and you must pay certain
amounts called deductibles and 0o-payments.
Medicare does not cover some services at as. Neither
does most private Insurance, for example:

* What many people think of as nursing home care
is rnot usually covered by Medicare or insurance
policies on the market today. (See page 3.)

* Medicare and most private health Insurance policies
pay only a specified percent of the amount
approved by Medicare. You pay the rest. To
avoid extra charges, ask your doctor it he or She
participates or accepts assignment of Medicare
benefits. Assignment means that your doctor (or
other supplier) agrees to accept the arnount
approved by Medicare as the total charge for
covered services and supiplies. Participating doctors
or suppliers aocept assignment on all Medicare
clains. (See page 5.)

* Insurance to supplement Medicare is not sold
or serviced by the government. Do not believe
advertisig or agents who suggest that Medicare
supplement insurance is a government-sponsored
program.

Before you consider buying insurance to supplement
Medicare. you should know what Medlicare benefits
are. Pages 4 through 7 explain your Medicare
coverage. Please review thern carelulty.

DO YOU NEED PRIVATE HEALTH
INSURANCE IN ADDITION
TO MEDICARE?

Not everyone does...

* Lowvncorne people who are eligible for Medicaid
gerceraty do not need additional insurance. Medicaid
pays almost at costs induding long-tesm nursing
care Contact your local social service agency to
find out if you quality and what the benefits are in
your state.

* Whether you need health insurance in addition to
Medicare is a decision which you should discuss
with someone you know who understands insurance
and your financial situation. The best time to do
Etis is before you reach age 65.

HINTS ON SHOPPING FOR

Shop Carefutly Before You Buy.. policies differ widely
as to coverage and cost, and companies differ as
to service. Contact different companies and compare
the policies carefuiy before you buy.

Don't Buy More Policies Than You Need ...
duplicate coverage is costly and not necessary. A
single comprehensive policy is better than several
policies with overlapping or duplicate ooverages.
For oemprehensive coverage, consider continuing the
group coverage you have at work; joining an HMO~
buying a catastrophic or major medical policy or
buying a Medicare Supplemnent policy. (See page 3.)

Check For Preexisting Condition Exclusions
which reduce or eliminate coverage for existing
health conditions. Many policies exclude coverage tor
prrexisting health conditions.

Don't be misld by the phrase no medical examination
required. If you have had a health problem, the
insurer might not cover you for expenses connected
with that protlem.

Beware of Replacing Existing Coverage. .. be
suspicious of a suggestion that you give tip your
policy and buy a replacement. Often the new policy
wil impose waiting periods or will have exclusions
or waiting periods for preexisting widitions your
current policy covers On the other hand, don't keep
inadequate policies simply because you have had
them a long time. You don't get credit wth a company
just because you've paid many years for a policy.

Be Aware of Maximum Benefits ... most poicies
have some type of limit on benefits which may be
expressed in terms of dollars payable or the number
of days for which payment wiU be made.

page I
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PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE

Check Your Right To Renew... beware of policies
that let the company refuse to renew your policy on
an individual basis. These policies provide the least
permanent coverage.
Most policies cannot be canceled by the company
unless aln podries of that type are canceled in the
state. Therefore, these policies cannot be canceled
because of daims or disputes. Some policies are
guaranteed renewable for life. Policies that can be
renewed automaticafly offer added protection.
Policies to Supplement Medicare Are Neither Sold
nor Serviced by State or Federal Government...
State Insurance Departments approve polcies sold
by insurance companies but approval only means
the company and policy meet requirements of state
law. Do not beheve statements that insurance to
supplement Medicare is a govemrnment-sponsored
program. If anyone tels you that he or she is from the
government and later tries to sell you an insurance
policy, report that person to your State Insurance
Department. (This type of representation is a violation
of Federal Law.)
Know With Whom You're Dealing ... a company
must meet certain qualifications to do business in
your state. This is for your protection Agents also
must be licensed by your state and must carry proof
of licensing showing their name and the company
they represent. If the agent cannot show such proof.
do not buy from that person. A business card is
not a license.
Keep Agents' and/or Companies' Names,
Addresses and Telephone Numbers ... write down
the agents and/or companies names, addresses and
telephone rumrrbers or ask for a business card.
Take Your Time ... do not let a short-term enrollment
period high pressure you. Protessional salespeople
wil not rush you. If you question whether a program
is worthy, ask the salesperson to explain it to a
friend or relative whose judgment you respect. Allow
yourselt tine to think through your decision.

IF YOU DECIDE TO BUY

Complete Application Carefully some companies
ask for detailed medical information. If they do and you
orrit the requested medical information, the company
can refuse coverage for an omitted condition for a
period of time or it may deny a claim and/or cancel
your policy. Do not believe anyone who tells you that
your medical history on an application is not important

Look for an Outline of Coverage... you should be
given a dlearly worded summary o0 the policy...
READ IT CAREFULLY.

Do Not Pay Cash ... pay by check. money Order or
bank drafts made payable to the insurance company.
not the agent or anyone else.

Check For A Free-Look Provision... most com-
panies give you at least 10 days to review the policy.
It you dedde you don't want to keep it. send it
back to the agent or company within tO days of
receiving It and you vw get a refund of all premiums
you have paid.
Policy Delivery or Refunds Should Be Prompt..
the insurance company should deliver a policy within
30 days. If not, contact the company and obtain in
writing a reason for failure to deliver. If 60 days go
by without Information, contact your State Insurance
Department The same schedule should be tollowed if
you return the policy but do not receive your retund

For Your Protection ...Federal criminal penalties can
be imposed against any company or agent who
knowingly sets you a policy that duplicates Medicare
coverage or any private health insurance that you
already own but which wil not pay duplicate benefits,
or suggests that they represent the Medicare program
or any Government agency. It you believe you have
been the vktim of any of these, or any other
illegal sales practices, you should contact your State
insurance Department.

WHAT MEDICARE PAYS AND DOESN'T PAY
Medicare is divided into two parts - hospital insurance Medicare does not pay the entire cost for alt covered
(Part A) and medical rnsrance (Part B). Page 4 services. You pay for deductibles and co-payments. A
describes Part A benefits and page s describes Part B deductible is an initial dollar amount which Medicare
benefits. The chart on page 6 gives brief outlines does not pay...a coipayment is you share of
of both Part A and Panl B. Please refer to Your expenses tor covered services above the deductibie.
Medicare Handbook or any Social Security Office
for more information.

Page 2
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TYPES OF PRIVATE HEALTH INSURANCE

Private health insurance is available thraugh group and
individual policies. it is offered by some companies
through agents and by other companies directly
through advertising media and mail. Coverages offered
and their values differ widely among both group and
indwidvual policies.

Types of Individual and group health Insurance
coverages:

* Medicare Supplement ... pays somne or all of
Medicare's deductibles and co-payments. Some
policies may also pay for some health services not
covered by Medicare.

Medicare pays only for services determined to
be medically necessary and only to the extent
of what Medicare determines to be the approved
amount (see pages 4 through 7). Most Medicare
supplements follow the same guidelines and pay
nothing for services Medicare finds unnecessary

* Catastrophic or Major Medical Expense ... helps
cover the high cost of serious iness or injury.
including some health services not covered
by Medicare. These poticies usually have a
large deductible and may not cover Medicare's
co-payments and deductibles. It this type policy is
available in your area, it can be a better dollar
value to insure only for catastrophic expenses than
to buy coverage for the Medicare deductibles and
co-payments

* Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs).
there may be one or more HMOs in your area
which particpate in the Medicare program. HMOs
both insure health care and provide the service
People who join HMOs pay a membership fee. or
premium, and then receive health services directly
from physicians and other providers affithaled with
HMOs. Services are prepaid, so there are usually
no claims forms to process. For Medicare covered
services, there are usually no separate charges
for deductibles or co-payments. If you are wilting
to receive your care from a specified group of
providers. HMOs may provide the most womplete
service for your health care dollar.

Group insurance is avalabile through employers
and through voluntary associations.

* Employer Group Inasurance ... many people are
covered by a group plan while they are employed.
Find out before you retire if your group coverage
can be continued or converted to a suitable

individual Medicare supplement policy when you
reach age 65. Check carefully the price and
the benefits, including benefits for your spouse.
Employer continued or conversion group insurance
usually has the advantage of having no waiting
periods or preexisting condition exclusions. Consult
your employer for information about special rules
that apply to employer group coverage for people
who contans.e to work aher they reach age 65.

* Association Group Insurance, many
organizations. other than employers, offer various
kinds of group health insurance coverage to ther
members over age 65.

Beware ofc daims of low group rates because coverage
under group policies may be as expensive or more
costly than comparable coverage under individual
policies Be sure you understand the benefits included
and then compare prices.

The following coverages are limited in scope
and are not substitutes for Medicare Supplement,
Cestastrophic, Major Medical Expense or HMOs.

* Nursing Home Coverage ... usually pays a stated
amount a day for required skilled nursing service
furnished in a skided nursing facility. Intermediate
care, rest Care and custodial care are generally not
covered under any policy on the market today Most
people in nursing homes are receiving custodial
care. Be sure you know which nursing homnes and

i serces are covered.

* Hospital Confinement indemnity Coverage...
pays a fixed amount for each day you are
hospitalized up to a designated number of days.
Some coverage may have added benefits such as
surgical benefits or skilled nursing hIormne confinement
benefits. Preniums do not ordinarily increase, but
the fixed benefits do not rise to meet increasing
costs of hospitalization.

* Specifled Disease Coverage (not avadable in
some states)}.. provides benefits for only a single
disease, such as cancer, or a group of specified
diseases. The value of such coverage depends
on the chance you win get the specific disease
or diseases covered. Benefits are usually limited
to payment of a fixed amount for each type of
treatment Benefits are not designed to fill the
Medicare gaps.
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MEDICARE HOSPITAL INSURANCE BENEFITS (PART A)

WHAT MEDICARE PART A PAYS

When att program recrents we met, Medicare
Part A wilt help pay for medicaly necessary ks-hospital
cae, for medicaly necessary Inpatient care In a skilted
nwsuig facilty after a hospital stay, and for hospice
care. In addition, Part A pays the hdt cost of modFally
necessary home health care.

Part A covers all services customarily nshed by
hospitals and sklled rmsrig facffties. Part A does
not cover private duty nursing. dwges for a prrvate
room unless medicaty necessary, or convenience
items such as telephones or tesion. Part A also
does not cover the fa'st 3 pints of blood you receive
dun an inpatient stay Mbut you cannot be charged
for blood t it is replaced by a blood pVan or through
a blood donation In your behaf.

8ENEFtT PERIODS

Medicare Pan A benefits are paid on the basis of
benefit periods. A benefit period begrrs the first day
you receive Medicare covered service in a hosptal
and ends when you have been out of a hospital or
skilled nursing facility for 60 days in a row. if you
enter a hospital again after 60 days, a new benefit
period begins. AP Part A benefits (except for lifetime
reserve days you have used) are renewed. There is
no lirrt to the number of benefit periods you can have
for hospital or skilled nursing facility care. However,
spedial limited benefit periods apply to hospice care.

INPATIENT HOSPITAL CARE

Part A pays for an covered services for the first 60
days of inpatient hospital care in a benefit period
except for $520. the 1987 Part A dedtctile. For the
next 30 days, Part A pays for all covered services
except for $130 a day. Every person enrolled in Part A
also has a 60-day reserve for Inpatient hospital care
which can be drawn from it more than 90 days are
needed in a banefit period. When reserve days are
used, Part A pays for all covered services except
for $260 a day. Once used, reserve days are not
renewable.

SKILLED NURSING FACIliTY CARE

A skilled nursing facility is a special knd of facility which
Pirnanly furnishes skilled nurs"ng and rehabilitation
services. It may be a separate facility or a part of

a hospital. Medicare benefits are payable only If the
skiled rsing facitty is certified by Medicare. Most
nursing homes in the United States are not skiled
nursing falities and many skilled nrsing fadlities are
not certified by Medicare.

Part A pays for at covered services for the first 20
days of mredially necessary inpatient skilled nursing
facility care during a benefit period. In 1987, for the
next 60 days. Part A pays atl except $65 a day.

Medicare Part A wil not cover your stay in a skided
nursing faciiity it the services you receive are mainly
personal care or custodial services. such as help in
walking, getting in and out of bed eating. dressing.
bathing and taking medicine.

HOME HEALTH CARE

Part A pays the cost of ail medically necessary
home health visits. Part A covers part-time services
o0 a visiting nurse or physical or speech therapist
from a Medicare certified home health agency. It you
receive any t these services, Part A can also cover
part-tane home health aide services. occupational
therapy, medical social services and medical supplies
and equipment. Part A does not cover ful-timne
nursing care, drugs, meals delivered to your home or
homemaker serices tmat are primarily to assist you
in meeting personal care or housekeeping needs.

HOSPICE CARE

Under oritain conditions, Part A can pay for hospice
care for people who have a terminal illness. Part A
can pay for a maximum of two 90-day hospice
benefit periods and one 30-day period. During a
hospice benefit period. Part A pays the full cost of
au medicat and support services necessary for the
symptom management and pain relief ot a tenrninal
tthess. Covered services indude the following, when
provided by a Medicare certified hospice: physician
services, nursing care, medical appliances and supplies
(Indcuding outpatient drugs for symptom management
and pain relie-. short-term inpatient care. counseling,
therapies, and home health aide and homemaker
services. There are no deductibles or co-payrments
except for linited cost sharing for outpatient drugs
and inpatient respite care.
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MEDICARE MEDICAL INSURANCE BENEFITS (PART B)

WHAT MEDICARE PART B PAYS

Medicare Part B helps pay for doctors' bills and
Mrany other medical services. You are autornatically
erolled in Part B wten you enro in Medicare
Part A... although you may state that you don't want
it. In 1987, the Part B premium is $17.90 a month.
This amount may change each January 1. YOU
DON'T HAVE TO PURCHASE PART B-.. BUT IT
IS AN EXCELLENT BUY BECAUSE THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT PAYS ABOUT THREE QUARTERS
OF THE ACTUAL COST.

You pay the first S75 ot approved charges In 1987.
(This is the 1987 Part B deductible.) After that,
Medicare Part B generally pays 80% of the amount
Medicare approves for covered services you receive
the rest of the year. You pay the remaining 20%.
This is the Part B co-payment. Unless your doctor or
supplier accepts assignment (see explanation below).
you are responsible for charges above the amount
Medicare approves.

SERVICES COVERED

* Physicians' and surgeons'serices no matter where
you receive them ... at home, In the doctor's office.
in a finic or in a hospital. Routine physical exams
are excluded

* Hone health visits. Medicare pays the fug cost ot
medicalty necessary home health visits. You have
no deductibtle or co-payrnent.

* Physical therapy and speech pathology services.
in a doctor's otftie or as an outpatient and. on a
iSmited basis, in your home.

* Other medical services and s es... such as
outpatient hospital services; X-rays and laboratory
tests: certain ambulance services; and puredase
or rental of durable medical equipment. such as
wheelchairs.

Part B will not pay for any services which Medicare
does not consider medically necessary... neither
will most insurance policies.

APPROVED AMOUNT

In deciding whether a charge is reasonable, Medicare
reviews each year the usual charge by the doctor or

suppier for each covered service, and the charge ot
other doctors and suppliers In the area for the same
service. The amount approved Is often lower than
the actual rharge mrade by the doctor or supplier.

Most insurance poides you can buy to supplement
Medicare only pay 20% of Medicare's approved
amount. You might not get 1t00% coverage tor your
Part B bills even i you have Medicare Part 8 and
private insurance. Here's how this could happen.

Suppose your doctor charges you $400 tor an
operation and Medicare detennines the approved
amount to be $300. Assuming you have already met
the annual Part B deductible, Medicare would pay
80% of the $300. or $240. Most insurance policies
would pay 2%. of the $300. or $60. You would pay
$100 - the difference between your doctor's actual
charge and Medicare s approved amount. However,
you may avoid this extra payment iS your doctor
accepts assignment.

AStt ABOUT ASSIGNMENHT AND PARTICIPATING
DOCTORS OR SUPPLIERS

Because you can't teil in advance whether the
approved amount and the actual charge wil be the
same, always ask your doctors or other medical
suppliers, such as laboratories and therapists. it
they wit accept assignment of Medicare benefits.
Assignment means that the doctor or suppler will
accept Medicare's approved amount as full payment
and cannot legaly Ml you for anything above that
amount. In the exanmle above, if your doctor agreed
to assignment, he or she would accept $300 as
payment in full and you would not have to pay the

$100 difference yourself. Doctors and suppliers do
not have to accept assignment, but many do.

Also, doctors and suppliers can now become
Medcre'paricipating doctors or suppliers who agree
to accept assignment on at Medicare daims. These
doctors and suppliers are listed in the Medicare
Partictpating PhysicianlSupplier Directory which is
distributed to senior citizen organizations. al Socia!
Security and Railroad Retirement offices, and all State
and area offices ot the Adrrinistration on Aging. This
directory can be purchased from the insurance care,
that processes Medicare Part B claims in your area
(see the back of Your Medicare Handbook lor the
list ot carrier addresses) or you can call the camer to
hnid out which doctors and suppliers are panicipating.
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MEDICARE (PART Ay. HOSPITAL INSURANCE - COVERED
SERVICES PER BENEFIT PERIOD(1)

SERVICE BENEFrT YEtICARE PAYS" YOU PAY"
HOSPITALIZATION ... Fist 60 days Al but $520 $S20
Semiprivate room and board.
general ursirngr and m ous 61st to 90th day Al but 5130 a day $130 a day
hospital services and saftPles. gist to 150th day Al but $260 a day $260 a day

Beyond 150 days Noting Al costs

POSTHOSPITAL SKILLED F¢rt 20 days 1001 o approved
NURSING FACILITY CARE ... Ina F-tdas l0oapredNo"thin
facrlity approved by Medicare. You W t
must have been in a hospftal for
at least 3 days ontr the Additional 80 days AD but SSS a day $65 a day
facbty wtthin 30 days after hospita Be yond 100 days Nothing AN costs
dischargel. (2

HOME HEALTH CARE Visits limited to Full cost NO"tg
medical necessity

HOSPICE CARE Tswo 90oay is Al but limited costs e ted cost sharingHOS~~~~~~iCE CAnREe t-aypefo or outpatient drugs froutpatient drugs
and oe 30day Priodand Wipatient respite care and inparien

BLOOD _ ood Ar but ftst 3 pints For first 3 pints

S60 Reserve Days may be used only once: days used are not renewable.
*These figures are for 1987 and are subject to change each year.
(1) A Benefit Period begins on the frst day you receive service as an ipatient in a hospital and ends after

you have been out of thne hospital or skitied nursing taclilty for 60 days in a row.
(2) Medicare and private insurance wia not pay for most nurfing home care. You pay for custodral care and

mtost care In a nursing home.

MEDICARE (PART B): MEDICAL INSURANCE - COVERED
SERVICES PER CALENDAR YEAR

SERVICE BENEFtT MEDICARE PAYS YOU PAY
Medicare pays for med-
ical services in or out $75 deductible

MEDICAL EXPENSE ot hospital. Some Insur- ps 20%
Physicia ns servbes. Inpatient and ance policies pay less 8% of of balance
outpatient redical services and (or noftig) for hospi approved amount of approved amount
supplies. physical and speech tai outpatient medcal (after $75 deductibte) (plus any charge
therapy. animtyance, ate. services or services above approved

in a doctor's office armoKnt)-

HOME HEAL~~~h CARE ~Visits kyilmtd to
HOME HEALTH CARE _ _medical ncessty Funj cost Notlvng

OUTPATIENT HOSPITAL Uramted as80% of Subplct to deductibleOUTPATIENT HOSPiTAL Unterted a approved amnt plus 20% of balance
TREATMENT medically necessary (after $75 derductible) of approved amount.

80% of approved amount For first 3 pints plus
BLOOD iE40d (after $75 deductible and 20% of amane ofBLOOD(astarting with 4th pint) approved amount

(after $75 deductible)

sn7B you -at -a 41a o1 exPwse -o xwvu,_ r~ m lY me r ar ff c iwe ooes "Di ait'y Toany further covered services you racerve the rest of the year.
"YOU PAY FOR charges higthr than amount approved by Medicare uiaess the doctor or supplier agrees to
accept Medicare s approved amount as the total charge for services rendered. (See page 5.1
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EXPENSES NOT COVERED
BY MEDICARE

Medicare does not cover certain kinds of care. Most
private insurance does not cover them either. Among
them are:

* Private duty nursing.

* Skilled nursing home care costs (beyond what is
covered by Medicam)

* Custodial nursing home care costs.

* Intermediate nursing home care costs.

* Physician charges (above Medicare's approved
amount).

* Drugs (other than prescription drugs furnished
during a hospital or skilled nursing facility stay or
outpatient drugs for symptom management or pain
relief provided by a hospice).

* Care received outside the U.S.A., except under
certain conditions in Canada and Mexico.

* Dental care or dentures, checkups, routine
immunizations, cosmetic surgery, routine foot care,
examinations for and the cost of eyeglasses or
hearing aids.

FOR ADDITIONAL HELP...

if you need additional help or advice on Medicaro
benefits or elibigity. contact your nearest Social
Security Office or the Health Care Financing
Adrmnirstration. For information on private insurance to
supplement Medicare, check with your State Insurance
Department or State Consumer Protection Agency.

If you bought or are considering byingg a health
insurance policy, the company or its agent should
answer your questions. Ift you do not get the service
you feel you deserve, discuss the matter with your
State tnsurance Department.

THE MEDICARE INFORMATION IN THIS PAMPHLET
IS FOR 1987. IT WILL CHANGE FROM YEAR TO
YEAR. FOR A MORE DETAILED AND CURRENT
EXPLANATION OF MEDICARE AND ITS BENEFITS,
OBTAIN A FREE COPY OF A BRIEF EXPLANATION
OF MEDICARE FROM YOUR LOCAL SOCIAL
SECURITY OFFICE.
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